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PANEL DISCUSSION 1:
To COMMENT OR NOT TO COMMENT: WHAT THE MEDIA
WANTS, WHAT THE CLIENT NEEDS, AND WHAT THE
RULES REQUIRE

Joseph B. Cheshire V
Mark Curriden
Kim Helper
PamelaMackey
Al Tompkins
AMY MOHAN: We're happy to introduce our first panel of
the symposium: "What the Media Wants, What Your Client
Needs, and What the Rules Require."
Joe Cheshire has a client list that includes Bon Jovi,
Mbtley Crtie, death row inmates, members of the Duke
Lacrosse team, and state governors, in no particular order
of course. Mr. Cheshire started the firm Cheshire, Parker,
Schneider & Bryan in 1978, which specializes in criminal
defense. Mr. Cheshire will also serve as one of our keynote
speakers later this afternoon.
Having worked as a reporter for the Dallas Morning
News and the Atlanta Journal-Constitution before law
school, the next panelist understands well the intersection
between law and media. Mark Curriden's investigative
journalism about tobacco litigation led to the indictment
and conviction of Texas Attorney General Dan Morales. He
is also the author of Contempt of Court, A Turn-Of-TheCentury Lynching That Launched A Hundred Years of
Federalism. Mr. Curriden is currently the legal affairs
writer for the American Bar Association.
A few years ago, while reporting on a local
television story involving an animal raid in Williamson
County, I first met General Kim Helper, the District
Attorney General for the 2 1St Judicial District of Tennessee.
At that meeting she told me, "you can get your B roll over
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there." At the time, this struck me as odd for a DA to say,
but learning about General Helper's background changed
that. Kim Helper was also a journalist before going to law
school, and she began her journalism career as a reporter
and news director at WBUF FM 93. After graduating from
law school, General Helper worked at a State's Attorney's
Office in Tampa, Florida and the Tennessee Attorney
General's Office. General Helper was appointed as district
attorney general in 2008.
Our final panelist has served as an inspiration to
reporters, producers, and news directors throughout the
country. For the last 30 years, Al Tompkins has worked as
a photojournalist, reporter, producer, anchor, assistant news
director, and news director. Mr. Tompkins has spent the
last decade at the prestigious Poynter Institute in St.
Petersburg where he is the senior faculty for broadcast and
online media. He is also the co-author of four editions of
the Radio and Television News Directors Foundation's
"Newsroom Ethics" workbook.
Our moderator this morning is UT College of Law
Professor Paula Schaefer. Professor Schaefer specializes in
the area of professional ethics, and she frequently lectures
and writes in this area. In particular, Professor Schaefer
concentrates on the area of attorney ethical obligations in
the representation of business clients.
We are honored to have all of these esteemed
panelists with us today.
PAULA SCHAEFER: Thank you all. We will give each
member of this panel an opportunity to make some
comments and then we'll have some questions for all of
them; I hope the audience will too. We are going to start
with Kim Helper, who is going to use PowerPoint.
KIM HELPER: Good morning. I feel like the nerd here
because I did bring a little bit of a PowerPoint, so I
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apologize if it's boring. I appreciate the opportunity to be
here. I have two teenage daughters and I was talking to one
of them the other night and explaining a little bit about
what I was doing and who else was on the panel. After
listening to the accomplishments of the other panelists, my
daughter finally looked at me and said, "well, Mom, you
had one big case." The irony is my daughter's "big case"
from her perspective is a case that I handled that in the
grand scheme of things probably wasn't all that big, It
became big because it was just sexy enough to be covered
by "48 Hours" and "Dateline", so from her perspective
what made my case big was the media attention that went
toward that case. Hopefully, this morning, I can share a
little bit of the perspective that prosecutors bring.
In listening to Ms. Mackey, I was a little
disappointed. I certainly do not know enough about the
prosecutor's handling of the Kobe Bryant case. Being based
in Williamson County, just outside of Nashville, we get our
share of celebrities who run into trouble because of the
country music industry and also because of Albert
Haynesworth who, fortunately from my perspective, moved
out of Williamson County and took his problems
elsewhere.
I'm going to start with a case that came out of the
Tennessee Supreme Court involving one of my fellow
colleagues and prosecutors, John Zimmerman, in Nashville,
who was disciplined with a private sanction. In the
litigation John argued that he did not need to be disciplined
at all, and that some of the rules involving what can be said
infringed on his right of free speech.The Board of
Professional Responsibility, felt that the private
disciplinary sanction was not strong enough. But the
remarks at issue were said when coming out of a
preliminary hearing in a murder case and being confronted
by reporters. John made the comment that the medical
examiner said Campbell was strangled, stabbed in the chest
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multiple times, and had his throat slashed all the way
across. I don't know whether or not there was any gesturing
that went along with that [statement]. John then commented
that the photographs of the body were pretty bad, and that
they were considering asking for the death penalty. He also
made some other comments that had to do with statements
that the defendant made in the form of a confession or
admissions.The Supreme Court found that that was
acceptable for him to say from the perspective that those
were statements or comments that came out during the
preliminary hearing so they were public record. And that is
one of the guidelines that I really encourage folks in my
office to follow. Thankfully they do not get approached by
the press all that much, but when they do, if it has been
said in court or comes out during a court proceeding, that it
is generally okay for me to repeat back. I make it very
clear to say, "during the court proceeding the detective
testified to." I make it clear that they are not my comments
but I'm just repeating what happened during the hearing.It
is my interpretation of the rules that that would be
acceptable.
One of the interesting things that the Supreme Court
recognized during the discussion, particularly as it related
to prosecutors and whether their free speech is impinged
on, was that the speech at issue is "that which would
reasonably likely interfere or affect a fair trial" -I think you
see that still in Model Rule 3.8, which specifically talks
about prosecutors and what our special role is in the
requirement that it is okay to speak to the journalists or the
media about facts that are necessary to explain the actions,
but there should not be any extrajudicial comments that
would heighten the public condemnation of the accused. 109
Within our office we bear that in mind and are
extremely careful about any statements made and how they
could ultimately affect a fair trial. However, sometimes we
'" MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R.3.8 (2004).
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get overzealous law enforcement officers who like to be on
TV, and who like to comment and talk about the work
they're doing. Generally, I really try to discourage that sort
of discussion by the agencies in our jurisdiction. I
understandthat they feel an obligation to tell the public
what they have done and what arrests they have made, but I
really try to discourage law enforcement from making
comments about the evidence and the facts. Generally, I've
gotten pretty good results within our jurisdiction as it
relates to that.
[referring to PowerPoint] I have done a little bit
here about what a prosecutor can say, and I relied on Rule
3.6 of the Rules of Professional Conduct. 110 We can talk
about the offense that's charged and any information that is
in the public record. But the reality is that for many
reasons, I really do not want to try our cases in the press.
Although oftentimes we come across as the good guys or
the people in white hats just because we're prosecutors, it
can cause problems when you ultimately come down to
jury selection. I'm looking for the same fair jury that
defense counsel is.
I'm also cognizant that my responsibility is not to
get a conviction, but to make sure that justice is served and
that the best interest of the state goes forward. It is not all
about getting a conviction. With that in mind, I encourage
the folks in our office not to talk to the media about issues
that are not public. Oftentimes we just say the investigation
is ongoing and cut off the discussion at that point. We can
talk about the schedule of court hearings. If there is a
warning that the behavior of an individual involved who
may still be out in the public could cause harm, the Rule
suggests that we can discuss that. 11 We can also identify
the accused in a criminal case. What we should not say, and
this falls under the comments, is any statement about the
0

MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 3.6 (2004).
" MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 3.6 (2004).

"
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character, credibility, reputation or criminal record of a
party, a suspect, or witness; the identification of a witness;
any kind of plea negotiations; or the contents of a
confession or statement. As I said, the exception to this rule
happens if the information came out during a public
hearing. My better practice is not to say anything and hope
that the reporter was present so they can just document
what occurred during the hearing. Stay away from any kind
of discussion about a refusal to take a test or the results of a
test. For instance, if someone failed a polygraph, we do not
go there at all.
My practice is not to give an opinion on the guilt of
a defendant. Let a jury decide the guilt of the defendant.
Certainly, I think the impression would be that I believe the
defendant is guilty if I am going forward with the
prosecution, but I am not going to articulate that. And stay
away from any information that is inadmissible and would
prejudice an impartial trial. I think from a prosecution
perspective, we are very careful to not say or do anything
that would come back to haunt us as the case proceeds and
goes forward to trial.
As I said, because of our jurisdiction, we have had
our fair share of high-profile defendants; one of them being
Mindy McCready. Depending on where you come from,
maybe she's not all that high-profile. I think she had one
big song. But she repeatedly ran into trouble. Nancy Grace
from CNN latched onto her case and did several shows on
her. The next two slides are some excerpts from that.
Mindy McCready was placed on probation, typical within
the State of Tennessee for first-time offenders, violated that
probation, and had continuing issues. Nancy Grace was
doing a show on that and I got the call at 5:00, the show
was supposed to be at 7:00, to come down to the studio and
go on the air. I do not have a PR person, but my husband
does PR for a living, so he is my unpaid PR advisor. He
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basically said "No, don't do it. Don't go down there. Don't
get on TV. No, no, no."
However, they pestered me enough, and with my
background in journalism, I finally agreed to speak over the
telephone, I was not going to be on camera. I agreed to
speak in part because-and this goes to part of Rule 3.6,
which talks about the ability of an attorney to rebut or to
speak if there is misinformation out there-" 2 I was
concerned about the suggestion that Mindy McCready was
getting special treatment, that we were being unduly kind to
her. That was not the case.
The law presumes that a first-time offender should
get probation because he or she is entitled to alternative
sentencing. Nancy Grace starts out by asking me why was
it taking so long for there to be jail time. She also wanted
to know exactly what I expected to be coming. I knew she
was going to hammer us because she felt like Mindy
McCready needed to be in prison. After discussing things
with my husband, I went into this with some talking points,
and I was going to get them out there. I told her there
actually has been jail time in this case. And, for once,
Nancy was kind of speechless. Then I went on to explain
that she originally was ordered to serve three years'
probation, which is, by statute, the preferred sentence when
someone is involved in prescription drug fraud.
So, despite all of the commentators and everyone
else who has never practiced criminal law in Tennessee,
such as Nancy Grace, telling everyone what should have
been the sentence, I tried to explain that the sentence
Mindy McCready got is exactly what the law required, that
there was no special treatment. One of my other objectives
was to indicate that the problem that I felt Mindy
McCready had was that she had an addiction, but she was
not willing to get the treatment or the help that she needed.
112 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 3.6 (2004).
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During the interview, someone did ask about drug
court and I clarified that we do have a drug court program
in Tennessee, but if someone does not want to be a part of
it, the program is not going to be successful. Nancy Grace
simply responded, "you are absolutely right, Kim."
From my perspective my goal going forward with
the interview was to straighten the record out. I wanted to
show that we were not being light on Mindy McCready; we
were doing what the law required. I was very concerned
about the misinformation that kept coming out on this
program, that our district was light on crime, because that is
just not the case.
I am going to quickly restate my rules. If it is public
record, we will talk about it. If it happened in court and/or
on the record, I can repeat what was said or what occurred.
But that is it. Generally, I will sit down with the reporter
and explain what the law is, but not the facts of the case
until after the completion of the proceedings. Reporters
sometimes want me to comment on a pending case or some
arrest that has just been made, but I will not do that. I am
happy to sit down and discuss the consequences of charges.
For instance, if someone is convicted of a DUI 10th
offense, I will tell the reporter what penalty the accused
may be eligible for, but I do not discuss any of the facts or
anything that has occurred with the case.
Generally, I will never say, "no comment." But I
will say "I cannot comment." It might be a minute
distinction, but to me "no comment" suggests that I am
trying to hide something. However, "I cannot comment"
suggests that my ethical obligations will not allow me to
comment because the investigation and/or litigation is
continuing. I think the latter makes more sense, and people
better understand why I am refusing to say anything. They
understand that I am not trying to be obstinate, I just
ethically cannot comment. I will always return a call from
the media because I want reporters to know and understand
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what is happening from our perspective. That may not
mean I can give anyone a sound bite or an interview, but I
will at least always call back and just say, "Hey, I'm sorry, I
can't talk to you, the investigation is continuing," or
otherwise explain whatever the issue may be. With that
policy, I have managed to build a pretty good rapport with
reporters. So, if I do say, "I can't talk to you," generally
they understand and I believe that we get a fair shake.
PAULA SCHAEFER: You spoke to the issue of talking to
law enforcement, about why they should not talk to the
media. We know that there are professional conduct rules
that require prosecutors to take reasonable care to make
sure that law enforcement, and other people who are
assisting in the investigation, do not make statements that
are prejudicial about the case to the media. What would
you tell other prosecutors about how to have those
conversations and how you've been successful in conveying
that to law enforcement?
KIlvi HELPER: What I usually try to do within our office,
when we have a case that I know will generate media
attention, is touch base with the lead detective and say,
"Hey, you need to be careful about what you're saying."
Hopefully, most prosecutors have that kind of ongoing
dialogue with their local law enforcement. If they do, then
they can make that call and warn the law enforcement
officers that if they talk about the case, they are going to be
in trouble down the line, because it could come back to
haunt them at trial, and that it is going to be an issue for
them in trying to select a jury.
For example, we had a case which involved a
defendant who was finally apprehended after being a
suspect in raping women across Davidson and Williamson
County for several years. The media was camped outside
our office when we had grand jury, so I had told all of our
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officers to not speak to the media. I talked to the officers in
Davidson County to make sure no one was talking to the
media. However, the next day a verbatim story came on TV
about the grand jury testimony. The officers were furious
with me. They wanted to know why I had talked to the
media after telling them not to. I think they realize it is a
give and take situation. If I ask them to not do something,
and I do not do it either, then we are all okay.
PAULA SCHAEFER: We will have time for questions
from the audience at the end, but we are going to move on
now and give Mr. Curriden a chance to make some
comments.
MARK CURRIDEN: First, I am very honored to be here.
Thanks to Justice White for inviting me. Second, spend as
much time as you can with this man right here, Joe
Cheshire. Not only are you going to be amazed by what he
says this morning, but he is also truly one of the great
lawyers in America.
I was a history major at the University of Kentucky.
I had no interest in being a lawyer. I got to the end of my
junior year and started looking around at newspaper jobs. I
wanted to be a writer. I had no newspaper experience, so I
was going to have to go work at the Uharley Daily Bugle
down in Georgia. That didn't seem like a positive. The
American Bar Foundation offered a scholarship for
journalists who wanted to go to law school, and I thought
that sounded pretty cool. I could go to law school, stay out
of the real world for three more years, and milk my parents
out of tens of thousands of dollars. That seemed like the
right thing to do, so I applied. It was a long shot, but about
two months later I got a letter from the American Bar
Foundation saying, "congratulations, you've been awarded
the scholarship." I thought, "I am the man," but when I
talked to them a week later I found out that in 1985 I was
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the only applicant for the scholarship. I was accepted at
Vanderbilt and I spent my first two years of law school in
Nashville. Then the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, through
Billy Kovach and Sonny Rawls, offered me a writing
position and paid for my third year down in Atlanta.
I have never covered a high-profile case, as far as
celebrity. I covered the Manuel Noriega trial, he was
somewhat of a celebrity. My first big trial was actually
right here. It involved one of my law professors from
Vandy, Ellen Clayton. She teaches reproductivity law. I
had just started at the Atlanta paper when she called and
said "I've got this great case, it's a divorce case." I didn't
think that the Atlanta Journal-Constitution would be
interested in a divorce case, but she said she was going to
send me some of the information anyway. It was a case
called Davis v. Davis, 113 and no one had written about it.
Junior was suing Mary Sue, and it was counter-sued. They
were from Maryville, Tennessee, and as I arrived there I
was told it was pronounced "Murrville," so I got that down
right.
It was a great case. Everything was amicable in the
divorce, but they had been trying to have children. They
had gone through an in vitro fertilization program and they
were battling over seven frozen embryos. The wife wanted
to have them as part of the divorce because she wanted to
have them implanted so she could have children. One
morning, the husband realized that if the wife has the
children, he will have to pay for them all because they were
his children. He decided that was not a good idea. And thus
began the battle over the legal status of these seven little
frozen embryos, which were truly smaller than the period at
the end of any sentence in your materials. It was a great
case. I came and spent two weeks here.

113 Davis v. Davis, 842 S.W.2d 588 (Tenn. 1992).
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I covered the Exxon Valdez 114 trial from beginning
to end, spending much time in Alaska. It was so much fun.
It was beautiful. But the flight from Atlanta up to
Anchorage, through Dallas, is a long flight. I would stay in
Anchorage for two weeks and then come back.
I also covered all the tobacco litigation. I got into
the tobacco litigation because of someone else in
Knoxville. I got a tip one day in 1993 from a guy named
J.D. Lee. J.D. Lee was trying tobacco cases before trying
tobacco cases was cool. He tried them and was losing them,
but then he heard about this one case, and he got me
interested. J.D. was a pilot, so he flew down to Atlanta,
picked me up, and we flew to Louisville, Kentucky. For the
next six years all I did was cover tobacco litigation. It was
fun.
Why did I cover all this? I loved it. I loved covering
law and dealing with lawyers because lawyers love to talk.
All my sources are lawyers and judges. I have to be honest,
most are not prosecutors. I get very little information from
prosecutors. That may be because the articles that I write in
the criminal side are more pro-defense oriented. This may
be because I usually come to a case after everyone has
written all the stuff about how bad the defendant is and
how horrible the crime is. I come in and show that there
was something wrong in the case. For example, I will point
out if there are false confessions. I have a piece on the role
of false confessions coming out in a couple of weeks. I did
a piece on paid informants. I like digging in. I interviewed
many judges and went around the country talking about the
role of paid snitches and how there are so many flawed
cases out there. This is because I found out that many codefendants turned snitch and got offered great deals.
A couple of comments. The prosecutor [Kim
Helper] talked about Rule 3.6. One of the keys of Rule 3.6
is it came from a case that I also wrote about when it was
114

In Re.: The Exxon Valdez, 239 F.3d. 985 (9th Cir. 2001).
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argued in 1991, the Gentile case. 115 A guy named Dominic
Gentile was a criminal defense lawyer in Vegas. The police
and district attorney had issued what they call a speaking
indictment, with details, and very strong language in the
indictment itself. Then they arrested the defendant and they
did the "perp walk." Then the district attorney and the
police both made statements.
Mr. Gentile, hired as the defense lawyer, went
public, and had his own press conference. He said, "I'm
going to show you at trial that not only did my client not do
this, but it was the police officers." Mr. Gentile's client was
accused of stealing cash, money orders, and some drugs
from a police safety deposit box. Mr. Gentile said that he
was going to show that the police officers were actually the
ones who were more likely to have stolen the money and
the drugs from the safety deposit box.
The case went to trial and, indeed, that is exactly
what Mr. Gentile argued and the jury came back and found
his client not guilty. The next day the State Bar of Nevada
moved against Mr. Gentile, charging him with violating
Rule 3.6. Mr. Gentile waived his confidentiality under the
Nevada Rules, and asked for a public trial before the
Nevada Supreme Court. He was found guilty. Before the
trial, the state offered him a slap on the wrist. They did not
even call for a suspension. They just asked him to take a
reprimand, but Mr. Gentile wanted a trial.
Then Mr. Gentile hired a guy named Mike Tiger.
Tiger was a great lawyer from the University of Texas, and
now he is a great law professor at Duke. Tiger argued two
issues before the United States Supreme Court. First, Tiger
argued that lawyers have First Amendment rights and Rule
3.6 violates them. Second, Tiger argued that, assuming the
State Bar Rules are constitutional, there needs to be safe
harbor clauses in the rules to allow lawyers to go in and
fight back, especially criminal defense lawyers.
11s

Gentile v. State Bar of Nevada, 501 U.S. 1030 (1991).
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The Supreme Court decided the First Amendment
issue in a five to four vote, with Chief Justice Rehnquist
writing that, as lawyers, you have First Amendment rights,
but as an officer of the court, you forfeit some of those
rights. 116 The Supreme Court ruled that the State Bar and
the State Supreme Court can promulgate rules to limit your
speach as lawyers.
But, with the second issue Justice O'Connor jumped
ship. She said that there does need to be broad rules. Rule
3.8 says you can't talk, but Rule 3.6(b) and (c) give
examples of what you can say; Rule 3.6(c) says you
actually have an obligation to speak out to defend your
client when you feel that the other side has unfairly tainted
the case against your client. 117 This applies in civil or
criminal cases.
There are also a couple of other things in the rules.
Beyond just doing battle, almost all the State Rules of
Professional Conduct have in their preamble or in their
competence rule that it is the duty of a lawyer to educate
the public as to the administration of justice. In the ABA's
Model Rules it talks about the fact that the entire public
confidence in the justice system relies on lawyers actually
communicating and educating the public. 118 The number
one way to do that is through the media.
Each of us cannot go door to door and say, "I need
to talk to you about the rule of law." So, what do you do?
You write up ads, you go on TV shows, you go on the
radio, you answer when the reporter calls and says explain
this to me. I'm a journalist, so I want everyone to talk as
much as possible. I want everyone to tell their side of the
story. I really dislike gag orders.
When I was covering the Valdez trial, the Exxon
people were under instructions to not talk to the reporters.
116

Id.

117 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT
1 18

R. 3.6(b)-(c), 3.8 (2004).
(2004).

MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT PREAMBLE
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The chairman of Exxon once told me, "we're not going to
talk to you so how's that for killing your story." But Jim
Neal, one of the truly great lawyers in America, was on the
case. He would privately come to me and say "here's what
this means, off the record." He explained things to me.
Exxon always thought that if they didn't talk to me, then I
wouldn't be able to write a story. I did write a story; it just
didn't have their side in it.
After I was hired by the Atlanta newspaper, I was
offered a clerkship by Judge Frank Johnson. Judge Johnson
was one of the great judges in America. In the early 1950s
he was appointed by President Eisenhower to be a U.S.
District Court judge in Montgomery, Alabama. By the time
I clerked for him, he was actually on senior status as he had
been appointed by President Carter to the 11th Circuit.
Judge Johnson was the U.S. District Court judge who
integrated Alabama. He, his wife, and his children had to
have U.S. Marshal protection 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, for 17 years. They could not go to church. They
could not go to the grocery store. Judge Johnson used to
love playing golf and the only place the marshals would
allow him to play golf was Maxwell Air Force Base
because it was the only place they could keep him safe.
When he interviewed me for the clerkship, he said,
"I want you to know that I had one real good experience
with the media." He said they were coming to the end of
the 17 years the marshals were providing the service. He
said the marshals told him, "it's been a year and a half, we
haven't gotten any real substantive threats, maybe we
should back off."Judge Johnson had been trying to get them
to back off and to have a little more freedom anyway, so he
agreed. Well, the local newspaper found out and wrote a
front-page story, "U.S. Marshals Withdraw Protection from
Judge Johnson." Immediately, the marshals came back and
stayed with him, his wife, and children for several more
days. I thought at that moment, "my interview is over, I've
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lost this clerkship." Then Judge Johnson told me, "you
know what I realize now? The day that Frank Johnson no
longer needed U.S. Marshals' protection in Montgomery,
Alabama was a major day in the history of the state of
Alabama. That was a front-page story."
Then I got the clerkship. Thank you very much.
PAULA SCHAEFER: What advice would you give to a
new reporter about how to be a good legal reporter and how
to cultivate relationships with lawyers to help her
reporting?
MARK CURRIDEN: There are more and more
lawyer/journalists. When I got out of law school there were
only a few. There are so many who are very well educated,
even those who didn't go to law school. For journalists, I
think getting to know the lawyers personally is key.
Because of cutbacks in newspapers and TV stations, there
are fewer reporters to do just as many stories. The bottom
line is that reporters do not have the time. The lawyers and
the journalists both have a responsibility here. The
reporter's responsibility is to know the story, to get it right.
Make sure not only that it is right but also that it is
holistically accurate, that it is wholly true, that the whole
premise of the story is going in the right direction.
But the burden also lies on you, as lawyers. You
have clients and you have those responsibilities. I was with
a big firm in a litigation group, 780 lawyers, and lawyers
would come to me all the time complaining that a reporter
screwed up a story, missed the whole point, missed his or
her side of the story. I would ask, "oh, did the reporter call
you?" They would say yes. I would then say "And you told
him your side of the story?" They would respond "No, I'm
not talking to him." I would then tell them they deserved
what they got because they did not communicate. You, as
the lawyer, need to take the time and sit down with the
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reporter and say here is what the law is, here is what this
case is about. So, there is a lot of burden on you as lawyers
to educate the public.
PAULA SCHAEFER: We are going to go now to Joe
Cheshire. Like me, Joe is also losing his voice today, and
he's our next speaker in the next session too. So you can
limit your comments to keep your voice for the next
session. But if you want to make a few comments now, we
would appreciate it.
JOE CHESHIRE: Thank you, Paula. It is a great pleasure
for me to be here today. I probably would not be here if it
was not for the state of Tennessee. My momma was a
Russian immigrant, and back in the Second World War my
daddy was head of security in Oak Ridge. They fell in love
and got married in Nashville, Tennessee without anybody
attending but the two of them. A couple years later, I came
along. So I am always happy to come to Tennessee. I tried
one of my favorite cases in front of Judge Nixon, a federal
judge in Nashville, Tennessee, for seven weeks some years
ago and really enjoyed being there. I have really enjoyed
being here. We have been treated so wonderfully.
First, before I forget, in the materials I have put
briefs and orders from two particular cases, one of them the
Duke Lacrosse case, and another one a very high-profile
government fraud case in which the prosecutors tried to gag
me. The briefs and the discussions of those two particular
cases are written by my partner, Brad Bannon, who is the
gentleman who discovered the DNA in the Duke case, and
who I think is one of the most brilliant lawyers in America.
Those briefs will tell you every single solitary thing you
need to know about your ethical obligations, both from a
prosecutorial standpoint and from a defense standpoint, in
talking to the media. They cover Rule 3.6. They cover all
the Supreme Court cases. They cover local cases. They are
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definitive briefs because they had to be in both of those
cases. I did not write them, although I signed them. I
commend them to you all anytime you have a problem, a
worry, or a wonder about what your ethical obligations are.
For example, if you are a criminal defense lawyer, you will
find that the field is actually wide open to you, if you just
know how to use it and if you are not afraid to use it. I'll
give you the story of my use of it during the Duke Lacrosse
case after we finish here.
Let me give you a brief history of mine as it relates
to my career and the media. I am one of these really lucky
lawyers who, from the very beginning of my career, has
had cases that seemed to have media following. The first
jury trial I ever tried in 1973 was a very high-publicity
first-degree murder case, so I got to know the media on a
local basis. I also got to learn to deal with the media, and I
got to learn how important it was. Five or six years in to my
practice, I was appointed by the governor to prosecute the
longest sitting sheriff in North Carolina, one of the most
powerful politicians. I was 29 years old. Why he chose me,
I have absolutely no earthly idea, because I do not think I
was competent to do it. I learned a lot of lessons. That case
had a number of trials with it, including the sheriff himself.
Twelve law enforcement officers went to prison. It was a
very high-profile media case that was a very difficult case
for me because half the media wanted the sheriff acquitted
and half the media wanted him convicted. I had to learn to
deal with those things.
Shortly after that, I was appointed to do maybe one
of the worst murders ever in North Carolina. Three people
in a robbery were murdered and the defendants, while they
escaped, took a 16 and 17-year-old couple hostage. They
raped the girl while the boy was tied to a tree, blew his
head off, took the girl up to New York, and sold her into
the white slave trade. The publicity of that case was bad
enough, but then my client took me hostage for a whole day
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in the visiting room in the Cumberland County Jail. So, it
blew up into an even bigger situation.
Subsequent to that, there was a fellow named Phil
Harvey in Chapel Hill, North Carolina who had the biggest
x-rated movie business in America, and he put all of his
profits into birth control for third-world countries. He hired
me and two other North Carolina lawyers and for two and a
half years we traveled around the United States. We even
tried a case in Nashville, Tennessee, fighting the U.S.
Justice Department's Obscenity Task Force, along with
nine different obscenity cases.
Shortly after that, the most fun thing happened to
me-I got hired to represent Roy Black. Roy Black's office
referred him to me from Florida. He turned out to be the
fellow who discovered, created, funded, and managed
Matley Criie and then Bon Jovi, Cinderella, and various
other bands. He was charged with possessing a 50,000
pound load in North Carolina and then subsequent to that
286,000 pounds in a barge that came up the Mississippi
River. The Mississippi load was unloaded by the Hells
Angels while there was a DEA agent on the barge and was
then taken all the way to Detroit, Michigan where every
single solitary ounce of it got sold. It was interesting,
Mark, because that was the organization that laundered its
money through Noriega.
MARK CURRIDEN: Right.
JOE CHESHIRE: This was pre-guidelines, so I worked out
a deal where my client got a probationary sentence for
almost 300,000 pounds of marijuana in both jurisdictions.
We set up a nonprofit foundation that traveled around the
world putting on concerts to fund the nonprofit foundation
for drug abuse. So for about three years, while I was still
practicing law in Raleigh, I was traveling with Bon Jovi,
M6tley Crie, Doc McGhee and various other people all
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over the world. This culminated in the largest rock and roll
concert in the history of Europe in Moscow in Lenin
Stadium in 1989. That show was trumpeted by the press in
Germany as being the final straw in communism, which of
course it was not, but it was a lot of fun.
Then I came back from that and got very deeply
involved in death penalty cases. I tried 24 death penalty
cases in a reasonably short period of time, and never had a
death verdict, thank God. But, earlier on, I did represent a
client in the biggest media explosion I've ever been in,
including Duke Lacrosse. Although the world was different
then, I represented the first man executed in North Carolina
when the death penalty became law again. What made it a
great legal story was that Texas was determined to kill the
first person in America first, and North Carolina was
determined that they would not. So, there was this
enormous battle between the two states in which the
defense lawyers and the defendants got caught up. I think
Texas won by three-and-a-half minutes. But that was the
biggest press conference that I have ever been in, including
Duke.
In the course of the death penalty work, we
uncovered enormous prosecutorial misconduct throughout
the State of North Carolina, and the press was instrumental
in uncovering it. One of the saddest things in America
today is that the print press is decreasing in its ability to do
its job, because in the state of North Carolina there are two
entities that have allowed our state to be a free and
progressive state. One of them is the University of North
Carolina, and the other one is The Raleigh News &
Observer. The press in The Raleigh News & Observer
uncovered this prosecutorial misconduct, and I was blessed
enough to be involved in three retrials of three men that had
been on death row, one for 22 years, one for 16 years, and
one for 18 years. They were all acquitted or had their case
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dismissed, and were all innocent. Each one of those carried
a tremendous amount of press.
Then I got into the Duke case, and I will talk about
that in a minute. Then I represented the last two governors
in the State of North Carolina. My whole legal career has
been involved in cases in which the media has been
incredibly instrumental. From 1973 to 2012 I have seen the
amazing change in America and the amazing change in the
media.
It is my belief that a trial lawyer who is not engaged
with the media on an intimate basis will never be a great
lawyer today. It does not matter whether it is during his or
her case, whether it is a case where he or she has media
coverage, or whether he or she is not in a case in which
there is media coverage. That lawyer will never be a great
lawyer today, not three years ago, not five years ago, but
today, because instantaneous communication has made the
media. The media includes things that never existed before,
like comments to TV articles, blogs, and speaking
indictments, which are the prosecutor's way of prejudicing
a case. Federal prosecutors are the worst at it in the world.
Of course, the federal criminal judicial system is a jury
away from a totalitarian country anyway, and that is the
truth, in my opinion. Speaking indictments have created an
enormous disadvantage to defendants.
The media itself, and private comments and blogs,
have made every single solitary juror that comes into a jury
box predetermined about the case you are going to try, even
if they do not know the facts of that particular case. So, if
you do have a case that is a high-publicity case, such as the
Duke case, you have to have lived your career building up
good faith with media members. That means not just trying
to get them to report what you want them to report, but
helping them on background in other cases that you are not
even in, explaining things to them, giving both sides to
them so that they can write good articles. Most print
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journalists are intellectually honest people who want to
write good material. So if you spend your life helping them,
they cannot help but try to help you a little bit when you
need help.
The other thing is that you can learn more from the
media about your case than your investigators can learn
about it because the media has more sources than you do. If
you develop that kind of relationship with them, they will
be off the record with you just like you are off the record
with them.
Some people have the talent to do it, and some
people do not. Some people are afraid of it. Some people
cannot be criminal lawyers, and most of my experience is
in the context of criminal lawyers. I have had some civil
experience and civil lawyers seem to be terrified of the
media, which is something I just don't understand. But
criminal lawyers, we have to deal with it.
When you do deal with it, you need to understand
the ethics of it. We have what is called the arsenal of
devices to deal with pretrial publicity: gag orders, voir dire,
special jury instructions, prior restraints on media,
sequestration, postponement of cases, change of venue;
none of those things work. And if you try a high-profile
case and a juror that tells you that he or she has not read the
media or has not been influenced in any way by the media,
they get to sit as a juror and his or her number one
qualification for getting to sit is that he or she is a liar.
My firm just tried a retrial in a murder case in
which, during the voir dire, it was found out that four
different jurors were blogging or putting things on
Facebook. The case was tried for seven weeks. The verdict
was reached, and the next day the judge ordered an
investigation because two of the jurors were putting their
deliberations out on a Web site. So, you have to understand
that there is going to be prejudice, even when the jurors say
there is not prejudice. If you do not prepare yourself, then
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you are an idiot. For example, if you do not have somebody
reading the comments and articles in the news media, and
you don't have a team that is answering those comments,
you are an idiot. If you do not read every blog that is
written or have somebody read every blog that is written on
the case, particularly if it is a high-profile case, and engage
the bloggers, you are making a terrible mistake. This is
because those jurors go home or these people who may be
your jurors a year after the charge are blogging on it every
day, they are reading about it every single solitary day.
So, we are in this world, and the media is in
competition with each other now. It is not just about
writing articles: it is about the most outrageous articles, so
you have to be very careful about those things. The media
can also be enormously intoxicating. And all of us who
drink have done a lot of stupid things when we are
intoxicated. So, do not ever forget that either. Thank you.
PAULA SCHAEFER: I use a video clip in my legal
profession class in which your client talked to the media
and you are standing by him. What influences your
thinking on whether your client should talk to the media
and how you prepare them to talk to the media?
JOE CHESHIRE: The first thing that influences me is my
client. Some people can do it and some people cannot. My
experience when I took David Evans, the captain of the
Duke Lacrosse team, in front of the national media, after
being told it was the stupidest thing in the whole world to
do, after he gave his statement, there was not a mother in
America that thought he raped that lady. But, part of it
depends on your faith in your client, and the vast majority
of it depends on the facts of your case. That is really the
determination. It is a tough determination to make, and if
you make it wrong, you can lose the case. It is always a
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risk, and the vast majority of the time I will not let my
client talk.
PAULA SCHAEFER: Thanks. We are going to move now
to Al Tompkins. Al, do you have a few prepared remarks
you want to make?
AL TOMPKINS: Here I am sitting between these two, Joe
Chesire and Pamela Mackey; one saying do not talk to the
press; one saying yes talk to the press. My wife is a United
Methodist minister and a shrink, which is another whole
seminar I will not burden you with, but I will borrow from
John Wesley and give you this advice: leak as much as you
can to as many as you can as often as you can.
As a journalist, we are out there trying to get
information. We are trying to scour for information. I
understand if you have a really guilty, awful, low-life client
that you would not want him on TV, but the fact of the
matter is he is going to be a low-life, guilty client whether
he is on TV or whether he is in the newspaper. So, the more
you can help to educate the journalistic process, probably
the better.
My great-grandfather was a judge and hated
journalists, I later came to understand. His big problem was
that he did not like to work very much, and passed that
down in his family quite well. One of the things he would
do is knock off court at noontime and go out and train
horses. The journalists hated him. So, one of the things that
I came to understand is that relationships are everything.
One of Kim Helper's predecessors, Joe Baugh in
Williamson County, was involved in a case I covered. It
was a trial involving an heir to the Coca-Cola fortune, John
Candler. Candler had a bad personal habit of writing cold
checks that were so large that it actually bankrupted the
bank of Hole InThe Wall, Tennessee. The problem was that
I had never covered an international banking fraud case,
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because it involved offshore bank accounts. Joe Baugh, the
district attorney, was so generous in teaching me about
things like that, so it made the trial coverage so much better
for a young reporter.
left a handout on your desk. I will walk through it.
-.I
I am going to offer the big five guidelines for what I think
make for better press relations. Number one follows along
this line: teach them well. Some of the great mentors that I
have had as a reporter have been really, really good
attorneys. People like Aubrey Harwell and Jim Neal;
people who were willing to take me aside and tell me how
things were going to go, tell me how things work in the
court, tell me about things that I probably would not have
known. Were they spinning me? Yeah. But I am old
enough to understand that. I just want to know all I can
know about how this is likely to go and what it is I am
likely to learn.
John M.L. Brown, an attorney in Nashville, was one
of my favorite lawyers there. He usually represented cops
that were accused of awful things, and he was so tired of
watching us report badly about guns, firearms, shootings,
and things, that he called me one time and said "You guys
are idiots and I'd like to make you a little less idiotic, let me
teach you about guns." So we paid for this training. We
went out to his gun range and he and a couple of guys on
the S.W.A.T. team taught our staff, our reporters and
managers, about firearms. For many of the people, it was
the first time they had ever shot a pistol; they had never
shot a gun of any sort. I thought that was a really
interesting idea, an attorney who helped us to get our
literacy up when it came to firearms.
And is this your duty? No, it is not your duty, but
you are going to get better coverage if we know more. So,
one thing I would say is help to school the journalists. Do
not be afraid to pitch stories to reporters, even stories that
you are not involved with. Some of the great cases,
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including the Firestone and Ford Explorer case, 119 those
stories did not just fall into the reporters' laps. David
Rasika, an investigative reporter at KHOU, was talking
with a civil attorney in Houston, and asked the attorney
about what was going on in his life. The attorney said, "I'm
getting all these cases in these rollovers of these Ford
Explorers and I think there's something going on here but
we don't really know exactly what it is." They ended up
mapping all those cases and they found out that all of the
rollovers were in southern states in the middle of the
summer. They thoughtit might be heat related, so they
started looking at heat-related things. They found out it was
a tread separation coming from the Firestone tires.
So, do not be afraid to pitch stories to reporters,
especially stories that have to do with money, family,
safety, health, or community. If you can tie a story to one
of those, you are almost certain to be successful in getting
coverage. Injustice is one of the hardest things to get people
interested in, because it's too hard to prove. So if you can
pitch it as a money, family, safety, health, community
story, it is almost always going to be more successful.
I would say that journalists love proof. You do not
have to hand over specific proof, but sometimes pointing us
in the right direction is very useful. Sometimes teaching us
where to go to look for documents that will help the case
can be very useful. People that they might know, who are
expert witnesses, could be very useful. You do not have to
do the work, but if you can point journalists in the right
direction, it sure does help our coverage be better.
Number two, keep your promises. One of the ways
to really ruin your reputation in the press is to make a
promise and break it, to say, "I'm going to be available, I'm
going to talk to you, I'm going to supply this," and then
back out. The problem is that journalists are so strapped for
119 In re Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc. Tires Products Liab. Litig., 155 F.
Supp. 2d 1069, 1078-79 (S.D. Ind. 2001).
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time now. There are so few of them, that when they make a
promise to an editor that something is going to happen, it
better happen or they are going to look like idiots and they
are not going to get the time to do that kind of story again.
So if you make a promise, make sure you fulfill it and do
the best you can.
Number three, demand accuracy. Do not be
reluctant to call a reporter and tell him or her that what he
or she reported was not accurate. I do not think you have a
lot of right to complain about tone or spin. You are not
going to win those because they are all subjective. But I
believe that you have the right to expect that a story is
going to be accurate.
There is a difference between accuracy and truth.
Accuracy is getting the facts right, but truth is getting the
right facts. You can help with truth by providing context. I
do not mind people saying "I just don't agree with that
fact," or "I don't think that study is the right study." To
challenge that is a completely legitimate thing to do. I
remember one time Aubrey Harwell called me and said
"You need to apologize to the public defender." I said
"What are you talking about?" He said "One of your
reporters really did a job on the public defender and you
need to apologize to him on the air." I was the news
director at Channel 4 then. We had a reporter who was
covering a death penalty case, the Baskin and Robbins
murder case. A guy would go around to Baskin-Robbins
and kill people. One of my reporters, in a desperate move,
wrote a letter to the accused Baskin and Robbins murderer
telling him that the public defender was overwhelmed with
cases, had never tried a death penalty case, and the only
hope he had of staying out of the electric chair was talking
to him on Channel 4.
It was not a very good move, and it also was not
true. Moreover, in my eyes, he had more or less made a
contract with the defendant that we would pay for all his
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defense, which concerned my corporate owners quite a lot.
So that night I actually had to go on television and
apologize to the public defender's office for tarnishing their
good name. That was not the highlight of my career. But
we did it because it was the right thing. Aubrey had nothing
to do with the case. He was calling because he had seen an
injustice and expected more of us. I always respected him
for that. He was a friend and a mentor in many ways, but he
would hold you accountable. I think that when you hold
people accountable, even when you are friends, that that is
one way that you raise your status with people.
Number four, this is what I call know the rules. I
see this as a big mistake that attorneys make. There is a
difference between off the record, on background, not for
attribution, and on the record. This morning Ms. Mackey
said "I'm going to say something, there's no recording
going on, right?" Ms. Mackey, what did you expect when
you asked that?
PAMELA MACKEY: That there was no recording going
on.
AL TOMPKINS: And were you expecting that we were on
the record, that it was okay for us all to blog and Facebook
this?
PAMELA MACKEY: Well, sure.
AL TOMPKINS: Well, usually when somebody is saying
there is no recording going on, what they mean is you are
not ever going to report this. I live my life thinking that we
are always on the record. There are settings obviously
where you have an expectation of privacy, but a great
number of you are fairly public people. I am certainly a
public person, and if I say something that is going to be
newsworthy, or if you say something that is going to be
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newsworthy, you have expectations it is going to be
recorded somewhere. You ought to live your life that way.
Just live your life on the record and you will not be too
disappointed.
When you say "not for attribution", what you are
saying is what I am saying is on the record, you just cannot
pin it to me directly, which I think is a slimy way to live
life. It is like saying "I'm going to say something I probably
shouldn't say but I want you to know it." If you are not
going to be attributive, do not say it. Unless I really need it;
then you can say it. That is right, is it not John?
JOHN SEIGENTHALER: Absolutely.
AL TOMPKINS: "Off the record" means you cannot ever
report this. It is a contract. We tell reporters all the time that
this is an enforceable contract, and you can't repeat this,
you can't report this. I urge journalists to not take
information off the record if there is any possibility that
they can get it somewhere else, and/or if it is information
the public needs to know. You ought to know the
difference between these things. If you say not for
attribution, if you say off the record, this is what they
generally mean. However, they do not always mean these
things. So be sure you clarify with the journalist what it is
you mean. I have been around lawyers, and cops too, who
will say things off the record knowing that what they are
doing is handcuffing the journalist from ever reporting it.
That is a way to never get it reported. If you give it to me
off the record, I cannot do anything with it. So know the
rules.
Number five, never lie. If you cannot comment, if
you cannot report, then do not. But do not lie and do not
mislead. It will come back. Everything is recorded now.
Everything is recorded now, and if you lie, it is going to be
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in the public, you can just count on it. You are generally
better off just saying nothing.
I hate to be so shallow, but we are in a visual world,
so I will give you a few tips on how to make better video,
how to make better television, and what to wear. The
setting can make a client look guilty or good. Nobody ever
looked dumb when they were sitting in front of a bunch of
law books. But people can look really stupid and awful if
you put them in a bad setting. This is really big. I want you
to think about the video that you saw of Kobe Bryant. What
was he wearing?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKERS: A white shirt.
AL TOMPKINS: A white shirt. He looked innocent, he
looked athletic, and he looked like we were interfering with
his busy life. Who was sitting next to him?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKERS: His wife.
AL TOMPKINS: What was she doing?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKERS: Holding his hand.
AL TOMPKINS: And stroking his arm. And here is this
high-powered woman attorney, which is not a small thing
in a sex case. This women attorney is saying her client is
innocent. My journalist mind is going "He might not be
guilty but I don't think he's innocent, he's already lied to the
cops, he's already admitted he had a girl on the side that he
did exactly the same sexual act with and held her by the
throat." He already told the cops this.
PAMELA MACKEY: He never lied to the cops.
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AL TOMPKINS: He did lie to the cops. I have what he said
on my computer. He said, "I did not have sex with this
woman." He sounded just like Clinton. That is what he
said. There was a recording. The recording was released.
PAMELA MACKEY: So the prosecutors who mailed it to
the press --

MR. TOMPKINS: It does not matter. He still said it. First
thing out of his mouth, lie, boom, he said I invited her up to
the room so we could talk about the bears who come to the
window, I like to see the bears. So, her client lied to the
cops. It is in the affidavit; you can see it. It was a lie. And
the officers said "Well, the problem is that you had sex
with her." Bryant's response was "Oh, yeah, I guess I did."
The police officers then said "The problem is you said you
held her by the neck, bent her over a chair." Bryant
responded "Well, yeah, I guess I did that too now that I
think about it." The cops asked "Have you ever had another
girl?" Bryant responded that he did have another girl and he
did exactly the same thing with her. Bryant said "Don't tell
my wife and don't tell the people who endorse me." He was
worried about his wife, he was worried about his
endorsements, and he asked the officers to not tell the
press. That was what was coming out in his affidavit.
I do not know if he was innocent. I doubt it. I think
he was probably not guilty, but back to the press
conference. Here they are using the word innocent over and
over again. Then, here comes weepy Kobe who has been in
front of the press since he was 17, saying I'm innocent. You
know it makes great TV. I would say be really thoughtful
about where you do this. I do not think that the wife
stroking the arm thing works very much anymore. We have
seen this a few times. We keep seeing politicians, Tiger,
and half of Joe Chesire's clients. Be very careful with the
weeping wife, because they are going to end up suing the
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cheating husband and then leaving them and getting three
houses. Is that not what Kobe Bryant's wife got, three
houses?
PAMELA MACKEY: Ten years later.
MR. TOMPKINS: Ten years later. Sound bites. She did a
perfect job on her sound bites. Sound bites are best when
they are subjective, not factual. Thoughts, opinions,
feelings, emotions and observations, those are sound bites.
Just like in print, the quotes are best when they are
subjective. So, what the journalists are going to use from
you is not all the facts; they are going to write that in copy.
They are going to use the subjective sound bites you give.
A thought, opinion, a feeling, emotion and observation. If
you go more than 15 seconds, you are usually not going to
make it. Kobe got a longer sound bite because he was
crying. But most of the time you do not get that. What was
that, about 20 seconds?
PAMELA MACKEY: Yes.
MR. TOMPKINS: So, I want you to be really thoughtful
about the sound bites. The last thing is clothing. Keep it
simple. Do not wear stripes. Do not wear leopard print. Do
not wear anything that is going to buzz on the TV. Insist on
great lighting, because if you look awful, your client is
going to look guilty. If you look bad, if the lighting is
awful, your client is going to look guilty. You have to insist
on the right setting or do not do the interview. Do not ever
use natural light. Make sure you light the scene. If they are
not going to light it, you pay for the lighting. Do not wear
anything that is going to make you look ridiculous. If
anybody remembers what you are wearing, then you wore
the wrong thing.
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Sitting in our audience is one of my great heroes,
John Seigenthaler. We largely have cameras in the
courtroom because of the work of this man. For many years
he traveled across this state, met with judges, and
campaigned for open cameras in the courtroom. I am a big
supporter of that. In a few weeks we are going to have the
longest hearing in front of the U.S. Supreme Court that we
have had in decades on the national health care plan. But,
you are not going to get to see it, which I think is just crazy.
In my hometown, Caldwell County, Kentucky, the
two biggest rooms in the county were the basketball court
and the circuit court. The two most important things that
happened in my hometown were basketball games and
criminal trials. I think the public's business ought to be
done in the public. Our courtrooms are not big enough to
support that kind of an audience any more. So what we
know about the law comes from Matlock, Perry Mason,
and Law & Order, instead of being able to see with our
own eyes the impressive work of courts. I seldom go into a
courtroom without coming out impressed with how
professional you are, how thoughtful you are, how good
our judges are, and how in the end we seem to come up
with good answers.
I'll leave you with this thought when it comes to
cameras in the courtroom. We just got out of Iraq, but when
they built a courtroom for Saddam Hussein's trial, did you
notice what they did? The American government designed
this courtroom and had a camera in the courtroom to watch
Saddam Hussein's trial. Why? Because the government
wanted the people of Iraq to understand that Saddam
Hussein would get a fair hearing, that there would be
evidence, and he would be able to cross-examine. Think
about the irony of that. When we help rebuild another
country, what do we do? Put cameras in the courtroom. Yet
we do not have them in our own. I think that is a bad deal.
It is not good for justice. It is not good for the courts. It is
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not good for the people. We ought to be able to witness,
first-hand, what goes on in the courtroom. So I just want to
thank John Siegenthaler for all the work he has done to
open our courtrooms. We had really good experience in
Tennessee and it would not have happened without his
work.
PAULA SCHAEFER: In a recent case or relatively recent
history, which lawyer in the media has done a pretty good
job or a pretty bad job interacting with the media in a highprofile case?
AL TOMPKINS: Well, that Casey Anthony case was
ridiculous. The judge I thought did an admirable job of
controlling that circus in the courtroom. But outside, it was
crazy. Largely, I blame people like Nancy Grace for thatpeople who should know better but do not seem to care that
much. I think that a feeding frenzy started there and the
lawyers did not know how to stop it. As a result, so much
information leaked. It was just an awful case. I would say
that what happened in that case was largely fed by
attorneys. Attorneys made sweetheart deals with networks;
networks paid for information. They did this deal where
they leased the photographs from the Anthony family and
that money ended up paying for lawyer fees. They said
"We didn't pay for testimony, we just paid for the leasing
of the photographs." Give me a break. You paid for them.
That is a problem. I just think that whole case was handled
awfully on most sides, including the media.
I work for The Poynter Institute, and we own the St.
Petersburg Times. The Times, a Pulitzer Prize-winning
newspaper, sued to get the jurors' names released. We did
not want the names and we never published them, but we
sued for the principle that was involved. We are one of the
few media companies that still sues on principals like that.
So, we won and they released the jurors' names. St. Pete
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Times never used the names; most media did not use the
names. But a media outlet in Orlando released the names of
all the jurors, their marital status, how many kids they had,
and in three cases actually named the juror's employer.
Then the bloggers ended up taking that information and
looked up their property information so you could see
exactly where the jurors lived. Many of these people were
neighbors of mine, they lived in St. Petersburg. Two of
them were congregants at the church where my wife is a
pastor. So, you have to have enough sense not to use
information when it is public. In the Casey Anthony case
the press did not have enough sense to leave it alone.
PAULA SCHAEFER: Let us open it up to the audience.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: This is not directed at any
one particular person, but would anyone care to comment
on the recent issues with Judge Baumgartner in Knoxville
and part of the TBI files being released, through there is
still some discussion about whether or not the whole TBI
file will be released?
AL TOMPKINS: I only know about a little bit of the case,
so somebody can fill us in on some details. As far as I
know, this was a judge who was thought to be inattentive
during trial or something, maybe for a lot of years, and
nobody seemed to notice, or if they did notice they did not
seem to talk about it. So, my question is, "Why did this go
on for so many years?" Maybe one of you could illuminate
me as to why it took so many years for these problems to
arise when many of you or your colleagues probably
appeared before him. Why did it take so long?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I think a lot of people knew
that the judge had problems in the past, but most members
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of the Bar had no idea that he was taking drugs. They knew
he had other problems in the past.
AL TOMPKINS: If I were looking for a sound bite, that
would be it.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Until about 90 days before
this hit the paper, I was in that court every day and nothing
was ever manifest that he had any difficulty. And as soon
as it became obvious that there was a problem, news
coverage followed within just a matter of days. Everyone in
the system checked to see if someone had reported him,
and found out that someone on high had. There was
nothing else we could do.
AL TOMPKINS: Someone on high had reported him, you
said?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I was told that one of the
public-elected officials made the report.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Additionally, I think there
had been a good deal of support because most of Judge
Baumgartner's cases had actually gotten a lot of publicity. I
watched the live stream of the Christian-Newsom trials, all
of them, and in each case he had a federal clerk there with
him advising him on all of the evidence, every decision,
and all the testimony. He was very well assisted. I did not
think he made any missteps during those trials. I do not
think he ruled incorrectly on any of them. He had great
support from thet clerk that was working with him.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: What about the media?
There was a reporter there every day, all day, more than
one sometimes, but nothing was ever in the media that
pointed toward Judge Baumgartner indicating that he was
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acting inefficiently or inappropriately. The only negative
comments were that the rulings were not always the way
the prosecutor wanted them. The prosecutor lost a few.
Also, everybody did talk about it. I was there many times
throughout the years when people were saying that he
seemed sick. That was the word everybody used. He had
cancer, and he was recovering, so that is what everybody
hung their hats on.
PAMELA MACKEY: I think this discussion illustrates
beautifully one of the problems that I have. My esteemed
colleague to my right is talking about sound bites, and you
all are talking about a very nuanced, long-standing issue
with very different perspectives. The gentleman back here
is defending the judge. We are hearing different things.
What often happens in the press is that we get the sound
bite, and that is why I have a problem with journalists.
AL TOMPKINS: The problem is a few things. One, how
do we prove what was going on here? Two, do you have
the guts to go up and ask the judge? You have to be able to
have a conversation and ask the Judge how he is doing and
what is going on. I do not know that many journalists who
know judges well enough to be able to have that
conversation. These days they are going to know a lot less
because there are fewer and fewer journalists covering
courts and the legal process on an hourly or daily basis.
That is a real problem. You have to have the courage to go
ask.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: You have to have more
courage if you are a lawyer.
AL TOMPKINS: Yeah. As a lawyer, you have a lot more
to risk.
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Because you have a lot more
to lose.
AL TOMPKINS: Yes, you do.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: There were lawyers who
asked him if he was okay, and what was going on. The
answer was that he had a little bit too much wine to drink
with dinner, or something else. So, he had an answer when
it was asked and it was a reasonable answer.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Plus, he is a very likable
person, he is intelligent, and he had done a great job for
years.
PAULA SCHAEFER: We are going to take the next
question.
JERRY SUMMERS: Well, I am against cameras in the
courtrooms. I probably sound like a hypocrite because I
have been the beneficiary of a lot of publicity over the
years in high-profile cases, but I believe that there are two
things that have led to the bad images of lawyers, one was
lifting the ban on lawyer advertising, and two was the
cameras in the courtroom. I know that when the cameras
come on, lawyers react differently.
AL TOMPKINS: Let me just play this game with you.
Think about this sentence for a second. I'm going to say it
with no inflection. "I didn't say he stole the money." With
every inflection of each word you will change the
understanding. "I didn't say he stole the money. I didn't say
he stole the money. I didn't say he stole the money. I didn't
say he stole the money. I didn't say he stole the
money."Each one of them has a different inflection, and
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when you read it in the paper, you do not know which one
is right.
JERRY SUMMERS: That is an interesting observation.
AL TOMPKINS: That is the truth in my opinion.
JERRY SUMMERS: I think there is always this difficult
balance and contest between the Sixth Amendment right to
a fair trial and the First Amendment right for the public to
know. I have debated this with the late Leroy Phillips, Mr.
Curriden's co-author in his book, Contempt of Court,'120
which won an ABA award, and I took the side against
cameras in the courtroom. We had the Honorable Frank
Wilson, the most highly-revered judge of the Sixth Circuit,
in the public forum. After listening to the pros and cons,
they decided against cameras in the courtroom. The
situation has changed since then. We do not have just three
television stations anymore, we have texting, we have the
internet and those sorts of things. But I will tell you as that
one lone horse braying in the wilderness, I know that we
have to deal with it. I do still respectfully say that I do not
believe it has helped the administration of justice and an
individual having an opportunity to have a fair trial.
AL TOMPKINS: I can point to a fair number of cases that
have gotten extensive press coverage by cameras that ended
up in not guilty verdicts.
JERRY SUMMERS: That is true.
AL TOMPKINS: Like the Casey Anthony case and the
O.J. case where they were found not guilty. Also, I am
MARK CURRIDEN, CONTEMPT OF COURT: THE TURN-OFTHE-CENTURY LYNCHING THAT LAUNCHED A HUNDRED
YEARS OF FEDERALISM (2001).
120
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convinced that one reason we ended up with riots after the
police officers were acquitted in the Rodney King beating
case was because the public didn't hear the evidence.
JERRY SUMMERS: Was the Rodney King case a camera
in the courtroom issue?
PAMELA MACKEY: There were no cameras.
AL TOMPKINS: There were no cameras. That was
followed by riots when the police officers were acquitted.
We never heard that evidence, we only heard the press
coverage of the evidence, and I think that contributed to the
heated response.
JERRY SUMMERS: Thank you.
MARK CURRIDEN: Let me add something. Number one
is that I think that not all lawyers are as great as Jerry
Summers or Leroy Phillips or Conrad Finnell or Jim Logan.
You have some great lawyers here. I think that the cameras
in the courtroom are becoming a secondary issue. If you're
a lawyer and you know how to use the cameras, it can be
effective. You, Jerry, say you are against them, butl think
you do use them and you use them very effectively.
JERRY SUMMERS: I still do not like them.
MARK CURRIDEN: I think you left out the third thing,
about lawyers not looking good. The main issue is that they
are bad lawyers, or lawyers that do a very bad job. I wrote a
story last year on a very good lawyer who did a very bad
job out of Nashville. This was a guy who had a great
reputation. The Tennessee Criminal Defense Lawyers
named an award after him. He won death penalty cases. But
in this particular death penalty case case, he did not
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interview his own client until five days before trial. He did
not interview a single witness. He did not even look at the
public file. He did not know that his own client had been in
and out of mental institutions. He did not talk to a member
of his client's family. He did not do any work on the case.
Cameras in the courtroom have a role.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Following up on some of the
comments again about cameras. As a professional
photographer's daughter and a current candidate for a local
judgeship in Chattanooga in which a clandestine
nontransparent interim appointment has been made behind
closed doors, I am a great supporter of transparency.
However, I would like to ask: how do you prevent what I
would characterize as the Hollywood effect, when cameras
are in the courtroom and people are mugging for the
cameras? How does that get controlled? Because I do
know, whether the person is a bad lawyer or is just coming
off as bad, cameras can change how people act.
PAMELA MACKEY: Let me take that question first. Two
years ago I tried a cold case down in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. It was a triple homicide. It had been 10 years from
the day when we started the case since the three boys had
been gun downed by an AK47 at an intersection in the East
Mountains.They were found sitting in their car, dead. My
client was accused and ultimately charged with the
homicide. There was massive local press, and had been for
the intervening 10 years. We went through all of the media,
even all the way up to the bloggers. We did not respond to
the bloggers, and we still got a not guilty verdict. So I am
going to take issue with Joe [Cheshire] saying that you are
an idiot if you do not respond to bloggers because my job is
to win cases, and we did that. But, there were cameras in
the courtroom, over our objection, and it changed the way I
viewed them because we had an absolutely first-rate crew.
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Dennis Lynch, the guy that did the Saddam Hussein trial, is
the one who came in and did this trial in Albuquerque. He
was unobtrusive. His equipment was unobtrusive. He did a
fabulous job. So, the way you control mugging for the
cameras is just do not do it. Every day I would walk out
and hear "Comment, Ms. Mackey?" I always said "No,
going back to work, see ya," and kept walking.
AL TOMPKINS: One of the things that irritates me, and
one of the things that we hoped would end when we went
out and talked to judges early on, is this stuff on the
sidewalks. We hoped that if we could get in the
courtrooms, then the stuff on the sidewalk chasing people
down the street would stop. That has always been my hope,
and it still is my hope. I wish that we could stop doing that
chasing people down the sidewalk business, because that is
where the bad stuff usually starts happening. It is awful and
it is unnecessary. If you get unfettered access to the court,
you ought to be able to tell your story without chasing
people.
PAMELA MACKEY: We agree on something.
JOE CHESHIRE: If I could say one thing to that, my
experience is it is not the lawyers that have the tendency to
mug in the courtroom but it is the Court itself.
AL TOMPKINS: Yeah, that is true.
JOE CHESHIRE: In my experience in watching other cases
and in cases I have been in, after a day or so, the lawyers
are just trying their case, they are into doing their job. The
judge is the person that gets enamored of the cameras quite
frequently and prances around, makes demonstrative
rulings, and falls in love with the camera.
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MARK CURRIDEN: I think we have both looked at this
before. After hour one the lawyers do not even think about
the camera anymore, it is just gone.
JOE CHESHIRE: Right.
KIM HELPER: I think part of that is because, generally,
the cameras are to our backs so we don't even realize they
are there. The Court is looking at them the entire time. So
there is that tendency to play to the cameras because the
judges are looking at them the whole time.
PAULA SCHAEFER: We have time for one more
question.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: One question that I have
always wondered about is the use of anonymous sources in
the stories in the newspaper and on TV, especially
government anonymous sources. That really frosts me. We
are getting manipulated by the government, and I do not
like that. I just wondered what anybody thinks about that.
AL TOMPKINS: Amen. I would say that it is a mistake to
never use anonymous sources. But I would put a five-part
guideline on this. One, is there any other way to get the
information? Two, are you willing to say why you have
granted anonymity? Three, can you prove the information
to be true even if the source remains anonymous? Four,
how hard have you tried and what are your motivations; are
you willing to state your motivations for using the source?
Five, which I would make a rule, never allow anonymous
persons to make personal attacks on another. If you can live
by that five-part rule, then I think you can find ways to use
anonymous sources. Anonymous sources sometimes
provide such overwhelming information that the harm that
comes from anonymity is overwhelmed by the public good
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that comes from the information. For example, The
Pentagon Papers, or Watergate, the cases that are big and
very important. I had a reporter in one of my classes one
time who came to me and said thata source said that it was
raining that day. Gee, you think we could nail that one
down. It was just laziness. I've done so many public
encounter groups where the public tells us what they think
of news coverage. All around the country, the public
increasingly does not believe what they hear from
anonymous sources. But they also think that reporters use
anonymous sources to make their story look more
important.
MARK CURRIDEN: I think for anonymous sources you
look at the credibility of the person. Is he or she really the
person in the room, is he or she the person who has the
information, and can I get it any other way? Also look to
whether it falls under the state's shield law. The keys are:
can I get it anywhere else, can I get it confirmed, who is the
source, and what is the credibility of the source, is it
somebody inside the attorney general's office, someone
who was a witness who does not want to come out but who
can tell you what was said. That is why you use an
anonymous source.
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MORNING KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
SURVIVING THE MEDIA ONSLAUGHT

Joseph B. Cheshire V
KATIE DORAN: Mr. Cheshire has already thoroughly
introduced himself on the panel but I'd like to reiterate a
few things. He is a very prominent defense attorney in
North Carolina. He has his own criminal defense firm and
has also done civil defense. He just told me that his greatest
accomplishment is starting an indigent defense service in
North Carolina and thinks it's one of the best in the country.
Mr. Cheshire is very passionate about criminal defense
work and thinks that what he does is a calling for him.
When he was 15 or 16, Mr. Cheshire got to sit down
and have a private one-on-one conversation with Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. at which point Dr. King inspired
him to want to do something to help people as much as he
could, which I think he has done admirably in his work as a
lawyer. Also, Mr. Cheshire is a proud graduate of UNC and
so we'd like to especially thank him for coming here today
despite UNC playing in the basketball tournament.
JOE CHESHIRE: Thank you. I hope you all can hear me
again. My voice is kind of going on me. I am, as I said
earlier, really pleased to be here.
When she referred to the Indigent Defense
Commission, just to tell you all a little bit about it, our
indigent defense used to be controlled by judges in North
Carolina, which means there wasn't much indigent defense,
with all due respect to my friends on the bench. We
changed it in North Carolina to where criminal lawyers run
indigent defense and the legislature funds the Indigent
Defense Services Commission, they fund the lawyers, and
the quality of indigent defense in our state has gone up
probably 1,000 percent since that happened. That, and the
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assistance of one of the first states to have open file
discovery.
I'll tell you this story real quick just because
everybody seemed to have found it so interesting about Dr.
King. When I was 12 years old my parents sent me up to
Boston to a school called Groton School which at that time
was a very elite northern school where the Roosevelts and
other people went, and I was one of only three people from
the south. For you older people, you will remember this; for
any of you that are below 50, you won't know this, but to
get the same cultural experience today, you'd have to send
your child to Bangladesh, because the north and the south
were two entirely different places back then and we didn't
have television to bring them together. The headmaster of
our school was very active in the civil rights movement and
he had asked Dr. King to come and visit. Dr. King was a
young man then. And the headmaster chose me, a little 15almost 16-year-old southern boy, to show him around the
school. I got to spend about an hour alone with him. We
walked down to the river and back, which took about 45
minutes.
We talked a lot about the civil rights movement-my
family had been very deeply involved in it in North
Carolina-and he said, well, what's it like being a southern
boy up here in the north? And I said, well, Dr. King, it's
really hard. Every time I open my mouth, people laugh at
me. Every time I talk, people think I'm stupid. Everyone
thinks I'm a racist, and they don't understand anything
about my culture. And he said, well, you're getting a really
interesting lesson in prejudice then, aren't you? And I said I
am. And he said, well, I'll tell you something, I much prefer
southern prejudice and bigotry to northern prejudice and
bigotry. He said southerners love us as individuals and
people and hate us as a race; northerners love us as a race
and hate us as individuals and people. He said, I think I can
do something about that first thing; I'm not sure anybody
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can do anything about the second. It made me feel really
good.
I'm actually the fifth straight first-born male of the
same name to continually hold a law license in North
Carolina from 1836 until today, so it was pre-ordained that
I would be a lawyer, although my son, Joseph Blount
Cheshire VI, was a professional surfer; now he's in
videography. We finally had a smart one after 180 years.
But I decided then that I wanted to be a criminal lawyer
because I wanted to be able to fight against the power of
government.
And that's really what criminal lawyers do. They're
the most misunderstood people in our democracy. But, in
my view, they're the most important, because they fight
against government, taking the top off the worst people in
saying they don't need representation, and before long you
erode down to you. Like Martin Niembller said in his
famous lengthy quote, when they came for the Jews, I
didn't say anything. When they came for the Catholics, I
didn't say anything. When they came for the intellectuals, I
didn't say anything. And then they came for me and there
wasn't anybody else to say anything. 121
I do have this enormous passion for the practice of
criminal law. It's like a narcotic. My daddy made me be a
civil lawyer for five years because he said criminal law was
like heroin, if you did it once, you wanted to do it the rest
of your life, but it would cause you all kinds of heartache. I
found out being a civil lawyer wasn't so much for me, so I
built my own criminal practice. I am passionate about it.
I was talking to Jerry Summers a minute ago and
telling him about a case I tried when I was 30 with Bobby
Lee Cook, which was one of the highlights of my life
because I was a little kid and he was a legend. The Duke
Lacrosse case was also one of the highlights of my life.
121MILTON

MAYER, THEY THOUGHT THEY WERE FREE

(1955).
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Commentators have said that the Duke Lacrosse case is one
of the most important criminal cases to have been heard in
the last 20 years in America because it brought together the
perfect storm of factors for the nation to examine. It had
race, sex, class, politics, media, town and gown, and
criminal law. The only thing it didn't have was religion.
The American people got to see our system of justice in
this enormous media frenzy that we've been talking to you
all about, and they got to see it from investigation to
exoneration. Unlike just seeing the trial, they got to see it
all in our modern sensationalist press machine. They got to
see our increasingly strident and dangerous sport of
political correctness and class warfare.
But the most important thing they got to see was
defendants who looked like the majority of them, because
most of the time what we see in the news media are black
people or Mexican people or really poor white people
charged with crimes because they're easy targets and that's
where our police go and that's what we see. They got to see
defendants who looked like their son and looked like their
brother or looked like their younger sister's husband. They
got to see middle class and upper middle class white males
being the subject of the criminal justice system, and they
didn't like what they saw.
They had seen it a million times before. They had
seen people be abused every day by the criminal justice
system. But when they saw those nice-looking young white
boys, they didn't like what they saw. And in many ways, it
changed a lot of the culture of the way the American public
looked at our criminal justice system and it changed it, I'm
told by lawyers all over the United States, for the better.
The Duke Lacrosse case spawned the most amazing
rush to judgment in any criminal case I think that there's
been that's been publicized in our time. These boys were
judged by almost every single media outlet in the world as
guilty rapists. There were articles written about them
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internationally, there were shows about them
internationally, and every one of them said that they were
guilty. The prosecutor went out and branded them rapists,
lied to the public, said things that simply weren't true,
pandered to race, because he was running for re-election,
and because he was a prosecutor, people believed him.
One of the reasons that this case was so awful for
prosecutors-I've tried cases in 16 states and 85 of the 100
counties in North Carolina, I know a lot of prosecutors, and
99.9 percent of them that I know are wonderful, good,
honest people-but what Mr. Nifong did was take advantage
of the fact that the American people want to believe the
State, they want to have faith in police, they want to have
faith in their prosecutors. He went out there and took
advantage of the American people's faith. And at the time
he did it, none of these boys had lawyers, there was no one
to respond, so he was just inundating the press. And much
of the press --with all due respect to my friends that were
on here this morning with me who I dearly love; I didn't
know Al before, but, man, he's an impressive guy-and I do
know Mark, and if you all haven't read his book, you
should read it, it's one of the best books ever on the
criminal justice system in America-but much of the press
has a world view, and what happened in this case was that
the prosecutor's story fit perfectly in their world view. In
other words, a black woman who was poor and had
children was raped by elitist white athletes at an expensive
privileged school while she was trying to make a living for
her children stripping. And the defendants were northerners
living in a racially-divided southern city. How can it get
better for that political-correct view?
I was hired by the captain, David Evans, and his
family before there were any charges by anybody. I reached
out to the prosecutor, who wouldn't speak to me. I reached
out to news media. I met with David Evans. My son was an
all-conference college lacrosse player. I raised only boys.
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I'm an only child. I went to an all-boy school. I met my
wife the summer of my freshman year at Carolina. I don't
know anything about women. But I know everything there
is to know about boys. I coached every one of my kids'
teams until they went off to school. And I knew Dave
Evans. And when I talked to him for an hour and a half, I
knew he wasn't guilty. I knew none of his teammates were
guilty. I knew they were guilty of bad judgment, they
shouldn't have had strippers in a house party, they shouldn't
have been drunk, they shouldn't have done all those things,
they weren't perfect kids, but I knew-because I knew this
boy, he was me, this boy, I knew he didn't do it, and he was
there the entire time.
The district attorney's statements led to marches
[with people] holding banners that said "castrate them, kill
them, lynch them". It was a terrifying atmosphere and it
was fed by the media. So I tried as best I could to sit down
with reporters from The New York Times, sit down with
other people in the case and explain to them and try to turn
them around, and I couldn't do it. I had a lot of contacts in
the media at that point in time from my prior life. And I got
upset because, for example, Houston Baker, who was a
respected professor of English who moved to Vanderbilt,
said about these boys before they were ever charged that
there's a culture of silence that seeks to protect white male
athletic violence. Lacrosse players at Duke are white,
violent and drunken men who have been given license to
rape and maraud and deploy hate speech. The proof was the
only person that ever deployed any hate speech was the
alleged victim one time, but that didn't make any
difference. They are the embodiments of abhorrent sexual
assault, verbal racial violence, and drunken male privilege
loosed among us. The dean at Duke, William Chafe,
compared the players to the men who lynched Emmett Till.
Players were actually pointed to by professors at Duke, in
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small classes, and said 'he's one of the rapists'. It was out
of control.
The DA said "I want to be part of the healing
process." "One would wonder why an innocent person
would need a lawyer", he said. "I will not let the image of
Durham in the eyes of the world be a black girl being raped
by a bunch of Duke athletes." There were lies and
distortions of defense witnesses. I got angry. And when I
get angry, sometimes I'm not always as sensitive or
thoughtful as I should be. And I called a press conferencenobody had been indicted yet-and in that press conference
there were maybe this many people there with cameras
from all over everywhere. I've never seen quite anything
like it except when James Hutchins was executed. And I
looked out at them and I said, you people are lying to the
American public, you're pandering to them, you're not
doing your job, you're not trying to find the truth, you don't
care what the truth is because it fits within your world
view, but let me tell you something, it's going to be proven
that you're lying to them, it's going to be proven it's not
true, and you're going to be embarrassed, and it's time for
you to open up your ears. It was the quietest room I think
I've ever been in in my life.
I said two things to myself; the first one was, Lord,
please let those boys really be innocent, and the second
thing I said was, Joe, the last time you saw somebody
wagging their finger at the public and lecturing was when
Bill Clinton said "I did not have sex with that woman." So
we put together a marvelous defense team. We've got
several absolutely glorious criminal defense lawyers in
North Carolina and I managed to bring them on. And I will
also say to you all that do trial work or you law students
who want to do trial work, whenever you have a codefendant case or a multi-defendant case, the most
important thing in the case is who's going to be your cocounsel, your other defendants or other plaintiffs counsel,
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because you've got to have somebody that's going to have
your back, you've got to have somebody you trust, you've
got to have somebody you can split up responsibilities to,
and, more important, you've got to have people whose egos
aren't going to step on the team and who don't mind if one
person is getting the publicity when the other people might
be doing more important work.
We put together that team, and it was a great team.
It was basically, with one addition, the team we took on the
road to defend obscenity against the National Obscenity
Enforcement Unit. I can tell you a great story about that too
but I'd have to use a word that... I won't tell you. It was the
case in Nashville, Tennessee in which the jury didn't
convict our sadomasochistic films, one which included a
bodily function in the course of the sex, and the reason was
that we had seven good ole boys from Tennessee on the
jury and I told them in my closing argument, I don't know
about you ladies, because I don't know anything about
women, but when something appeals to sex in a man,
there's a little bell that goes off, he knows it, so you guys
know it. The judge is going to tell you this has to appeal to
a prurient interest in sex, and I said that word prurient just
means an ugly-based interest in sex but it still means an
interest in sex. So if any of you guys found any of that
interesting at all, you go back and tell the rest of the jurors
and convict my client. If you didn't, it can't have appealed
to a prurient interest in sex. Well, six of those boys just
weren't going to go back and tell those women, so they
hung the jury. We pled to a tax count. Then my co-counsel
had a t-shirt made up that said the NOEU, the National
Obscenity Enforcement Unit, can't convict S-H-T, which I
thought was a little aggressive.
They used to say about me that the most dangerous
place to be was between Cheshire and a camera. I never
thought that was fair to me or the camera, but I had had a
lot of experience with the media so it was my job to be the
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person that interfaced with the media. And for the next 16
months my partner, Brad Bannon, prepared this case for the
most part, did what Pam did with Kobe Bryant, and I dealt
with the media. I probably talked to the media during that
period of time an average of five or six hours a day, and
what I did was I reached out to reporters that I had
identified that were fair, that I thought had open minds, and
I reached out to reporters that I thought weren't, and I
would sit down with them and I would talk to them.
I started with the local media because everything is
always local, and then I moved to the national media. And
we developed a message and we spent a lot of time
reaching out to the reporters. We didn't use professional
people to tell us what to do. In fact, one of our defendants
hired a professional PR person and every time I was going
to give a press conference she told me not to. And every
time she'd say it, I'd say watch me, and we'd do it. In my
experience if you're going to use a PR person, they'd better
be somebody who knows something about trial practice and
criminal law, because most PR people don't know much
about much, except how to bill and how to tell you not to
do things, and how to tell you when you do things. That's
just my experience.
But things started turning for us. As we were doing
our investigation, we would share our investigation with
media people. And even before my client got indicted, the
prosecutor had poisoned the well so badly that I started
having press conferences every time he did and going after
him and going after his facts and calling him out in every
single way I possibly could. It became really effective. The
reporters who trusted me, who had known me for years,
particularly the local reporters-which is a reason why you
try to build up the trust-said Joe would never be saying
these things publicly if he didn't believe them. So they
began to re-examine.
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As they began to re-examine, we helped them by
giving them documents and information we had which
proved that things could not have happened the way that
the victim said that they happened, which proved that the
prosecutors were not telling the truth. We got into the lineup procedures-this was the greatest line-up ever. There
were 34 boys at the party. They took the team pictures of
all 34 boys and put them on one piece of paper and handed
it to the alleged victim and said you said three boys
assaulted you, right? And she said right. Well, these are the
boys that were at the house that night; tell us which three
did it. So there was not a wrong answer. She made a
horrible mistake in the people she picked out, by the way.
There were a couple maybe she could have picked out that
wouldn't have been as nice and good as the ones [she
picked]. But we started doing that and we used openminded reporters to begin to turn the media around.
It was incremental. It was really a bizarre situation
because Fox News was our biggest supporter. Rush
Limbaugh was our biggest supporter. I play in a member
golf tournament with him every year-I played with him
once in a foursome, I don't play with him-and he came up
to me after the Duke case and said I just want to tell you
that that job you did was just one of the greatest American
things anyone has ever done. And I said, well, Rush, that's
the only thing in the world that you and I could ever agree
on.
So we did have these weird people out there that
were supporting us that we used. I don't mind saying that
we did use them, and they were helpful to us. As things
were kicking up, the media started to turn. One of the
media outlets that never turned was The New York Times,
and there's an interesting reason in my view. I've always
been a big fan of The New York Times, I still look at it
every day, but they have a world view. They had reported
their world view and they didn't want to differ from their
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world view. One day I was actually taking a few days off at
the beach and the phone rang and it was Duff Wilson, who
was the reporter. He said to me we're running a three-page
article in The New York Times tomorrow morning on your
case and wanted to know if you have any comment. I said,
how long have you been working on it? He said, months. I
said, you're calling me right now? So I stopped everything I
was doing in my office and sent him about 150 pages that
disproved everything he wrote. He never used a word of it.
As things started to get out, the media started to
turn. Let me tell you something about the media-I don't
know if Mark and Al will agree with this, but you've heard
the old expression about a woman scorned? Well, there's
nothing like a pissed off media person who's been lied to
and believed it and reported it. And these people who had
gone out and said all these horrible things and then began
to be doubted and were called out on it were so mad that by
that time they didn't really care what the facts were because
the facts were our clients were innocent now. They turned
on the prosecution and turned on them hard. But we still
weren't making a lot of progress because there was a lot of
judicial compliance with what the prosecutor was doing.
They tried to gag me, for example, and you can see our
response in the papers I gave you. We began to use the
press conferences, and each investigative step that was
analyzed that was put out, we would have a press
conference and talk about it. They came out with the DNA
and we had a big press conference. I didn't know much of
anything about DNA, but we had a big press conference. It
happened to be at Christmas vacation, and I started talking
about the report and I allegedly have the Guinness Book of
World Records now for having said the words vagina and
penis on national television more than any human being
that ever lived, so badly that they began to scroll on the
bottom of all the national TV that this press conference is
not suitable for young children. Not one of my finer
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moments, but I was in a moment myself so I didn't know
what to do other than that.
We made a decision within the team that we were
going to go to "60 Minutes." Now, that was an enormous
decision because "60 Minutes" is a pretty credible place,
but we wanted to reach millions of people with the story.
Before that, I also made what at the time was the same
decision Pamela made and that is to take my boy out and let
him make a statement. And, just as with her, it was the
most controversial thing in the world when people found
out that I was going to do it. The day he was arrested, he
went in and was booked and I told everybody he's going to
give a statement when he comes out and then I'm going to
answer all the questions you want. So the whole media was
out there in front of the jail. That was our backdrop, Al, the
jail. An innocent man being arrested for a crime he didn't
commit. When that boy walked out of there he was scared
to death. And all I said to him was David, you're a smart
boy, I don't want to tell you what to say, I don't want you to
be scripted, I want you to say you're innocent, but other
than that, you go back and search your heart and find four
talking points and you just go out there and say it.
He went out there and he stood in front of that bank
of cameras and his legs were shaking so hard that I didn't
know that he'd be able to stand up, and he gave that
statement that was so criticized before he gave it, and when
he finished giving that statement, I promise you there
wasn't a mother in America that thought he raped that
woman.
I took questions about the case for an hour. I didn't
let him take the questions about the case, of course. But we
decided to go to "60 Minutes." I would say within the
course of our work with them we probably had 1,000 hours
working with them for that show. My client's momma
actually called me up and said we're not going to do the
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show, after we had done all this work. I said, then find
yourself another lawyer.
We did "60 Minutes." Those two shows on the
Duke Lacrosse case came at the end of NFL playoff games,
they had their biggest audience that they can possibly have,
and when those shows were over, that case was still going
on but it was done. I also learned a lot about the power of
the media because I was up there in Annapolis preparing
my client for his interview and I was staying in a hotel; I
rode down to the bottom floor and the door opened-and at
60 Minutes, you don't deal with Ed Bradley and Lesley
Stahl and those people, they do the interviews but you don't
ever see them, you deal with producers-the doors to the
elevator opened and there was Ed Bradley standing there,
that I've been watching since I was a little boy. I looked at
him and I said Ed Bradley, and he looked at me and he said
Joe Cheshire. And I said how do you know who I am? And
he said I've been watching you every day for 15 months.
Shortly after that, the DNA was discovered. I'll tell
you this briefly for you law students and you lawyers too,
let me tell you how the DNA was discovered. I can't give
enough praise to my partner, Brad Bannon. He didn't know
anything about DNA, and we knew we were going to get
the discovery, and so he ordered on Amazon the three best
textbooks on DNA before we got the discovery and he read
them. And then we got the discovery and it was DNA. You
know how DNA discovery is, it's huge, it's all the graphs,
it's everything. I walked into the office at 7:30 on Monday
morning; Brad was in the conference room. I walked in
there and asked him what he was doing. He said he was
looking through this discovery. I left at six o'clock that
night; he was still in there. I came in the next morning; he
was still there. I came in the next morning and the next
morning; he was still there.
Then Friday afternoon he walked into my office and
he said you're not going to believe what I found. There was
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DNA from nine men in and on this woman and none of
them were Duke Lacrosse players. When when we hired
the former FBI head of the DNA section to review Brad's
work, the first question he said to me was where did this
Brad Bannon get his Ph.D.? I said he's an English major
from South Carolina and, as you know, that means he can't
even really speak English. But he blew that case open. And
the media helped us blow that case open.
The blogs were enormously helpful to us in the
Duke lacrosse case. If you ever want to see a great blog and
what the ABA awards for blogs, look at Durham-InWonderland by KC Johnson who is a law professor in New
York. We learned more from that blog about our case than
we learned about it any other way. LieStoppers was another
one. But we read anti-blogs too. And we were able to
understand our case using blogs, strangely enough,
stepping outside the cocoon of our work, because
preparation becomes a cocoon where you're with a certain
number of people and you have a certain view and you're
not really getting another view. You get another view on
the blogs. And in the comments section, you realize how
the crazies feel about the case. And we did try to also
influence the crazies.
I have to tell you we enlisted our own crazies, so
they told our story on the comments. And then we also
were able to control the end story. It's a great story in and
of itself how we got the attorney general to use the word
"innocent." Once Mike Nifong was kicked off the case and
disbarred, the attorney general took it all, and it was an
amazing fight to get the word "innocent" used. And then
we had to control the end gate and control the books that
were written, and go so far as to control HBO who wrote
this unbelievable movie they were going to put out that had
a world view that was different than the truth. So we
continue today to work on those details.
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The lesson from the Duke Lacrosse case is that the
culture of winning in American criminal courts has got to
be stopped. It's got to be a culture of justice and not
winning. Open file discovery must be expanded and
protected. We would have never known about the DNA if
we hadn't had open file discovery.
One of the other lessons is that there are two
justices in America-one for people with money and one for
poor people. We need grand jury reform, we need to stand
up to the cheaters without fear, because there's a great cost
that comes when you try to take on the king, but when the
king needs taking on, it's our duty to stand up and take him
on, and we need more transparency in the criminal justice
system.
It's been a great pleasure for me. I've enjoyed it a
tremendous amount. I want to say to you that I've never
been treated with the warmth that we were treated here,
never been taken out to dinner and had a chance to sit with
law students and talk with them and understand them and
have a genuine personal professional experience with them
and the other speakers, so that I get to make more friends,
more colleagues. I thank you all very much for having me.
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LUNCH KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON JUSTICE AND
JOURNALISM

John Seigenthaler
AMY MOHAN: As a former journalist, there is no greater
honor than introducing someone who continues to be a
shining example of the importance and the integrity of
journalism and is truly a living legend. We can spend this
entire symposium on Mr. Seigenthaler's accomplishments,
but in the interest of time, I would just like to name a few.
John Seigenthaler started his career as a newspaper
reporter in Nashville, Tennessee. He then worked with
Attorney General Robert Kennedy and the committee
investigating organized crime, and then served as special
assistant to Kennedy. Mr. Seigenthaler served as an
intermediary between the federal government, the Freedom
Riders and white segregation and state officials. His goal
was to convince the Freedom Riders to cease their direct
action and accept a cooling off period. As he stated in a
PBS documentary, "I go in, my Southern accent dripping
sorghum and molasses, and warm them up." Mr.
Seigenthaler successfully arranged for the original core
Freedom Riders to depart from Birmingham by plane after
a lack of willing bus drivers threatened to hamper their
mission.
Mr. Seigenthaler later returned to journalism and
retired from the Tennessean as the editor, publisher and
CEO. He also served as the founding editorial director of
USA Today. In 1961, Mr. Seigenthaler founded the First
Amendment Center at Vanderbilt University. The Center's
mission is to create national discussion about First
Amendment rights and values. Mr. Seigenthaler has been
on the forefront of numerous causes involving journalism
and justice, including advocating for Gaile Owens, recently
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released from prison after more than twenty-five years on
death row.
We are excited and honored to have Mr.
Seigenthaler here with us today at the UT College of Law
to talk about his perspective on journalism and justice.
JOHN SEIGENTHALER: Thank you very much. And
she's right, I am a legend in my own mind.
I have a fourteen year old grandson, and I talked
with him last night. He checks on my conduct periodically.
He asked last night, "What are you going to be doing
tomorrow?" I told him I was going to be here with you.
Then he asked me what the first thing I was going to say to
you would be. I said, "Well, Jack, I suppose I'm just going
to tell them how happy I am to be with them." He said,
"Gran, you're eighty-four years old, you're happy to be
anywhere." And you know, he's right.
But I'm particularly happy to be here today to talk
with all of you about a subject that has continuing
importance, largely because of the challenges that changing
technology imposes on journalists and because of the legal
and ethical questions that are raised because of the
transformation that technology has brought about.
Several years ago, Howard Baker and I were on a
program together here at the University and we were
talking about those changes. Howard asked me what the
difference was in covering politics today than when he was
a candidate. And I said, well, Howard, the best way I can
describe it to you is tell you that I recently saw
Condoleezza Rice, now a professor of law, in a classroom.
She was being cross examined after class by one of her
students who was challenging her on the legality of torture.
It was a hot issue and the exchange was quite tense. And I
said, Howard, the difference with journalists today is that,
unknown to Secretary Rice, a young man who was a fellow
student of the one cross examining her had his cell phone
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open and was recording the entire exchange. And the next
day it was on YouTube.
I came back to my Nashville office the next day,
and the point was made poignant to me when my colleague,
Jean Policinski, walked into my office and said "you and
Howard Baker are on YouTube." And sure enough, there
was some person in that audience that opened their phone
and there we were. I had not watched my words very
carefully, but the grammar seemed adequate and the point
was made.
I listen to so many able and distinguished journalists
talk about this culture of which I have been a part all those
years as a journalist. I was part of a culture different from
the culture of the lawyer or other professions. But I listened
to what they said here today. I listened to Al [Tompkins] on
the difference between "off the record" and "not for
attribution." The definitions of those terms are part of that
culture, and they're understood by journalists. And often, as
you heard from Joe Cheshire, they're understood as well
and sometimes used by lawyers. But I think about that
culture and then wonder what will happen with this new
technology which makes virtually every person with access
to the internet a potential journalist. That's where we are.
I'd like to focus for a few minutes on an experience
that makes the point. Some of you may know about my
encounter with Wikipedia. Five years ago I was sitting at a
computer at home. An old friend called me and told me to
Google myself on Wikipedia and then sue. So I Googled
and I hit the Wikipedia link and there I was. There was a
six sentence biography of me, which said that I had been
administrative assistant to Robert Kennedy in the early
1960s, and that after the deaths of President and Attorney
General Kennedy, I was a principal suspect in their
assassinations, following which I had defected to the Soviet
Union for twelve years.
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If you start a First Amendment Center, you're
hardly going to sue somebody because they said something
bad about you, so I didn't think for a moment about suing.
And I'll come back to that in a little bit. But I laughed, as
you did.
Later in the day, I heard from a young woman, a
graduate student at the University of Alaska, who had
interned with us at the First Amendment Center in
Vanderbilt the year before. She was in tears. She said
"Have you seen what they have said about you on
Wikipedia?" I said that I had, and that she should not pay
any attention to it. She said "I'm with foreign students here
and many of them believe it, please do something about it."
That night, my son called. And I was still chuckling
a bit about it. But he said, "Dad, please, you're not the only
John Seigenthaler, there's me, there's your grandson, get
that stuff down." And then he told me that there are twentyfour mirror sites of Wikipedia. So that libel had been
repeated now twenty-four times, and I began to take it
seriously.
I had seen Jimmy Wells, the founder of Wikipedia,
in a C-Span interview with Brian Lamb, my friend. So the
next day I called Brian, and he put me in touch with Jimmy
Wells, who answered his own phone and went with me [on
the website] to my biography. And I said, "I don't know
whether you know it or not, but I was not a suspect and I
didn't defect, and I want to know what you're going to do
about it." He asked me if I was watching my screen; I said I
was. And it vanished. He told me it was now in his archives
and only twelve hundred of his editors can see it.
I said that was not adequate, because I did not want
that anywhere anybody can read it. My son's worried about
it, and it may reflect on my grandson. He said he had rules,
he called his website a demonstration of online democracy,
and he had done the best he could do.
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I said tell me just one thing, who did it? He said he
did not have the slightest idea, that it was an anonymous
posting, and that he did not have any way to find out. He
said the only way to find out was to bring a Jane or John
Doe lawsuit against the information service provider, and if
I did that, then the Court may tell them to disclose the
name. Otherwise, he said he did not know how I could find
out.
I said, well, I'm not going to do that. Maybe I have
enough investigative reporting skills to find out on my own.
And I told Mr. Wells that I hoped I'd be able to call him
one day and tell him who it was.
In the weeks that followed, I tried, and I was
frustrated again and again. It went on for five months.
Finally, frustrated, disgusted, a little bit angry, no longer
laughing, I wrote an opinion column in USA Today, in
which I said Wikipedia was an unreliable research
resource. The article pretty well condemned Wikipedia.
And in the next three weeks I was inundated by e-mails,
telephone calls, and letters from people who had similarly
been wronged and libeled by Wikipedia. That first reaction
astounded me, but it made me think that I had done the
right thing by writing that column. And again and again
and again, the original posting reappeared.
Now I am on television and radio debating the
credibility of Wikipedia with Jimmy Wales. I got nowhere,
except that a number of people across the country were
brought in on it, including members of the media. Kit
Seelye from the New York Times stands out in my mind. A
couple of AP reporters were interested, and they began to
track what I was doing. One person who wrote me lived in
San Antonio, Texas, and was a media guru. [He said] the
same thing had happened to him, and he had launched a
new website, Wikipedia Watch. He asked me for many of
the complaints that had been filed with me, and I passed
them on to him. He put them up, and he put mine up. The
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result was that more and more people responded again,
saying it happened to them as well.
I didn't know at the time that if I had wanted to sue
Wikipedia, Section 230 of the Communications Decency
Act says that content service providers are immune. The
law says they are not to be treated in matters of defamation
as either publishers or speakers. In other words, if I can
track the person who originated the posting, that person is
vulnerable to a lawsuit. But Wikipedia and other sites that
are content service providers are immune, and there is now
a body of law [to that effect].
The first case I found out about involved not
Wikipedia, but a dating board in Los Angeles. The
company was called Metro Splash. The actress was
Christianne Carafano, whose stage name is Chase
Masterson. And one day Chase Masterson began to get
telephone calls from people who wanted dates. She didn't
know her real name, her stage name, her telephone number,
her e-mail address, her physical dimensions, and her
interest in a strong, hard man for a one night stand, was on
this website until these calls began to inundate her. It was
an anonymous posting.
She was able to find out that someone somewhere
in Germany had posted this information anonymously
about her, and she sued Metro Splash. I won't go into any
detail about the case except to say that the judge, in ruling
against her, found that the language in Section 230 said
Congress did not mean for these information content
providers to be sued. There is a whole body of law that has
now developed that follows what the judge said in that
case, as reprehensible as it is - Section 230 exempts Metro
Splash. There are an awful lot of people in journalism and
law, I have found, who aren't aware of that provision or
what it means to this new world of communications.
As I said, I had no interest in bringing a lawsuit, but
let me just deal with a couple of other instances. There is a
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comedian named Sinbad. His true name is David Adkins.
David Adkins has died again and again, a hundred times
and more, on Wikipedia. He's alive, he's well. His
professional success depends upon national recognition that
he's viable. But let's say you're a journalism student, and
[your] professor says she would like to have a profile on a
comedian. Sinbad's a natural. So where will you go? You'll
go to Wikipedia, [and you will see that] Sinbad has died
from an overdose of drugs, from a sexual assault in a public
bathroom, from suicide. Quite often he dies simply because
whoever it is who is trying to destroy his career simply
enters under the date of his birth the date of his death.
Some of you may be interested in golf, and the
name Fuzzy Zoeller is one you'll recognize. He had a big
controversy one year. Fuzzy made some comments that
weren't funny. He ultimately apologized to Tiger Woods
for it, and that's there in his [Wikipedia] biography. But
also in his [Wikipedia] biography is that Fuzzy Zoeller is
an alcoholic, a drug addict, a wife beater and a child
molester. Fuzzy Zoeller did sue Wikipedia, and then found
Section 230 was there, and went beyond that and filed suit
with AOL to find out the name of the customer.
If you're online, you have an internet protocol
number. And very probably if you work in an office, you
have the same IP number as your colleagues. This customer
was the owner of a company in Miami and had forty-two
employees. Fuzzy sued them. And the owner called his
lawyer and said they didn't do it, that they were offended
by what happened, and that they wanted to help find out
who did it. They interviewed every single employee, and
got total denial. There was no way to nail it down, and
Fuzzy finally dropped the suit.
It's not just Wikipedia. You can go to Wikipedia
and it is loaded with valuable, solid, and credible
information, but that may not be where you go. And if
that's the case, you're relying on that website for research
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that may be flawed. I think as a result of the controversy
that emerged after I and others had problems, Wikipedia
has made an effort to change its rules, but not enough to
clean it up. Periodically someone will take a shot at me,
much of the same stuff, sometimes much worse.
Finally, as a result of all the heat that was put on
and the help from the [media] guru in San Antonio, I finally
tracked the company. And then the media began to call the
company. It was a company in Nashville called Rush
Delivery. One morning I was on public radio debating
Jimmy Wales, and when I came back to the office there
was a letter. And the author said he apologized, he did it as
a joke, his employer is getting all these calls from the New
York Times and USA Today, and this morning they let him
go. It started in May, and this was Christmas. It was just
before Christmas, and he had been fired.
I started talking to him while at my office, but by
the time the conversation ended, I was home talking to him
on my cell phone. And I mentioned the fact that he had
been fired, and my wife burst into tears, telling me I
couldn't let that man be fired before Christmas. I wanted to
say to hell with that man. But she got me to call his
employer and tell them that I was angry at him and didn't
understand it, and I still don't believe he did it as a joke,
and I don't know what his motive is, but I did ask them to
not to let him go. And I hope he stayed there until the
company went defunct, and the company is defunct.
I dwell on this subject because, as I said,
communications now involves several different cultures.
And many of them are alien to the culture that Al
[Tompkins] and Mark [Curriden] and I generally, and most
often specifically, embrace. The question in my mind, as
we look to the future, is who are going to be these
professional journalists with whom these lawyers interact?
About five years ago, just about the time I was
having that first encounter with Jimmy Wales, Vartan
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Gregorian who heads the Carnegie Foundation, and Alberto
Ibarguen who heads the Knight Foundation, entered into a
joint effort to look at the future of journalism education. A
series of studies have flown from that. And while there are
four salient points, the one that's most relevant and
pertinent here is that given the shortages in newsrooms as a
result of a down economy, older and more experienced
journalists ingrained in that culture are being laid off,
bought out, or furloughed and are being replaced by young,
inexperienced ones. I'm happy I'm not part of that culture
today.
I know that every editor I know seeks to do more
with less. But when you think about the relationship
between the lawyer and the media on behalf of a client, the
ground rules may change because the journalist is so
inexperienced.
Jim Duff is here. He's the head of the Freedom
Forum. Twelve years ago the Freedom Forum, largely as a
result of an initiative by Gene Policinski and myself at the
First Amendment Center, launched an initiative with
federal judges and journalists. When we had that first
session, with the help of the Committee of the Judicial
Conference, we sought to try, as best we could, to break
down the barriers that existed between the journalists and
the judicial officers. And over about five years, we were
successful. The judges became amenable to the idea that
journalists could help by telling the court's story, by
building support. And they also acknowledged that the
judiciary is a human institution and that press monitoring
was a healthy thing.
After five years, we began to hear from the judges
that these young people we were sending to them knew
nothing. They said they had to educate them, and it was
becoming a bit of a burden. And a year ago, it was a
different concern on their part - they started to say they
hadn't seen a journalist in their courtrooms throughout the
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last term. That's the result of the slashing of those staffs.
We're doing more with less, but not nearly enough to
provide the basis for maintaining that culture. And so we
must confront the reality that this relationship will be
dramatically different in the future.
I'll give you one response as a result of that
Carnegie/Knight study. The Cronkite School, the
journalism school at Arizona State University, now covers
the state legislature for the newspaper. Journalism students
are covering the legislature as working reporters. Their
value as professionals will be immeasurably enhanced as a
result of the experience. The question is whether that idea
has viability and will catch on elsewhere. I think about my
own youth as a journalist, the days I covered the courts. I
think back on that time, and I know that there always has
been tension between the institution of the news media and
the institution of government. It's a natural tension and it
should exist. I guess I'd even say it must exist. It should not
be a hostile relationship, but the tension, I think, is healthy
and serves democracy.
When I first began to talk about the press and the
role of the press, I used to love to quote Thomas Jefferson,
who said "Were it left for me to choose government
without newspapers or newspapers without government, I
would not hesitate to choose the latter." 122 And there's so
many people today who would say, Mr. President, there's
not going to be any newspapers, the culture's going to
change.
Thank you all very much.
AMY MOHAN: We have time for one or two questions for
Mr. Seigenthaler.
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UNKNOWN SPEAKER: If we're losing concentration of
journalism, what reporting model do you see rising in the
future?
JOHN SEIGENTHALER: There is not a news
organization that doesn't have an online website. No
newspaper, no television station, no radio station. And the
theory is that if you can make your website as interesting,
as informative, and as entertaining as the bloggers make
theirs, then readers will be drawn like a magnet to that
content. If readers are drawn there, if readers chase the
content, advertisers will then chase the readers. The profit
margins will never come back where they were when I was
a publisher and editor. Part of it is the economy, and part of
it is just the fractionalization of readership, or in television
and radio audiences. And while I don't believe there is a
daily newspaper in this country that's not making a profit, it
is significantly less profit and might even be compared with
that percentage of loss of staff members. It has been
dramatic, and it won't come back.
I think you have to supplement coverage in a
variety of new ways. And I like this idea about using
journalism education as a place to fill some of that gap, but
that's also going to mean journalism education has to be
willing to take more professionals to train these journalists
who are going to perform before their time as reporters.
There are other possibilities. Citizen journalists can
also be trained. The only thing I'm sure of, in answer to
your question, is that there are going to have to be
journalists, citizen journalists, sometimes volunteer
journalists, who fill what is a tragic gap in where
journalism was and where it is and, beyond that, where it's
going.
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PANEL DISCUSSION 2:
CROSS TRAINING: JOURNALISM FOR LAWYERS, LAW FOR
JOURNALISTS

Joie Chen
James Duff
Kim Helper
Cynthia Moxley
AMY WILLIAMS: This panel will perhaps demystify the
world of journalism for the attorneys in the room, as well as
the legal world for the journalists in the room.
Many of you will recognize Joie Chen as one of the
main anchors on CNN's "The World Today", as well as
anchor on CNN International. She was also the creator of
the network's first interactive news program, "News Site
with Joie Chen". Chen then moved onto CBS, working as a
White House and Capitol Hill correspondent and
contributor for "CBS Sunday Morning." She's received
numerous awards in her journalism career, including two
national Emmy awards and the Gerald Loeb Award in
financial journalism. Chen left the field of journalism just
three years ago and is now the executive vice-president for
Branded News Worldwide, a company that combines
journalism and public relations by creating branding
concepts for online applications for corporations. Chen has
worked with in-house and outside counsel to create
responsive journalism to negative reports about companies'
products, as well as working proactively to promote a
company's brand and to create news stories specially
related to an organization's platform.
James Duff is the president and CEO of the
Freedom Forum, an organization which champions First
Amendment and media issues, operates a museum in
Washington, D.C., and helps fund the First Amendment
Center in Nashville. Mr. Duff is an attorney who worked in
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Chief Justice Warren Burger's chambers for four years
while he attended Georgetown Law School. He served as
counselor and administrative assistant to Justice Rehnquist
and was his liaison with Congress, the Executive Branch
and various state and federal organizations. He also served
as counsel to the Chief Justice in his role as presiding
officer of the Presidential impeachment trial in 1999. Mr.
Duff also spent several years in private practice at Clifford,
Warnke, Howrey, Simon, and Baker, Donelson, Bearman,
Caldwell, and Berkowitz. At Baker, Mr. Duff was
managing partner of the Washington office, represented the
University of Kentucky's federal interest, served as counsel
to the Freedom Forum and was appointed by the NCAA to
review its procedures and provide recommendations.
Next we have Cynthia Moxley. Ms. Moxley is the
face of public relations in East Tennessee as the founder
and CEO of Moxley Carmichael. She offers services in
public relations, media relations, crisis management, image
campaigns and more. Her clients include major
corporations, smaller businesses and government officials.
Ms. Moxley has her own blog, The Blue Streak, which has
earned her the title as best blogger from the Knoxville
News Sentinel. She's also won numerous public relations
awards, including several from the Public Relations Society
of America. Ms. Moxley also has experience in the field of
journalism. She spent more than a decade at newspapers in
East Tennessee, including the Gatlinburg Press, the Sevier
County News Record and the Knoxville Journal.
You have already met Kim Helper from earlier this
morning.
Our moderator is Dr. Sam Swan. He is professor
and director of the Internationalization and Outreach
Program for the College of Communications and
Information here at UT. In this position, he provides
leadership for college-wide, international and outreach
programs. His prior professional experience includes
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serving as a news director, news reporter, anchor, producer
and manager for various television and radio stations in
Missouri. He has served since 1995 as executive producer
for a weekly public affairs program, UT Today, airing on
WBIR locally. Dr. Swan has conducted broadcast
journalism and management workshops for media
professionals around the world, working for the Voice of
America, the US State Department, IREX and other
agencies. Additionally, he is the recipient of the Ed Bliss
Distinguished Journalism Educator Award presented by the
Association of Education in Journalism and Mass
Communications.
SAM SWAN: Thank you. I'm happy to be here to
represent the College of Communication and Information.
We're going to focus today on some of the conflicts and
collaborations in communication between journalists and
lawyers.
First, I want to mention John Seigenthaler and the
great work he's done over the years in journalism
education. He served for many years on our Board of
Visitors. And right now we, as are all journalism schools
around the country, are looking at how to do a better job of
preparing journalists for this new world we're living in.
Everything is changing very quickly, and it's a challenge to
prepare students today for the challenges they will face
tomorrow.
With that, I'm honored to serve as the moderator for
today's panel. We have four distinguished panelists. We
will hear from each of them first, and then there will be a
few questions.
We are all aware of the adversarial relationships
that can develop in court cases between the prosecution and
defense teams on both sides, but beyond that, there are
other potentially adversarial relationships that can occur.
Journalists are assigned to cover a court case. They have a
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job to do. They're trained to cover that case, but may be
blocked at every turn by judges, by lawyers, by everyone
who, it seems, are hell-bent on keeping us from getting the
story. But we have editors, we have news directors who are
telling us we'd better bring them a story by deadline today
or we're fired. And that's happened more than once.
Journalists are assigned to cover court cases, but it's not
easy.
Some firms hire public relations firms to assist in
helping journalists do their job, in helping law firms put the
best spin on their clients. And so that adds another
dimension to this entire interaction. In addition to that, we'll
discuss the challenges faced by lawyers who are charged
with the responsibility of prosecuting or defending their
clients while, at the same time, having journalists
constantly at their heels trying to get all the information
that they can in order to meet their deadlines.
We have asked the journalists on today's panel to
discuss the challenges they've faced covering these legal
issues, how news cycles work, how stories are pitched,
what goes into reporting a story on a daily basis for that
deadline, and the twenty-four hour news cycle. We've
asked attorneys on the panel to discuss what they expect
from the media and what journalists can do to facilitate a
better relationship. We believe we have all of those points
of view covered with these four distinguished panelists. So
with that, I would like to ask Joie Chen to begin.
JOIE CHEN: Thank you all, particularly to the University,
to my friend, Amy Mohan, and to all the team here for
inviting us here to speak to you. It's always a difficult
situation to be a reporter who gets called to speak to
lawyers, because usually when that happens, either we've
done something wrong or you've done something wrong.
And there's never anything good to the start of that
relationship. So I'm quite relieved to be here today to try to
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smooth some of that adversarial stuff the professor was
talking about.
I think it is absolutely true that the nature of our
industry has changed so much and so rapidly that we are
really looking at a different breed of young reporter. What
we have, in particular, are younger, less monitored
reporters. I left the business of television news after twentyfive years, and I don't have any regrets about doing that. I'm
not concerned that you take away some old reporters, but I
do worry when you start taking away senior editors,
because I think what happens is you have fewer people who
are able to monitor, to edit. That is the point of having an
editor, someone who understands the complexities of the
issues.
We have an environment in which we have fewer
specialized reporters, fewer legal reporters. When I went to
CBS, I started going to Capitol Hill as a correspondent in
the 108th session. And about six weeks into it, somebody
asked me where I was from. I said CBS. And they said they
had not seen a CBS correspondent. Turns out the CBS
Evening News did not have a correspondent covering
Capitol Hill for two years. So what's happened is you lose
the specialization and the ability and the understanding and
the context of reporters. I was obviously a fairly young
reporter, but there were people coming along behind me
who were younger and less experienced and less
knowledgeable than I was going into an environment that
the network either didn't think was important enough or
couldn't finance. I'm not going to make a judgment about
what they did or didn't do, but the reality was CBS News
did not have a correspondent on Capitol Hill, which is just
astonishing.
We live in an environment where there are younger
reporters, less edited reporters, reporters who, through their
journalism education, don't have the opportunity to study
ethics or legal issues as much as prior generations have. We
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could all talk about the weaknesses of that. I'm only here to
tell you that that is a reality and will probably continue to
be reality.
The problem for you, as counsel to clients in a
multitude of situations, whether it's criminal clients or
corporate clients, is that you're talking to a younger group
of reporters who don't have the experience and aren't going
to be edited and do not understand what you're talking
about.
I was talking to Mr. [Jerry] Summers earlier today
about the notion of whether there should be more cameras
in the courtroom. I'll make the argument that I don't want to
see cameras in state courts, but I would like to see cameras
in the Supreme Court. Because I think the way television
uses those cameras is not particularly a good service to the
public. The idea is that we should have transparency in the
courtroom by putting cameras in the courtroom. Well, what
actually ends up happening is that you have a Casey
Anthony trial that gets disseminated and watched by
people, but they're not really getting the whole context.
And a reporter who's covering a local news issue is going
to take a twelve second sound bite and put it on the air
without that kind of context. So you're making my job
easier as a reporter because I'll have a sound bite to use, but
you aren't necessarily serving the public as meaningfully.
Nevertheless, I think that it would be important to
have transparency at the Supreme Court level where I
really do, as a citizen of this nation, want to understand the
complexities of that environment and those kinds of cases.
That's where it's really important. That's where it's
transformative to our understanding of the nation and our
laws.
But I digress, and I do that a lot. Remember that I
was on cable television for ten years, and we can pretty
much talk for four hours at a time without having any
factual information.
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We have younger reporters, we have fewer
opportunities, but we have greater obligations for those
reporters. We tell a young television reporter that you've
got to file for the 7:00 a.m. and the 8:00 a.m. and the 9:00
a.m. and the noon show and the 4:00 show and the 5:00
show and the 10:00 news and the 11:00 news. And, also in
between, we want you to file for the online news service.
And some young reporter who isn't being that well
monitored to begin with has got to keep generating that
stuff. You're going to go into a complex legal situation and
I'm going to get a ten second sound bite of you. That
sounded like a sound bite, so I go with it. I need to get that
out there because I only have this many opportunities to get
my news on the air.
It is a real risk, covering legal issues. It's really
quite problematic, and I worry about that a good deal.
Maybe you get sound bites that are right, but not stories
that are complete. And this leads me to what I've been
doing for the last four years now, working in an area of
digital and online communications. What we found comes
down to this: In the digital age, every corporation,
individual, government agency and nonprofit has the
opportunity to be their own media company, to tell their
own side of a story. Sometimes that's problematic. But
what if you use that platform to advance understanding of a
story or issue or point of view?
[referring to a PowerPoint presentation] This is an
example of a case that I worked on. This is a product
manufacturer -- Remington Rifles, the oldest firearms

manufacturer in the United States and the oldest in the
world continuing producing. They faced a really difficult
communications issue. They knew that a major network,
CNBC, was planning a harsh story about one of their
products, the Remington 700. It's a bolt action rifle. There
have been lawsuits by people who claim that it had
accidentally discharged. The company maintains that this is
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not a flawed product. It has settled some suits. But now
here comes CNBC, a very powerful news organization,
that's going to tell a story. And the story is almost
guaranteed to be quite negative. How could it not be?
So Remington is asking, what can they do? Do they
submit to an interview with CNBC where they know the
story's going to be negative? As legal counsel, can you tell
your client, sure, sit down with the news media because
they're going to present a fair story, when you know they're
already coming out with a negative story?
What's another way? Tell your own story.
Remington did not actually sit for this interview. They
released a paper statement through their legal counsel. And
they chose to create an online presence in which we told
their side of the story, and waited till after the CNBC report
aired. It was an hour long program, and we responded with
what I would call responsive reporting. I'm not sure I call
this journalism, but I would say this is responsive reporting
to what they saw on CNBC.
Our mission in this was to tell a story that we did
not think could be told by talking to the news media. I'm
just going to play it for you.
(Video recording:) "In fact, a review of the program
uncovered numerous inaccuracies, misstatements and
mischaracterizations all in support of a false conclusion that
a design flaw in the model 700 makes it prone to accidental
discharge. Since the first model 700s were introduced
almost fifty years ago, more than five million have been
sold to generations of satisfied shooters. Billions of rounds
have been fired. Although a small portion of those millions
of users have told the company a model 700 rifle went off
when they didn't intend for it to, both Remington and
experts hired by the plaintiffs' attorneys have tested
accident guns which were alleged to have fired without a
trigger pull. And neither has ever been able to duplicate
such an event on guns which have been properly
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maintained and which had not been altered after a sale. No
scientific test has ever supported the accidental discharge
theory of plaintiffs' lawyers and their experts. That's true,
even with the gun at the center of the CNBC report. The
reporter tells the compelling story of the Barber family who
lost their son in a hunting accident a decade ago. But the
show never reveals the condition of the gun, which experts
found was heavily rusted with the trigger engagement
screw, safety lever and fire control mechanism all adjusted
or removed and reinstalled. A statement made shortly after
the incident concluded that a number of abnormal
conditions existed in the Barber's firearm. Even so, experts
for both Remington and the family found the Barber's gun
worked properly when it was tested. The supposed flaw
could not be repeated. The gun fired only when the safety
was in the fire position and the trigger was pulled, exactly
as it was designed to do."
(End of video recording.)
JOIE CHEN: This is another way to deal with the media in
an environment when you know that you might not get full
reporting. Maybe not inaccurate reporting, but you might
get only part of the story. What is the option that allows the
client's side of the story to be told? There were some
legitimate arguments they made. We actually watched this
program with the company's lawyers. It's an hour long
program. There were a hundred facts that the company
disputes and the history of the litigation disputes. And they
were all over the place. There were police reports in which
a certain set of facts were laid out, but they were
completely --I don't want to say misrepresented, but
represented in a way that was different than the words in
the police report. Is that misrepresentation? Talk to a
lawyer. But this was their best shot at speaking directly to
the audience they wanted most to understand their view of
the story. This is a side of the story that they understood
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would not be told in the CNBC report no matter what they
did. No matter how many interviews they would submit
their client to, they didn't think that a full story would be
told.
Because reporters, by our nature, we're working
very fast, we're entering into something quickly, we're
studying something quickly, we're analyzing it very
quickly, and then we're telling other people about it. So our
tendency is going to be to reach out and try to deliver
information in a sound bite. It's going to happen very
quickly. And we are going to go for drama. We're going to
go for the best characters and the best storyline. And an
easy storyline is a woman is out hunting with her ten old
son and accidentally shoots and kills him because she says
the product was flawed. But the emotional part of the story
that the reporter's going to go for is the woman held her ten
year old son in her arms as he died. And you are never
going to get a story that's going to refute that on television.
No matter how many facts you present, you're not going to
get that. You're not going to be able to reach that emotional
field.
I'm just asking you to consider that there are new
ways to leverage the relationship with the media, whether
that means developing relationships with reporters directly,
by lawyers to reporters that they know will be covering
their stories to try to develop that arena of trust, an
opportunity to be able to give them off-the-record
comments and know what's off the record and what isn't, or
whether it involves hiring a communications expert who
does litigation communications and can actually help you
tell your side of the story to reporters.
There is also another opportunity, which is to find
ways for your client to be able to tell his or her own side of
the issue. I have another example. I'm not going to make
you watch it, but we also worked with branding for clients.
I was contacted by general counsel of an
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organization/corporation led by the man who started TD
AmeriTrade, a big online brokerage with the largest
volume in the world. This gentleman is now in seven other
lines of business. And as his counsel, the lawyer told me
that they were also in the business of reputation manager,
of trying to help his image. He's not facing any litigation
problems, but how does the lawyer help her client establish
his brand digitally and tell his story online? This is equally
a way you can use relationships with people who have
journalism training to reach out and talk directly to
audiences.
What it goes back to is that we should not be
frightened by the idea that there are new kinds of
journalism and information going out there. We should take
advantage of those opportunities and use that to build the
relationship between lawyers and people who tell stories.
Whether we call them journalists or not, they are people
who are in the business of storytelling to uphold your
interest in your cases and those of your clients and their
reputations.
SAM SWAN: Thanks, Joie. And next we're going to turn to
Jim Duff.
JIM DUFF: Thank you, Sam. It's great to be with you here
in Knoxville. My roots are in Kentucky, not too far from
here. I actually was a walk-on on the basketball team at the
University of Kentucky, so we used to like to come down
to Knoxville every once in a while. Our football team does
not like to come down here to Knoxville, and sometimes
our basketball team doesn't like to either. But it's great to
be back.
First of all, I just want to pay tribute to John
Seigenthaler and all he's meant to us --he's a national
treasure. I got to spend yesterday at lunch with another
national treasure, and that's Senator Howard Baker, with
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whom I worked for many years. And I love the fact that
we're in the Baker-Donelson classroom here. That's a nice
bit of a homecoming for me too. I did get to be his
managing partner in the Washington office of that firm for
a number of years.
If you ever spend any time with Senator Baker, you
know you're going to have some stories to tell. We traded
stories yesterday. I'll share one with you out of a court
experience that I had recently from a judge. We were
talking about moonshining. His grandmother was a sheriff
and my grandfather was a sheriff, so we had a lot of
moonshining stories to tell. But my favorite was this judge
down in Florida. There was an old moonshiner down there
and the revenuers were after him. He got tipped off to it.
And they pulled his truck over on the side of the road one
day. He had some jugs in the back. And they went back and
they said, Buford, you're under arrest. He said what for?
And they said, moonshining. He said, well, that's not
moonshine - go taste it, it's water. So they went back there,
and they opened it up and took a swig. And, sure enough, it
was water. So the feds got a little irritated and they charged
him with fraud. So they go to trial and the first question
from the prosecution is, what do you do for a living? And
he said, I sell water to the federal government. So
sometimes your clients have a better story to tell than even
the lawyers could come up with.
I thought today I would give you a little bit of a
different wrinkle in the panel discussion so far, and that's
something from the Court's perspective. And then I want to
dovetail with what John Seigenthaler had to say about our
judges and justice and journalism projects at the Freedom
Forum, which are really crucial to the future of our country
because of the nature and necessity of the interaction
between the courts and the media.
My experience in the government has been with the
court system. As was mentioned earlier, I started in Chief
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Justice Burger's office back in the mid-70s. And in those
days, a relationship with the media was one of great
distrust, almost hostility. But if you put yourself back in
that time frame, we were really fresh off of what was the
greatest journalistic achievement in investigative
journalism -certainly in my lifetime, and I would say also
in the history of the country-and that was Watergate.
What journalists did and Bob Woodward and
Bernstein did in particular with the investigation of
Watergate and exposing governmental abuse was an
enormous benefit to the country in exposing government
wrongdoing. That was certainly the plus side of what's
happened within journalism and the good that it can do.
After writing a couple of books, Bob Woodward turned his
sights onto the Supreme Court and was going to do a book
about them. And, naturally, there was a lot of nervousness
at the Supreme Court at the time, because he was great at
uncovering scandal and was an accomplished journalist and
well respected just shortly in the aftermath of Watergate.
He wrote the book, called Brethren. 123 As it turned
out, there really wasn't any scandal in the Supreme Court at
the time. It was an interesting perspective that he had on the
interactions of the Justices at the time. But there really was
no particular scandal there to uncover. It didn't foster or
improve press relations with the Court.
And then during that time frame, Chief Justice
Burger also attempted to reach out to improve relations
with the media. I would have to say in retrospect, there
wasn't really the attitude there to do so in a very aggressive
way. You've made great improvements since then. But in
the context of reaching out to the media, Chief Justice
Burger invited some of those who covered the court on a
regular basis at that time to come to the conference room at
the Supreme Court and he would show them around and
123 BOB WOODWARD AND SCOTT ARMSTRONG, THE
BRETHREN (1979).
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give them a little background off the record on the
workings of the court.
In the course of that visit from the media, an ABC
reporter named O'Brien got out of eyesight and picked up a
crumpled piece of paper, in the fireplace in the conference
room, that had information on it that he later used to
disclose the outcome of a case at the Supreme Court before
the Supreme Court announced the decision. Well, that was
not very well received at the Supreme Court, as you might
imagine. So press relations remained somewhat sour in
those years.
Years later, after going back into the private sector
in law practice, I became counselor to Chief Justice
Rehnquist. And we made some real efforts to improve
relations with the media. And those were, in a very great
way, improved by John Seigenthaler and others who
reached out to the courts to try to make improvements to
the relationships. We've made some good strides there.
Fast forward a few years hence, and Chief Justice
Roberts asked me to become director of the federal courts. I
served in that position for five years. And it was during that
period of time where it really came home to me how much
the courts need the media. The courts are still suffering
from underfunding. The number of vacancies on the courts
is quite high. Salaries are a real problem in the judiciary. In
major urban areas judges are vastly underpaid. It's a little
harder to make that argument in Booneville, Kentucky
where my family's from, but nationwide it's a major
problem. And what's the solution for the courts? Obviously,
we do go to Congress for help. But the media plays a very
important role in exposing and advocating for the judiciary
when our judges don't really get out and lobby for
themselves in that regard. So the media is important to the
functioning of the judiciary, the independence of the courts.
Today you have a presidential candidate who is
advocating bringing judges in front of investigative bodies
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for the opinions that they issue. And what's the recourse to
that for the courts? Who advocates on their behalf? To a
very large degree, it's the media. So there's obviously a
need to cultivate better relationships between the judiciary
and the media.
Conversely, now I'm at the Newseum. I had a friend
who was visiting recently that I bumped into over
Thanksgiving, and he told me the story of one of his
acquaintances who's from Russia. He was taking him
through the museum, and his acquaintance said that in
Russia they had a free press also, but the difference in
Russia and America is in America you're free after you
publish. It was a very profound observation. Why is that?
The reason is very simple-the First Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States. There are five freedoms
in the First Amendment. But what's the difference between
Russia and the United States? There are many countries
around the world that have a Bill of Rights. Many countries
have a more elaborate Bill of Rights than we do in the
United States, but they're unenforceable because they don't
have an independent judiciary. The difference in the United
States is if Congress does pass a law abridging freedom of
the press, you have an independent judiciary that could step
in through litigation and do something about that, declare
the law unconstitutional.
The brilliance of our founders is that they devised a
system which is so intricately involved in checks and
balances, and so very important in that system of checks
and balances is an independent and free press-and an
independent and free judiciary to make it work. I've been
very fortunate in my career to get to work with some real
national treasures and leaders -recently getting to work with
John Seigenthaler on his Justice in Journalism programs is
really a capstone of a very lucky career on my part. A big
part of that program is going to be bringing judges and
journalists together to communicate with each other about
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their needs and to help them recognize how much they do
need each other.
They are very different kinds of organizations. As
Joie was describing the media and its need to act and
respond quickly, I was sitting here thinking that's exactly
the opposite of the judicial branch. They act very slowly.
They deliberate. They try to get out of the heat of the
moment and deliberate in a calmer atmosphere and
environment. And they give opinions on their own clock.
There's not a deadline. There isn't a twenty-four hour news
cycle that they really worry about. Through
communications between the judges and the journalists,
they can recognize their cultural differences.
During one of the meetings with Chief Justice
Rehnquist with the press, they were after him because all
the difficult decisions that the Supreme Court issued came
out the same time, at the end of June, because they're so
difficult. The hardest cases, which take the longest to
deliberate over, to draft, to build your majority, usually
come out at the end of the term. And the journalists cannot
stand this because they've got a deadline the next day.
You've got five cases that come out the same day, and
they're all equally high profile or important, sometimes.
And so they've asked the Chief Justice, can't you dribble
out these decisions little by little, give us a little advance so
we can do a better job of reporting on the important
decisions of the court? I think that's a reasonable request
on the part of the journalists. It is completely foreign to the
thinking of a judge or justice on the Supreme Court. But it's
putting them in the same room together to talk about this,
because what the media wants is access and transparency,
and what the courts want is accuracy and getting it right.
The things that I think irritate judges the most is
when the reporting isn't quite accurate. There's another
element, as both John [Siegenthaler] and Joie [Chen]
mentioned, and that is the decline in the beat coverage of
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the judiciary. Mark [Curriden], you alluded to this earlier
when we were talking about Fred Graham. When I first
started working at the Supreme Court in 1975, there were
beat journalists who covered it regularly, and they did a
pretty good job of getting it right. Even under the deadlines
that they had, they did a pretty good job of getting the
stories accurate. It really hit me that this has changed, and
it's because of what John said in that the funding is drying
up. There isn't enough money to devote to coverage of the
courts. Not only the Supreme Court, but the local court
level and local reporters, they don't have beat coverage
anymore.
But when it really hit me was in Bush v. Gore, 124
because if you remember watching the aftermath, as soon
as that case was announced, the reporters came running out
from the Supreme Court with decisions in their hands to
report on what the Court had decided. And only one
reporter got it right. It was Pete Williams, because -UNKNOWN SPEAKER: No, Dan Abrams got it right. Dan
Abrams was really good.
JAMES DUFF: Well, all right. Maybe I missed it. But most
of the reporters were unfamiliar with the opinion. They
were flipping through, trying to figure out what the vote
was. And Pete Williams, who covered it regularly-and
maybe Dan, I didn't see the report from Dan-got it right.
My point is that it was because he covered the court
regularly.
To improve the accuracy, I think you have to have
more regular coverage. One of the brilliant things John
Seigenthaler is coming up with is the notion of getting
journalism students to, in the last year of school, cover
courts as sort of an internship. It gives them an opportunity
to learn the trade. It gives the courts more accurate
124
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coverage. The longer you're on a beat, the better you're
going to get at it. So it's a win/win in that scenario. And it's
something I think journalism should really embrace.
We've been trying to get that done within the legal
profession for a number of years-that is, converting the
third year of law school to an internship. This dates back to
the Burger years that in medical schools, you would never
graduate from medical school without an internship. You
would never go to a doctor that didn't have an internship,
and yet we send lawyers out to practice law with no real
practical experience. They're getting the experience at the
expense of their clients in their first years on the job. This
why I think John's idea was so brilliant, is that if you make
internships available to journalism students in their last
year of journalism school, they would get good, practical
experience and that would benefit the judiciary also in
getting more accurate coverage.
Those are my observations, and as we go through
the panel discussion, I'm happy to respond and answer any
questions you may have.
SAM SWAN: I'm glad to hear you make the comment
about internships, something we strongly believe in and we
require for all of our journalism students here at UT. I
would like to invite Kim to go next.
KIM HELPER: Good afternoon. I may try to take a little bit
more of a practical approach based on some situations that
I've encountered. I did tell you I was going to come back to
Nancy Grace. I've never met the woman. I don't have any
bias one way or the other, but I'm going to read to you
something that happened a couple of months ago that really
made my job very difficult. When we talk about accuracy
in doing the right thing this is where, from my perspective,
I run into problems with reporters-when it becomes
sensationalism as opposed to being accurate, or it becomes
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"this is what my story is going to be about and what you
say doesn't really matter."
"Bombshell Tonight" is how it starts. "In a stunning
twist, Rodney Atkins walks free on low bond after
allegations he tries to murder his own wife. A country
superstar divorce explodes in claims of attempted murder,
but the star takes to the stage on national TV, even in sold
out concerts." 125 It wasn't an attempted murder. No one
ever said it was an attempted murder. Even the victim
didn't say it was an attempted murder, but Nancy Grace
did. This was a domestic assault case very similar to any
kind of domestic assault case that we handle. Those are
very difficult cases for a prosecutor to handle, in part
because you often have a victim who has relied very
heavily on the alleged abuser for support. There are a lot of
emotions involved.
In this case, there was a ten year old son who was
present. In the course of this program, they suggested that
no one even interviewed the son, which was totally
inaccurate. But, ultimately, what ended up happening was
the case was basically put on hold for a year. He was given
some conditions to follow. As long as he followed the
conditions, the case would be dismissed at the end of the
year.
I knew that because of the attempted murder
allegations, it was going to be a very difficult story to
convey to the media. And because it was Rodney Atkins, a
country superstar, we had three cameras in the courtroom
that morning when he was coming to court. The plus of it,
as I talked about a little bit earlier, is I really do try to foster
a good relationship with the media that's in our area. And I
turned around that morning and one of the reporters there
was someone I had worked with before. It was an excellent
opportunity for me to say that what's happening is not
anything different than what happens to any other domestic
125
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case after we talk to the victim and go through all of the
evidence that we have in front of us. We talked a little bit,
and one of my concerns was that Nancy Grace said that he
would get special treatment and it would all go away. So I
said to the reporter, it's not special treatment.
Then we announced the deal in court, and we
walked outside. The cameras were there, and that reporter
asked if she could talk to me. I said yes. And the first
question she asked me, knowing what my answer would be,
was did he get special treatment? And it gave me an
excellent opportunity to say no, this is what we normally do
in the course of these kinds of cases. We've spoken to the
victim, and the victim understands. These are all the other
conditions, et cetera.
That was the end of the story, thank goodness. I
think it aired at noon that day and I don't think it aired ever
again. And I attribute that to a couple of things. As I
mentioned earlier, my husband, the night before, went
through the talking points with me, which I very much
appreciated. And having that relationship with the only
reporter there was very helpful. She knew what I was
sensitive about and was willing to go there and ask that and
to understand what happened.
So what I would stress in terms of what I look for
[from the media] is accuracy, but the willingness to ask
questions about what's going on and not to jump to
conclusions. Because at first glance, particularly from a
prosecution standpoint, things aren't always as they appear.
Sometimes we have victims who just aren't going to show
up in court. We have victims who change their stories. We
have witnesses that change their stories. So what starts out
as a big drama, oftentimes by the time it works its way
through the system has kind of piddled down to nothing.
To try to explain that to the media is not always the easiest
thing, but if I've built up that rapport with a reporter I can
explain, within the realm of my ethical duties, that this is
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the best outcome possible based on the evidence that we
have in front of us.
There was a series by a reporter within the
Nashville area called Policing for Profit. I know it found its
way over here to Knoxville, because I got calls from people
in Knoxville yelling at me and furious, even though it
wasn't me. I was in the piece, but my actions had nothing to
do with what happened. The reporter latched onto this idea
that our drug task forces across the state are stopping
innocent motorists and stealing their money. I jokingly,
after the report aired, wanted to put out a press release-and
don't worry, I didn't do it-that said the 21st Drug Task
Force stopped a school bus today and took the kids' lunch
money.
That's not what's happening, but if you watched the
story, you probably thought that was happening. And the
frustration that I have with that report and with the reporter,
I really debated whether it was even worth my time talking
to him when he made the phone call. Because I knew,
based on what was going on, what he was looking for, what
the focus of his story was going to be, that our drug task
force are nothing more than law enforcement ripping off
innocent citizens driving down the highways of this state
with hundreds of thousands of dollars stashed into wheel
wells, and we're taking it for no reason. That's not the case,
but I knew that that's what his tenor was and that's what his
goal was going to be. But I had never dealt with him
before. And I thought, okay, I'm going to give him an
opportunity. I'm going to sit down with him and I'm going
to tell him everything, how it works, what the law is, why
we do what we do.
He was focusing on a case that came out of our
district. And although I still really can't talk about it, I told
him there is more to that story and that case than meets the
eye, but I can't discuss it right now. And, lo and behold,
when I watched the piece, that guy who was interviewed
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had a hundred and sixty thousand dollars stashed
somewhere, and it came across, from my perspective, that
we had just picked on this little man and taken all his
money. Despite my efforts to say it's not what it appears, I
can't talk about it because they're still being investigated in
an ongoing investigation, none of that came across. It came
across as if we had just stolen money from this innocent
man. That was very frustrating to me.
What was even more frustrating was the
characterization, through some careful editing, that he had
asked me a question and they showed a picture of me
smiling. I smiled because he had asked me the question ten
times already and ten times I kept saying, that's not true,
that's not the case. And I think by the tenth time, I was just
like are you kidding me? You're asking me this again? I've
already told you that that's not the case. So that was very
frustrating to me, but from my perspective it was a lesson
learned.
I gave this reporter the opportunity to be fair and
straightforward about it. I didn't like his editing. I was a
reporter in an earlier life, and that's why I got all the phone
calls. He ran it in conjunction with the actions of another
agency, and everyone who watched it assumed that I was in
charge of them. And I got calls from across the country
yelling at me. If I get a call from that reporter again, the
reality is I'm not going to talk to him because I just was not
comfortable with the treatment I received nor the spin on
the story, despite our efforts to give him all of the
information. And let me assure you, we gave him stacks
and stacks of documents, information showing how to test
the money to show that it has drug residue on it, that we're
not just stealing money from innocent folks.
I will also say that going into it, I put a tape
recorder on the table during the interview, and he was a
little surprised and shocked by that. But knowing his
reputation coming in, I thought, I'm going to have my own
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record so that if there's something that's terribly taken out
of context, I've got it. So that's my bad story.
On the plus side, after that series ran, another
reporter called and said he thought we got a raw deal, and
asked if he could do anything, if there were any stories out
there that we wanted him to look into. And that ultimately
led to, not me speaking to him because it was pending
litigation, but him going out with one of our police
agencies as they rounded up drug suspects and showing the
process. So there was a positive that ultimately came out of
it, and our agencies were very happy with that.
I'm almost ashamed to say it, Mr. Seigenthaler, but
when I was first a journalist coming out, as a general
assignment reporter for a radio station in Buffalo, they sent
me to cover something in court, and I didn't have a clue, so
I reported it as a trial. I got the stuff right, but it wasn't a
trial. It was just a preliminary hearing , which was really
embarrassing to me when I figured it out. I think I was
twenty or twenty-one at the time when I really figured out
what I had done. So I recognize that so many reporters now
are covering everything. There's not that specialization.
And they're thrown out to get a story in an hour.
So I really try to get that back and forth. If they've
got it, that's great. If they don't, then you have the
opportunity to discuss it and straighten it out, make sure
that we're all on the same page, that no one is reporting on
something that's just not quite right.
I do want to touch on one other thing that I really
try to be cognizant of, and it's because of my background.
Shortly after I was appointed as the District Attorney, we
had a puppy mill in Hickman County, which is one of our
more rural counties. They don't have an animal control
agency. And this woman had six to seven hundred dogs on
her property.
JAMES DUFF: Any moonshine?
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KIM4 HELPER: You know, ironically, I have a moonshine
case pending right now. But the Humane Society
generously offered to come in and help us out, and we
needed that help. There is absolutely no way that the police
agencies in that jurisdiction could have handled seven
hundred puppies. They had no place to take them. They
didn't have the training or the experience. We welcomed
the Humane Society, and the ASPCA came in too. The
downside to that, of course, is that they're in it to generate
publicity and to make money for themselves. I mean, they
do an excellent job. We never had any evidentiary issues.
But as we executed a search warrant, I came around the
corner and there were reporters walking all over the site of
my puppy mill, and I had a search warrant that was going
on. That doesn't look so good when you go to court that
you have had reporters there.
The puppies were taken to a holding area where
they were all examined. And I looked up at that area, and
the gentleman from the Humane Society was running
reporters all through the area. And bells went off because,
again, I just thought if that goes to court, that's going to be
a real problem for me in terms of my evidence. But I
certainly understood that the reporters that were out there
had a story and needed to do a story. And without the
visuals, it's nothing-especially when you're talking about
puppies, because everyone loves puppies. That's what you
want to put on the news, look at these little poor puppies in
the cages. I get that.
What I tried to do is reach that point where my
evidence would be okay and secure and not tampered with,
but to recognize that reporters are out there doing a job as
well and that they need to have that access. So we set up a
little area where the news crews could shoot into the area
where the puppies were. They could stand right on the edge
and get what they needed, without interfering with the work
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and getting involved in what was happening. And I think
that was a good compromise..
From my standpoint as a prosecutor, any time you
have a question or don't understand a proceeding, I'm
happy to explain it. I was there, I was a journalist. I was the
dumb one that said it was a trial when it really wasn't, so I
get it. Ask questions and don't be afraid to ask. If I can't tell
you, I will say so. I don't try to hide anything. I've had to
dismiss cases because ultimately they've not worked out,
and I'm not afraid to explain why I've done that. I would
hope that my colleagues across the country feel the same
way. I know Mr. Cheshire ran into one that didn't have that
same viewpoint, but I really believe he's in a very, very
small minority. And the rest of us are there, willing to
provide what we can to assist journalists in doing their job.
The folks in my district are my bosses. And if the message
is not getting out to them about what I'm doing or why I'm
doing it, then I'm failing in my job. That's why I've always
felt it's very important for me to be available and to provide
what information I can.
SAM SWAN: Thank you, Kim. And our final speaker is
Cynthia Moxley.
CYNTHIA MOXLEY: Thank you very much. Justice
White, thank you for inviting me.
You asked about news cycles and how they've
changed. I'm not going to dwell on that. But, basically,
when I started in journalism in Knoxville in 1980, there
were two newspapers in town; a morning and evening
newspaper. And the deadline for the morning newspaper
was about 10:00 at night. You could push it a little bit. The
deadline for the evening newspaper was about 10:00 or
11:00 in the morning. So there were those two big
deadlines. There were three TV news channels. They had
6:00pm and 11:00pm news. And there was one main radio
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station in town, WIVK, and they had mostly just drive time
news. That was it. So you always knew when people's
deadlines were. And once you got them the information
you needed or somehow avoided getting them the
information they wanted-and I was on the other side of that,
I was a reporter-you could relax.
But today there aren't really specific news cycles.
As Mr. Seigenthaler said, everybody has a website, and it's
a rush to the web. I used to think it's crazy to put all this
stuff on the web, they're just giving it to TV, but they do it.
It's web first, and everybody's doing it. So you're constantly
being forced to feed that beast, whether you're a reporter or
a source. The TV news in Knoxville starts at 4:30 in the
morning, and it goes until 11:30 at night, so the only time
you can really relax is between midnight and 4:00am.
We represented the board of the Knoxville Tourism
and Sports Corporation for a month in January or February
when the executive director was forced to retire after it was
revealed that not only was she making a $400,000 salary
that her own board didn't know about, but that there had
been some manipulation of board meetings and minutes
and that sort of thing. So we were helping the board get
their information out. We worked with lawyers-I've worked
with lawyers my entire career. When I was a reporter, I
covered lawyers. Now that I'm in public relations, we
sometimes have law firms as our client, but most of the
time we partner with lawyers because we have the same
client. And that's good for me because my fees always look
good when they're up against the lawyer's fees.
But that was the case when we handled the Tourism
and Sports Corporation. When I would walk into a board
meeting, there would be seven cameras there, two for each
TV station because one of the cameras was for live
streaming, and one was for the TV or web for the
newspaper because they were live streaming too. At the
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same time, everybody's Facebooking and Twittering,
including me.
One of the questions you asked was how stories are
pitched. They are pitched two different ways. It just
depends on what you're trying to accomplish. In the case of
the Tourism and Sports Corporation story, there was a
crush of requests for interviews and information, and for
documents. They filed Freedom of Information requests. So
when we had something to release, we would either call a
news conference or put out a news release because
everybody wanted the same information. That was the most
efficient way to get it out.
But sometimes you're going to want to place a story
with a certain reporter or a certain news organization. In
that case, you do have to have a relationship with them, and
you contact them and just tell them about the story. So it
really depends on what you're trying to accomplish.
What do reporters want? They want information
and they want it right now. TV needs video, radio needs
sound-and even the newspaper now needs video. Here's a
key tenet of public relations, especially in a crisis. You
want your client to be the best first source. If you can
establish yourself or your client as the best first source, the
media will keep coming back to you for information. If you
do not do that, somebody else is going to do it, and then
you're going to be behind the story. You're going to be
always trying to catch up. This is where PR people and
lawyers sometimes come to cross purposes. I've always
said that lawyers are the natural enemies of PR people, and
that's because lawyers are trying to win a case in court,
while PR people are trying to win in the court of public
opinion It's not always the same process and it's not always
the same priorities.
I told this to a friend of mine who works for the
City of Knoxville. He said that at the city, lawyers are
trying to keep us from getting sued while the rest of us are
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scrambling to get out of the way of the runaway freight
train that is bearing down on us. I have really good friends
who are lawyers and we've dealt with some great lawyers
in town, but it always seems to be me trying to get them to
release the information or respond to the request, and it's
the lawyers saying no, we're not ready.
What do journalists expect from lawyers? What
they expect from everybody-access, information. In a crisis,
they want to know what's happened and what you are going
to do about it or what you are going to do next. If you can't
give them every bit of information, tell them what's
happened and what's going to happen next.
I'll give you an example. One of our clients is KUB.
That's the utilities company here. One day there was a
terrible power outage. Half the city was out. Channel 6 had
a generator, so they went live. They had their anchor, Lori
Tucker, in the middle of Church Avenue, and they were
interviewing an engineer, the second worst person for a PR
person to deal with. The engineer said, this circuit did that
and we're rerouting to this and kilowatts and megawatts and
all this. And Lori took the microphone back and she said,
what I think he said is that the power is out downtown and
KUB is trying to get it back on.
So boil it down and tell them what they need to
know. Avoid jargon. Lawyers, you all get so used to talking
to each other in jargon. That's really not helpful when
you're trying to talk to the public or through the media.
Let's talk about journalist ethics. As Mr.
Seigenthaler said, reporters are not licensed. They are not
like lawyers. They cannot be disbarred, they cannot lose
their license. Most reporters that you all will deal with in a
market this size have gone to journalism school, they've
taken at least one ethics course, and they generally are
doing a good job. They're trying to get the story right. They
are trustworthy. They do have ethics. But the problem is, as
many people have said today, everybody's a journalist
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today and they haven't gone to journalism school. They
don't give a darn about ethics. They're driving their own
agenda. So if you're dealing with a reporter from a
recognized news organization, you can probably depend on
them being ethical and fair, but otherwise the bets are off.
And it's not just bloggers and commentators. This has
always been the case. In rural journalism or community
journalism out in the small areas-I started at the Mountain
Press in Sevier County, the reporters hadn't gone to
journalism school-they were housewives. They were retired
people. They had not the first bit of training in journalism.
They were just writing for the paper. So you cannot always
assume that everybody's well trained.
Earlier today, we heard somebody talk about saying
"no comment. " I always say why I can't comment. We tell
our clients to do that too. Look in the mirror and try to say
"no comment" and not look guilty. No matter what you do,
you might as well say put on the cuffs. There's no way you
can say it that it doesn't look bad. So we always tell our
clients, if you can't comment, explain why you can't
comment. And we normally blame the lawyers. We
normally say, I would love to comment on that, but the
lawyers will not let us because it's a matter under litigation.
Or if you can't blame the lawyers, blame the HR
department. They won't let you talk either.
Some people talked about "off the record". We
always ask our clients what they think off the record is.
Some of them will say it means you can't use the
information. Some of them will say it means you can use
the information, but you can't say who gave it to you. Some
of them say you can use the information only if you get it
verified by somebody else. The bottom line is, nobody
knows what it is anymore because they didn't go to
journalism school. So do not go off the record, we
recommend, unless you really, really know the reporter and
hopefully have something on them. I rarely go off the
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record, and I know the reporters. I've known them for thirty
years, and I still rarely go off the record. And every time I
do, I wake up at 2:00 in the morning going, Oh, God, why
did I do that, what if they use this information?
Some final points. Say you have to give an
interview. The most important thing you're going to do
when you give an interview is going to happen before the
reporter gets there. And that's when you think to yourself,
or you ask your colleague, what are the three most
important things I can say about this subject, this case, this
situation, and you write them down. That's called your
must-air points. You've got to know your must-air points.
You have to remember what your job is, and your job is to
communicate your message. The reporter knows what their
job is-their job is to have the lead story. That's not your job.
Your job is to deliver your message. So if you have your
three must-air points in mind, bridge back to those no
matter what.
I'll stop there, because I know you all have
questions, and I'll turn it over to Dr. Swan.
SAM SWAN: I want to ask a follow-up question to the four
panelists, and then we'll open it up to questions from any of
you who may have them.
I'm thinking about the revolving door in the world
of journalism, which involves young reporters. You made
reference to young reporters, but one of the things that
happens in a medium market like this is this is not
necessarily the end destination for many reporters. This is
the second or third stop on their way. And if you've noticed
at the television stations here, there are always new faces,
new names. They come in, they stay two or three years, and
they're trying to get out of here to go to Nashville or
Atlanta or to a larger market, because those places pay a lot
better than we pay here in Knoxville. So it's a constant
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challenge for people like Cynthia and others to keep those
reporters informed about the way things work here.
The question that I was thinking about as I was
listening to all of you here, about this problem of new
journalists, inexperienced journalists and our challenge in
journalism education, is what can the legal profession and
the journalism profession do working together to help
facilitate this process to educate each other?
JAMES DUFF: I think [having] more programs that pull
the groups together is vitally important. And I don't think it
stops with journalists. One of the things we're going to be
doing at the Freedom Forum is embarking on a very
aggressive civic education campaign, because if you look at
the statistics around the country, they're alarming. Twelve
percent of high school seniors are proficient in US History.
26 We can't sustain our freedoms with that sort of level of
education in the population.
You point out a particular problem with journalists
going elsewhere. You can't stop that. You hope they go
elsewhere with at least a fundamental understanding of
basic civic education. It's a broader societal problem. I don't
think it's isolated to this business or this industry. We really
need to address this as a nation. And one of the things we're
going to be doing at the Freedom Forum is civic education
in a much broader way. That helps somewhat. It doesn't
solve exactly the problem you have posed. But I think even
with new people coming in, if they're educated in the
basics, that's about the best you can hope for. Because
you're not going to stop the turnover.
CYNTHIA MOXLEY: Here's what you all need to do and
what we tell our clients to do. Assume that when a reporter
Michael Murray, Are You Smarter Than a 12th Grader?, ABC
NEWS (June 14, 2011), http://abcnews.go.com/US/12-percent-highschool-seniors-proficient-history/story?id=13840331#.ThyxtUOuS.
126
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is coming to interview you, they are going to learn
everything about the subject matter in the car between
when they leave the TV station or the newspaper and when
they get to you. So assume that and prepare accordingly.
SAM SWAN: In larger markets, and in this market for
awhile, there were beat reporters, those who were
specialized in covering the courts. The newspaper still does
that. But television has moved away from that, especially in
medium and small market stations, simply because they
don't have the staff. In larger markets, they may have hired
an attorney who then decides to become a journalist or is a
journalist who then becomes an attorney. But in smaller
markets that's not the case, so it's a constant challenge.
JOIE CHEN: I think it's true to the network level at some
point. I got sent to the Supreme Court during a term that
had a University of Michigan case in it, and I sat in there
and I thought, please give me enough time to find
somebody to call afterwards to explain to me what this
ruling means, because I do not know. And I'm not going to
know. I'm not a lawyer. It's the Supreme Court, for gosh
sakes. And it was scary to me that you left it up to me to
figure this out and tell the nation about it. But I want to
give credit to Kim for establishing those relationships with
reporters in which reporters feel that they can come to you
and ask you what happened. Because it's the only way
you're going to do it. And I think a lot of times reporters are
intimidated by lawyers. I think there's always the sense that
the lawyer's not going to like me coming to cover their
story. So rather than deal with that, I'm not going to ask,
I'm just going to try to figure it out on my own in the
limited amount of time I have. It is a scary process. And it's
scary to think that there are fewer and fewer beat reporters
that truly understand that.
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SAM SWAN: Let me open it up for questions. We have
several in the back.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: We, as lawyers, have special
ethical duties. As we get into journalists who are also
lawyers, when we get into cases with sensational
journalism where facts are either misrepresented or taken in
such a way that doesn't portray the real story, considering
the lawyer's ethical duty to educate the public properly
about the law, has the Board of Professional Responsibility
acted upon this? Have they brought anyone up for
practicing law without properly being admitted to the Bar?
JOIE CHEN: I don't know. Some people have been
phenomenally successful. We can look at Nancy Grace, and
at Greta Van Susteren, who is a personal friend of mine,
who is a lawyer and made that transition to television. If
you look across the airwaves, there are a tremendous
number of lawyerists. Whatever a journalist and a lawyer
mashed together is, there are a number of those people.
And they might come with the ethical understanding of a
lawyer, but they're not going to be monitored as journalists
or as performers and speakers on those.
KIM HELPER: I'm not aware of any complaints, at least
within Tennessee, but that doesn't mean that there haven't
been [any]. But it is a continuing frustration for myself and
probably lawyers on both the prosecution and defense side
when you're talking criminal cases, where you get all the
talking heads opining about what's going on when they've
never practiced in your state and don't understand the law
of the state. That's why I think the Rodney Atkins thing
really got under my skin, because it was not even close to
being an attempted murder from the victim's standpoint.
But that was not communicated and it really made our
jurisdiction look bad, like we let some attempted murderer
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out on a twenty-five hundred dollar bond, which was
appropriate under the circumstances. But I'm not aware that
there's been that sort of pursuing of anyone with a law
license.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: This question's for the
panel, as well as Mr. Tompkins. It seems that when I
started practicing law, the objective, investigative journalist
was just that. That was the single hat that that person wore.
Today, it seems that the field gets muddied-I'm the
objective, investigative journalist, yet, later tonight I'm
appearing on this program and I'm going to be opinionated
using some of the very information I'm supposed to be
investigating and reporting on. So I'm wondering within the
field, is that inhibiting relationships with attorneys? In
trying to find information, do you feel that the audience
doesn't know which role you're playing in this twenty-four
hour news cycle?
AL TOMPKINS: I don't think it's possible to be objective. I
don't think objectivity is the goal of journalism. I think
truth, fairness, accuracy and thoroughness are goals. But to
say that we're going to be objective is to say I have no
opinion on anything. And you know me enough now,
today, to know I've got an opinion on damn near
everything. So I don't think it's possible to pretend you're
objective. In fact, there are some in the blog world who say
that what we ought to do is come out and state our opinions
or our biases before we do any stories. I don't agree with
that, but that is one new idea that's going on, that we ought
to just say what all of our biases are and let you filter that
through your own experiences. So for what that's worth, I
don't think it's possible.
If you really care about this, it just so happens that
I'm taking constitutional law night classes, and I just
finished a big project online. If you're interested, go to
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www.objectivenews.net. It's a website that I just built for
the class that I'm working on right now, so it's got all kinds
of resources. But if you go back to Edward R. Murrow and
many others, the penny presses of a hundred and fifty years
ago were owned mostly by political parties. So when we
start pining for the old days of Madison and Jefferson and
others, we have to remember many of those were
subsidized media. So we're asking for a day that never
existed, and they still don't largely.
I would like to ask a quick question, while I've got
the floor, for Joie. Your client Remington, the great gun
maker that's making safe guns-[there are ] two dozen deaths
and one hundred injuries, and a number of out of court
settlements, which are still sealed. Would you like to see
your client unseal those settlements so we could see
whether or not those guns were, in fact, unsafe?
JOIE CHEN: You've talked to CNBC, haven't you?
AL TOMPKINS: And what about that 1947 memo in
which the inventor of that trigger said that it was unsafe
and ought to be corrected?
JOIE CHEN: That, in fact, is not what he said. I have
interviewed him and talked to him about that. And CNBC,
by the way, sent their camera crew to interview a ninetyeight year old man. He let them in and said some other
things about it as well. There are more than five million of
those rifles in circulation. There were a hundred --as I
recall, a hundred and eleven claims. Eleven of them
resulted in trials, three of them went against the company.
AL TOMPKINS: How many were settled out of court?
JOIE CHEN: Less than a hundred.
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SAM SWAN: Do we have other questions?
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: I am a journalism major right
now in my junior year, but I want to go to law school. How
do you merge the two together? And what kind of
internship should I be looking for?
JOIE CHEN: What is it that you want to be?
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: I want to be a public interest
lawyer.
JOIE CHEN: I think that's a lawyer question, not a
journalism question.
PENNY WHITE: If you want to be a public interest
lawyer, just come to UT College of Law. We'll give you
every opportunity you need to be a great public interest
lawyer.
KIM HELPER: But if I understood you, you're looking for
an opportunity that merges both your journalism interest as
well as your interest in being a public interest lawyer?
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Yes.
KIM HELPER: Some of the journalism folks may have a
better idea. Instinctively, I would suggest that you look at
an organization that involves the kind of law you're
interested in and maybe intern, if you can, in a PR,
marketing, selling forum, but take the opportunity to look
at other areas. I was working for the Environmental
Protection Agency doing public affairs when I started law
school. That was a great opportunity, because part of my
job was to work with our enforcement division who
handled all the legal actions, Clean Water Act, Clean Air
Act. So I had that background of law, which is, in part, why
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I did go to law school. So maybe look for an opportunity
like that.
JAMES DUFF: Do you live here in Knoxville? Will you be
here in the summer?
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Yes, I'm planning to be.
JAMES DUFF: Do you want a paid internship or unpaid
internship?
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Either or.
JAMES DUFF: If you'll take an unpaid internship, I would
go to the local paper and volunteer, and say, I would like to
cover the courts for you, I would like to go to the courts
and report on anything that I find of interest that you might
want to use as a story. And then you get exposed to the
courts, you get your journalism background and you can
blend them both.
SAM SWAN: You can't do an unpaid internship. I
coordinate the internship program through the school, and
we cannot place a student any longer at the Knoxville News
Sentinel unless it's a paid internshipJOIE CHEN: Or unless they're getting credit.
SAM SWAN: Most companies are saying pay or credit or
both. But now the News Sentinel and Scripps Howard in
general-not Scripps Networks, but Scripps Howard-has said
they will only take paid internships to avoid litigation down
the line.
Thank you very much.
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PANEL DISCUSSION 3:
LAWYERS AS CRISIS COMMUNICATORS

Adam Goldberg
Tom Griscom
Josh Galper
KATIE DORAN: Good afternoon, everyone. I would like
to go ahead and start with the third panel for today. First,
we have Judge Harry Mattice, who will be a panelist as
well as moderator for today. Judge Mattice is a graduate of
the University of Tennessee College of Law and is actually
considered the brain child of this entire symposium because
he has previously taught a seminar about this topic of crisis
management and the media for lawyers at Georgetown with
the other panelists. He will be teaching a seminar similar to
that this fall at the College of Law. He is currently a
presiding federal judge for the Eastern District of
Tennessee.
Josh Galper is a professor at Georgetown Law and
is currently serving as the policy officer and general
counsel for Personal, which is a new firm that allows
individuals to own and have control over their own data.
He has previously worked as a policy and speech advisor
for multiple campaigns, including President Obama's and
Senator John Kerry's.
Adam Goldberg is an adjunct professor at
Georgetown Law as well, and is the founder of Trident
Advisors, PLLC, which is a private firm that advises public
interest nonprofit corporations on how to manage and
prevent crisis situations. He has also worked as the counsel
for the President from 1996 to 1999 and worked on the
Monica Lewinsky scandal.
Finally we have Tom Griscom, who was the editor
and publisher of the Chattanooga Times Free Press until
about 2010. Mr. Griscom is now a communications director
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and consultant. He has previously worked as a speech
writer and advisor for President Reagan and Senator
Howard Baker. Of note is his help in writing President
Reagan's famous "tear down that wall" speech.
JUDGE MATTICE: Thank you, Katie. And I would be
remiss unless I added my voice to everyone else who's been
here today. I know he's getting tired of it because among
his many character traits is humility, but I have to say
something. And I'm particularly saying this to the students
here in the room. If you don't remember anything else that
happened here today, you will remember being here when
John Seigenthaler spoke to this conference.
Who knows who Ray Donovan is? He was the
Secretary of Labor for President Reagan from 1981 to
1985. He and a few other people were indicted in 1987 in
Bronx County, New York for larceny and fraud in
connection with a project to construct a new line for the
New York City subway system. On May 25, 1987,
Donovan and all the other defendants were acquitted, after
which Donovan was famously quoted as asking, well, what
office do I go to to get my reputation back? Doesn't that say
it all about what we're talking about? If the only tool in
your chest is a hammer, then every problem look likes a
nail. So we lawyers are trained to approach every crisis as a
legal problem.
We forget, however, that there are other players in
this system to whom it is also probably a business problem,
a personal problem, a PR problem. And what the client
would always like is to have someone who can advise him
or her about the problem generally. If that happens to be a
lawyer, certainly, the lawyer's hired for legal advice, but as
advisors, lawyers have a tendency to forget that there are
other aspects of this problem. To me, that's what this whole
conference is about and that's why I think it is so important
that lawyers gain the skills necessary to recognize that
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crises are not only legal crises, but they're business and PR
crises-all that has to be addressed, in addition to doing the
best legal job for your client that you can.
Who remembers a very respected accounting firm
called Arthur Anderson and Company? Who was Arthur
Anderson the auditor for? A company named Enron who
came to an ignominious end. Arthur Anderson ultimately
won its legal case in the Supreme Court, a few years after
they were indicted by the federal government for their work
as auditors of Enron. And who was there to cheer when
Arthur Anderson was finally vindicated in the Supreme
Court? No one, because Arthur Anderson had ceased to
exist. One of the most respected professional firms in the
world, who lived and died on its reputation for integrity and
good work, died before it was finally vindicated in the
courts. This is a great example of the need to focus not only
on legal outcomes, but business and reputational outcomes.
On the other side of the coin, some would say, Martha
Stewart didn't exactly curl up and die after being a
convicted federal felon and doing her stint in prison. I
don't think anybody would advise becoming a federal felon
as a career move, but it goes to show that that actually can
be survived.
My interest [in this topic] was piqued about fifteen
years ago when I worked for [Senator] Fred Thompson in a
campaign finance investigation arising out of the 1996
federal election campaigns. There were a huge number of
scandals that were spawned by fundraising efforts. A
political advisor who's now on television all the time, Dick
Morris, convinced Bill Clinton that the only possible way
he could win re-election in '96 was to raise the
astronomical sum of forty million dollars for his re-election
campaign. Now that's not even a drop in the bucket for a
presidential campaign. But upon hearing that, President
Clinton and his administration went into overdrive in
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efforts to try to raise that kind of money. Those efforts
spawned all sorts of scandals.
During that period of about year and a half working
on Capitol Hill, a couple of things dawned on me. One is
that Capitol Hill is a very unusual place in the sense that
there are way too many reporters chasing way too little
news. This spawned an environment where we were trying
to actually make stuff up that might be newsworthy.
Because of that environment, it was necessary to have
people on the ground. One of the spin doctors for the
Clinton administration that I observed at very close range
was a guy named Lanny Davis, who was a lawyer. His job
was to try to spin the events that were coming out of our
investigation on behalf of the White House. Once that
investigation was over, Lanny went back into private
practice. And he started a cottage industry, so to speak, in
the Washington area for lawyers who also billed
themselves as being public relations experts. I observed
Lanny's career and watched it develop. He originally tried
doing the context of a traditional law firm. That's how I
came to meet Adam Goldberg and Josh Galper, who
worked with Lanny first at law firms, I believe. Those three
wrote together about crisis communications and how it
could be handled. And I would commend that to you for
your reading.
Years later, I made contact with Adam [Goldberg]
and Josh [Galper]. They were kind enough to invite me to
be a guest lecturer at a course they taught on crisis
management at Georgetown Law Center. They were
leaders among lawyers to try to professionalize this whole
interdisciplinary working between lawyers and PR people.
I view it as a model of modern messaging when I,
along with the rest of the country and the world, watched
President Clinton stand at the podium, and before he
walked away, he came back and addressed the press,
pointed his finger at the world and said, I'm going to say
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this once, but not again, I did not have sex with that
woman, Ms. Lewinsky. And then he walked off. We all
know how that turned out. Years later, I was told, Adam
was in the general counsel at the White House during the
Clinton administration. And years later, one of our mutual
friends, Mike Madigan told me that everybody thinks
Clinton came up with that himself, but he didn't. Adam
Goldberg was the messaging genius who came up with the
famous disclaimer by the President in the Monica
Lewinsky affair.
So with that, Adam, I'll turn it over to you.
ADAM GOLDBERG: Two things occur to me. First, that
that story shows that even Republicans have a sense of
humor. And second, I actually advised the President, take
the word "not" out.
Josh and I have spent a good part of our career
being the bridge between the press folks and the lawyers,
and more often than not, fighting with the lawyers to
actually get the facts out. The Judge asked me to begin by
explaining, from my perspective, how I came to this. Josh
and I have this philosophy that to be a really exceptional
lawyer who's going to handle clients on a litigation or
transactional side, where you have clients who have matters
that get to the public realm, you really need to have a
fluency in how to deal with the press and what to say to
them and when. If you're going to help to manage a crisis,
it really helps to have the three legs of the stool; law, media
and politics. Even if your specialty is law, it helps to at
least have some fluency in the others.
I think I've worked at four different law firms -well, now with my own, it's five different law firms and ten
different jobs since I graduated law school. When I first got
out, I lobbied for a law firm in Washington, D.C. on behalf
of companies. The first hundred days for beginners in
Congress was like a candy shop for companies. That's how
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I first learned the chops in Washington politics. And it's
also where I first learned that the old aphorism that
Washington, D.C. is Hollywood for ugly people is a
hundred percent true.
From there, I worked on the 1996 Clinton campaign
in rapid response on investigations issues-things like
Whitewater, Travel Office and the like. And from there, I
went into the White House counsel's office. It was there
where the nature of the practice I do was born. I worked
with Lanny Davis there, but it really started before we got
there. And it was the brain-child of Harold Ickes, who you
may know as a big Hillary Clinton supporter, but he was
deputy chief of staff for a long time in the Clinton
campaign, had been a labor lawyer, long time Democratic
operative. His father was the Secretary of Interior under
Franklin Roosevelt.
Once Whitewater really exploded, and independent
counsel was appointed, Michael McCurry was the press
officer for the White House at the time. He was spending
all his daily briefings on Senator D'Amato's hearings and
Whitewater hearings, and this had to stop. The positive
communications people in the White House were spending
way too much time on talking about scandal, not about
good, positive messages and what the administration was
trying to do on behalf of the American people. So we're
going to set up this team of lawyers inside the White House
Counsel's office focused on press, politics and certainly the
legal side of responding to congressional and independent
counsel subpoenas. We're going to do it inside the
Counsel's office to maximize our use of privilege and be
able to defend, so our deliberations will be as protected as
possible.
So during the Whitewater hearings they had two
folks who focused on press, they had two lawyers who
focused on Congress, and they had folks who handled the
subpoena response in litigation. We continued that on, first
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the campaign finance investigations, which were an
incredibly partisan affair, and then on into the Monica
Lewinsky matter.
Just a side note on the Lewinsky impeachment
matter. The day the trial in the Senate began, we all walked
in and there's this huge basket of cookies and pastries. And
we're all wondering what perverse person would send this
to us. We opened up the card and it was from Senator Rick
Santorum, who wished us the best of luck. Which I thought
was actually a very nice, earnest gesture.
The other thing is, I figured impeachment was the
beginning of the time of the twenty-four hour news cycle.
You had deadlines, and that was true for my first year in
the White House. I knew at 5:00 I had to get the broadcast,
I knew I had until 7:00 or 9:00, depending on the story, to
get to the print journalist. Well, once impeachment hit, it
was 24/7, just rolling. And it was the first time where
outlets like the Wall Street Journal were posting stories
online at night to try to beat the wires and the broadcasts
and the others. It was insane. And it was very bad because
it was coupled with the fact that the President's private
counsel wouldn't let the White House talk about any facts
about what happened.
We spent a year dealing with the press swapping
rumor and trying to learn more about what we were doing
from the actual lawyers handling the case two doors down
from us. We had a lot of reporters getting things wrong
and we were correcting it after the fact. We were only
telling reporters the facts after they got them wrong, which
wasn't a good thing for them and it wasn't a good thing for
the White House.
From the White House, I started with Lanny really
building this kind of private practice, because we realized
there was this need out there in the private sector to have
lawyers who could manage a crisis, who had these skills
and could really quarterback folks and allow the normal PR
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and the normal operational folks of the company get on
with their daily jobs of their business and have outside
folks come in and manage every aspect of their crisis. So
that's how I came to this.
JUDGE MATTICE: Let me throw this over to Josh. You
mentioned that part of the impetus for doing this in the
White House Counsel's office was to have the lawyers
doing it so you could maintain privilege to the fullest
extent. Can you give a two or three minute primer on
attorney/client privilege-how it works, in whose favor it
attaches, who possesses it and historically who may not be
able to possess it? The White House has a very extensive
press office. They would normally be doing this, but
because of the legal underpinnings of these problems, if I
understand you correctly, Adam, it was thought that the
lawyers need to take on this role, but historically the press
office might be handling it. Is that accurate?
ADAM GOLDBERG: Yes.
JUDGE MATTICE: Josh, can you pick up on that and give
a short primer of privilege?
JOSH GALPER: Absolutely. It might be helpful to hear
some of how the White House operated, because it's going
to be different than what we learned in law school. We all
learn in law school that the client possesses the privilege,
and that privilege extends to you when the client enters into
that relationship with you as the lawyer. The attorney/client
privilege is something that for all intents and purposes is a
sacred relationship where you, as a lawyer, are able to learn
the bad facts and the good facts in order to determine legal
strategy going forward-strategies in other areas like the
policy arena or even the media arena when they all come
together to support the legal position of the client. In
litigation, it's a fairly straightforward thing to understand.
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You are in litigation and the investigation phase while the
litigation is under way or maybe right before it, but you
know something is happening. You conduct that
investigation to learn the facts. Those facts are learned in
this privileged environment in a privilege room, essentially
where you can actually interview people, learn about the
information and be able to preserve that privilege to the
greatest extent possible so that you're not forced to divulge
it in the course of litigation. Because it's something you're
learning in order to support the case, to advance the case. It
can attach through a different doctrine to attorney work
product, if you are producing in support of whatever the
effort is, and that's something that's viewed as protected.
What we have seen with the case law, mostly out of
the Southern District of New York, but in recent years
since we built and advanced this practice, is that it is
extended to some other courts. There's a body of law that's
developed that essentially demonstrates that lawyers
looking to advance the case of a client in aspects that
wouldn't traditionally be considered litigation, like PR in
support of litigation, the protection would attach. Or it's
really an inverse in that we've seen situations and decisions
where PR strategists who were compelled to testify or turn
over documents, the privilege did not extend to them.
The arguments made in some of these opinions
clearly demonstrate to us that lawyers who are looking to
advance their case through these issues that directly support
the case, that come from the facts, have to do with our Rule
3.6, and that is something that would be protected under
privilege.
That's the theory of the practice that we created and
that we've seen flourish in other places. Other firms have
created these sorts of groups now with slightly different
emphases, sometimes more of a policy/government
relations leading edge, but they all want to have some kind
of communications ability. But we really came at it from
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the PR perspective and government and legal perspective
all in one, as Adam said, three legs of a stool. That's it in
layman's terms.
JUDGE MATTICE: Let's talk about who's involved in this.
For instance, one person involved is obviously the client.
And it may be a corporate client, in which case it becomes
a little bit more complex as to who within the organization
actually possesses the privilege. When I was in law school,
we were taught that the attorney/client privilege is arguably
the most precious commodity in the attorney's toolbox, and
no one else in the world can have that privilege. As a
matter of fact, the privilege can be destroyed if the
confidential information conveyed by the client to the
attorney for the purpose of seeking legal advice is divulged
to anyone. So for that very reason, you do have the
"privilege room" that nobody else can be in. But a third
person involved on this team is the communications or PR
person. Now, at the beginning of a crisis, the lawyer doesn't
know, and arguably, the PR person doesn't know, what the
facts are. So there's a need to find the facts, correct?
JOSH GALPER: Yes.
JUDGE MATTICE: Say you have an internal corporate
investigation, which is fraught with peril in and of itself.
The question of who can be in the room when these facts
are found is crucial, right?
JOSH GALPER: Very true. Say the crisis has hit and Adam
is hired. The first thing we have to do is figure out who
should be in that room. Let's call it the war room, before
you get to the privilege room-the war room of the crisis
team. Who are the people who need to be there, the people
who need to be able to make decisions on a dime, be able to
authorize the investigation to make sure that people are
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going to talk to you? Say it's a sprawling, global
corporation-you need to get those kinds of clearances from
way up high. You need people who can make decisions
about messaging, politics, if there's going to be a regulator
or a politician involved, and of course, speaking to the
media. You need to have the right people involved.
JUDGE MATTICE: Lawyers are notorious for telling
clients, in the first meeting, that the only way I can help
you is for you to tell me everything, and you're covered by
the privilege. Am I incorrect in saying that's also what
communications and PR people tell their client, whether
they're in-house or external, that they've got to know
everything too in order to help them?
TOM GRISCOM: Correct.
JOSH GALPER: You pick the team and that's a "tell me
everything moment", and anybody can hear about that.
People should know who is on that team. When it comes to
actually developing the facts, though, or investigating the
facts first before you're developing them, you do need to be
careful.
JUDGE MATTICE: Among Tom's many jobs was working
as communications director for R.J. Reynolds during the
tobacco litigation time.
TOM GRISCOM: Yes.
JUDGE MATTICE: When you're telling the CEO of R. J.
Reynolds to tell everything he knows, and he starts to
mention that one day one of his scientists came to him and
said these cigarettes are probably not the greatest thing for
your health that ever existed, do you want Tom Griscom, a
nonlawyer, sitting there?
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JOSH GALPER: Absolutely not. I come from a pretty
cautious perspective on this. I want to be able to
compartmentalize the information because him saying it
doesn't necessarily make it true, but you've just heard it.
And how do I know that the person sitting next to him, who
I didn't view as being in the privilege room in the first
place, is going to have the benefit of later facts that we
develop that you may not know? Then you find yourself on
the other side of a subpoena. I'm just trying to think ten
steps down the road to try and pare down the number of
people and make sure that once we have developed the
facts, then we need Tom. We can't do this without Tom,
because we need to develop the messages out of there and
we need to actually communicate.
TOM GRISCOM: Let me add this piece to it. During the
Waxman hearing, I'm sitting in this room in WinstonSalem, North Carolina. It's a room full of lawyers, inside
and outside, and a few people like me, who were English
majors. We know what's getting ready to happen. How do
you work through this? What is it you're going to say? If
you're going to make the positional statement, you've got to
say it and you've got to stand up for it.
Let me give you another quick example. Sam
Donaldson did a "20/20" piece on smoking and health. [He
said to the companies,] it would be interesting if you would
tell us about that. So they answered, we've got this research
we found, we want a tobacco scientist on air. Nobody
wanted to do it. It's almost like the no comment piece,
where they're going to hit you with it, so you don't have any
ability, in my mind, to come back after the piece airs if you
didn't at least do one of three things. You could do a
statement, you could refuse, or we could put somebody out
there.
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I was sitting in this room at Womble Carlyle. There
were nineteen lawyers and me. The CEO wanted to go
forward and put the scientist on. The scientist was in there
too. We did it. Now, at the end of the day, this piece was
pretty hard hitting. But at least there was that one piece of
credibility-we were willing to put somebody up there to
talk about the research and practice that scientists do. That,
to me, is part of how you sit down to work through these
kinds of issues.
JOSH GALPER: I want to be clear that investigation and
fact finding is what I was responding to with the Judge's
question. There's no question that in our line of work, we
are the biggest supporters of the communications folks in
the company and of the PR consultants outside the
company, because of the nightmare scene of a room of
twenty lawyers where you're the lone voice debating about
the fact that a statement isn't good enough, or a no
comment isn't good enough. You've got to put somebody
on camera because you're looking for a fifty-one percent
win, even if it's a hard hitting piece. So on that, we have to
work together. It's the fact finding part where we want to be
extra careful about making sure that we're not exposing
people to the subpoenas and the kind of testimony that
people shouldn't have to face.
TOM GRISCOM: Not only that, but what I want is to be
able to sit down and have a conversation with you all
sitting there saying, here's what we think that we would like
to do.
JOSH GALPER: You need to be there.
TOM GRISCOM: You'll hope the lawyers can steer you
whether to go down this road or another one. That, to me, is
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how the pieces overlap and fit. I'm not equipped to do what
you all do from that standpoint.
JUDGE MATTICE: But when you're trying to find the
underlying facts, you just told me, Josh, that the attorney is
the only one that holds the privilege. I have even kicked
spouses out of meetings with a client, saying, I'm sorry that
you love him more than anyone in the world, but he's going
to have to tell this to me and me only. What do you think?
ADAM GOLDBERG: Let's be very clear. If you're a
litigator, and you're trying to investigate facts and you have
a public affairs person in the room before you know
anything, when you're interviewing somebody for the first
time, you're guilty of malpractice. If one of the parties has a
PR firm, one of the things you should definitely look for in
discovery is communication between the attorney and the
client and that public relations person. Because the odds
are, there's stuff going back and forth and it's incredibly
unlikely that it will be fine if you capture without the
attorney work product or the attorney/client privilege.
Here's a very quick primer in some basic
attorney/client privilege. It's not true that it's solely
confined between an attorney and their client. A famous
case named Kovel 127 brought up that if an attorney retains
an accountant to help the attorney render legal advice, that
accountant is captured within the attorney/client privilege.
The wording was that if the attorney needs another
professional to help translate facts in order to help them
render the facts, that is captured in the privilege. There is
one case that we know of where it was held that a public
affairs person is actually captured. Martha Stewart's
See generally United States v. Kovel, 296 F. 2d 918 (2d. Cir. 1961)
(the Second Circuit Court of Appeals extended the attorney-client
privilege to communications between a client and someone an attorney
retains to provide accounting-related services).
127
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attorney retained a public affairs firm and they did it
because they wanted to relieve public pressure that they
believed was on prosecutors to indict their client. And a
judge held that, yes, her communications were captured.
That was a legitimate purpose-the attorneys were actually
using that PR firm to help render legal advice for their
client about whether she should speak or not speak. And in
a limited way, both work product and the attorney/client
privilege were found to hold in that case. [But] very shortly
after, another judge in the same Southern District cancelled
out the validity of that case, and the value.
ADAM GOLDBERG: Martha was not actually indicted for
having done insider trading, just for having lied about
insider trading. But that's another story. So from a PR
perspective, it can be brought in under circumstances. And
this is why you often see the law firms being the ones to
engage PR firms. From an initial investigation standpoint,
if you're doing initial factual investigation, before you
know the facts and you have a PR person, you're just
sacrificing the privilege. And your PR advisor, in-house or
out-of-house, is going to be disposed and you have to be
prepared for that.
JUDGE MATTICE: How would you handle that, Tom
Griscom? Say I was an outside lawyer for your company
and I went to the CEO and said, okay, we need to find all
the facts, and I can only help you if you tell me everything.
You're the in-house communications guy for the company,
Tom. And I look the CEO in the eye and say, Mr. Griscom
is going to have to step out of the room because it can only
be you and me. I presume that you might protest. And I
say,Tom, don't worry about it, I'm going to tell you
everything. And if the CEO acceded to my request and you
did get kicked out, would you think to yourself, he's in
there just trying to negotiate a higher fee for himself?
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TOM GRISCOM: No. Because I work there, so I get to
come behind you, so it doesn't really matter. I understand
what you all have laid out, but here's what I've got to do if
I'm there in a communication role. I'm being asked for the
expertise that I've got. Because you've got the same
opportunity and you all are going out and if it's a case that's
to be tried in court, you know the other side's going to play
it hard. So you've got to find out what is it we can say,
wherever the facts take us. And you've got to decide
whether you can go ahead and say, here's the strategy I'm
asking you as the communicator, now will it hold up or
not? And if it won't, I need to know, no, don't go out and
start this because you get two-thirds down this path and
guess what, the bottom's going to fall out. I need to know if
the bottom's going to fall out. Because I'm being asked to
help lay out a way to influence public opinion. Sometimes
you work with the media and others when you're doing this,
so I have to know the same thing.
And I know sometimes, in the White House, being a
communications director is one thing. We had a little more
insight into what's going on. The press secretary, I felt
sorry for at times because there were reasons you didn't
want them to know everything. And the biggest problems I
ever saw in those roles, were the press secretary who'd try
to demonstrate they knew more than they really did, and
they would stumble. And if you know that there's a hole in
what you've laid out, then you've got to come back and
rework it. But the worst thing to do is say, let me go out
and start down this path, and all of sudden you find out, oh,
I just should have warned you not to go this way.
JUDGE MATTICE: In a court of law the coin of the realm
is credibility. The lawyer has to have credibility with the
judge and the jury. In the court of public opinion,
credibility is also the coin of the realm, but it usually falls
in the bailiwick of the client, and in the case of a
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corporation, top management, in conjunction with its
communication department. We've got players with
different roles, different areas of expertise. The article that's
in the materials seems to suggest that lawyers because of
their possession of the privilege are in the best position to
be the public spokesperson. To me, it seems like an almost
impossible task. Because the lawyer's mind is running a
thousand miles an hour, they're trying to think ten steps
ahead. And then you're going to ask them, after they've
done that, to be pushed out the door onto the steps of the
courthouse with the client, put them in front of a bank of
microphones and cameras and then expect them to deliver a
cogent message with traps spread all around you. That's a
good lawyer. I don't think I've met that lawyer that can pull
that off yet. We'll pay them a thousand bucks an hour if
they can do that.
JOSH GALPER: Yes. Because I don't think some are
getting that. You don't want to put somebody out on the
front steps who can't do it. But more broadly than that, it's
about having the sensibility that the case is not won or lost
just in the courtroom. There are so many other forces
exercising themselves upon what's happening inside the
courtroom. Even from the moment that the crime has been
committed or the allegation is made against somebody, you
need to do things to find the facts and lay out the facts to
start the public defense. That's where the public affairs
work meets the legal work, because that's where the
defense starts.
ADAM GOLDBERG: I think a public spokesperson is not
quite what we're trying to get at in the article. There's a big
difference between speaking to a reporter and serving as
the on-the-record spokesperson. It's extremely rare where
we would allocate a lawyer to be the on-the-record
spokesperson for the exact reason I said earlier today- if
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lawyers are speaking for a client, people are going to think
the client did something wrong, otherwise why would they
need a lawyer speaking? That's on the record, but talking to
a reporter for five hours a day, you don't have to be the onthe-record spokesperson to talk to reporters. Meet that
reporter, explain to the reporter, you're in the midst of a
crisis situation.
JUDGE MATTICE: You do it off the record?
ADAM GOLDBERG: Or on background. And then give an
on-the-record comment from your CEO, your
communications or your outside PR.
JUDGE MATTICE: You've got to have a high level of trust
for the reporter and vice versa to do that, right? And to
develop that level of trust, don't you have to deal with that
reporter over a long period of time?
ADAM GOLDBERG: Yes. I've been burned only once
from a reporter. That does not mean that I'm not extremely
careful what I say so if they put it on the record it's not
going to be doomsday, because everything I'm saying I
want in the article. I wouldn't want it attributed to me
except for the fact that from an appearance sake, I'd rather
it come from my client's mouth so it doesn't look like my
client's guilty. But if they burn me, they're dead to me. One,
I'll go to their editor, and if this is an ongoing crisis or an
ongoing story, that's the last thing they want. Because the
next story, I'm going to go to their competitor and the story
after that I'm going to a competitor and I'm going to make
sure that they and their entire outlet are punished until they
know they'll never burn me again.
You have to be much more careful. But there's a
difference between that and then trusting somebody to go
off the record. You want to build a relationship before you
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can go fully off the record. Otherwise, even when you're
talking off the record, you have to assume that what you're
going to say could get out.
TOM GRISCOM: On that point, I think there are times
where a lawyer ought to be that front face speaking, but
you've got to change very quickly-if you're standing there
in that courtroom going back and forth, you're working like
a lawyer, thinking against that other side, and that is not
how the public gathers information. They don't think and
use the same kind of terms that you all use and some of the
courtesies and things that you use in a courtroom. So
you've got to sit down and really change it real quick and
say, here's a quick set of talking points. You've got to run a
mic real quick and go.
I can remember the picture of Ed Meese when he
was in his situation running away from the camera and all
you got was the back of his head. That right there sealed
the whole deal. What you are trying to avoid is that image.
It's taking that pause real quick, because you want to be
able to assess what happened in the case, so when you go
out, you're adding value to what's being said. But I do think
there's times when a lawyer does serve the role to be that
spokesperson for the company. Particularly if it's a really
detailed legal matter, because you want somebody there
that you feel knows what they're talking about. There are
other times when I would hear them say, I would love to
keep you all totally out of that. Because I think it changes
the perception of how the public thinks of guilt or
innocence.
JUDGE MATTICE: Tom, let me pretend that I've been the
lawyer who's been in the courtroom all day and my brain's
obviously fried. This is one of the times that we're going to
have the lawyer go out on the courthouse steps. And I
decide on the message that I'm going to send on behalf of
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my client. Based on the evidence of the record that the
government has presented to this point in the case, and
drawing all reasonable inferences that could be drawn from
that evidence in favor of the government, no reasonable
jury could find my client guilty beyond a reasonable doubt
at this point in time. Sounds like a perfect message, right?
TOM GRISCOM: No, I think you want to come out and
say something straightforward. We put the facts out there
and the facts take us where we think this is going to go. Our
client hasn't done anything wrong. That's what we said,
period. And that was my point. The other thing sounds so
legalistic.
JUDGE MATTICE: I hope you don't think I was serious.
TOM GRISCOM: No, sir, I don't.
JUDGE MATTICE: No sane person would view that as
denial of guilt. That's the way lawyers talk though.
TOM GRISCOM: I understand.
ADAM GOLDBERG: But there are a number of attorneys
who I've heard say that exact statement and fought with
over that. In fact, the first two criminal lawyers I've ever
heard who were willing to go out in public and say my
client is innocent are the two who are sitting here today.
Can you say he's innocent? No, I'm not willing to say that.
Usually it's because they think their client's guilty. And
there's a huge difference between criminal cases and civil
cases. Because if you're not willing to go all out for your
client on the courthouse steps in a civil matter, then you
shouldn't be out on courthouse steps.
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JUDGE MATTICE: How many Americans really
understand that in our system of criminal justice there is no
such thing as innocence? It's either guilty or not guilty. It
deals with the burden of proof the government has to meet.
So no one's ever innocent. A lay person wants to hear that
someone's innocent. But we as lawyers know that no one's
ever innocent. They're either guilty or not guilty.
ADAM GOLDBERG: Well, if you're going to go buy a car
from Toyota or another manufacturer, you want to know
they were innocent of having cars that accelerate on their
own. As lawyers and advocates, your advocacy extends
much beyond the courtroom.
JUDGE MATTICE: I still don't quite get it about how the
privilege can be divided up and who can know what when.
And Tom made a valid point. An investigation followed by
litigation is a long-term proposition. It's a little bit different
than anything else we see in the public realm, including the
political campaigns. It's going to go on for a long time. And
therefore, they're going to be various players involved at
various points in time that the proper public spokesperson
may differ. Sometimes it can only be the CEO, sometimes
it needs to be the PR person. Sometimes it may need to be
the lawyer, depending on what you're talking about. Adam
or Josh, talk about how those roles are established, how
they may have evolved over time and how decisions are
made as to who is going to be the public face of this
particular statement.
JOSH GALPER: I think it starts with your assessment of
the facts and how the facts have been developed into
messages. Once you're at that point to figure out, what are
the stories you want to have out there? What's the chess
board look like? Where do you want to get? What's the
goal? When you're at that point of what those stories are,
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you're going to understand who should carry that message.
It may take additional interviewing to understand who's
associated with what issue. I think it's pretty obvious that
when it comes to a CEO, you use that person sparingly,
depending on what their own ambition is. Sometimes they
want to be out there on the record all the time defending
their company, because they are the CEO. And sometimes
you have to tell them not to get out there.
JUDGE MATTICE: Let me use an example. For a little
while in the BP oil spill, the CEO of BP was the only
person who was out there. Some people would argue he got
over exposed really quickly, and it ultimately destroyed his
credibility.
TOM GRISCOM: The CEO is the ultimate voice of that
company, period. He is the person at the top. When he or
she speaks, there's no place else to go. So I agree that
you've got to be really careful when you put them up there
because you've put your whole company up there. I hate to
say this, but there are people who will fall on the swords as
you come on down.
JUDGE MATTICE: There are people who are more
expendable than the CEO if it comes to that.
TOM GRISCOM: Yes. But there are also people who
probably have more knowledge of what they're talking
about than the CEO does. You need that for credibility, in
my mind. If I've got a case going on here and it involves a
widget, I'd like to have the person who knows about the
widget and have them out there talking about it, because
they've got the pedigree that brings credibility because of
who they are and what they've done, and they know how
this works.
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ADAM GOLDBERG: I think it's important to make one
point. When we're talking about investigating these
documents, and when we bring in the PR person, once we
see a document that's a terribly hot document and you
know it's not privileged, it's going to fall within document
request, it's going to be handed over in discovery, there's no
reason not to hand it over as quickly as possible and get the
input. From a crisis management perspective, the crisis
manager's job is to make the crisis go away as quickly as
possible. Litigation may last five or ten years. What you
don't want is for information to drip down on the plaintiffs
attorney's time line for ten years. You want to get that
document and hand over all the bad stuff as quickly as
possible that might come out, if you can't settle it without
that information coming out.
JUDGE MATTICE: In the course of a year-long litigation,
there may be several crisis points. The best case scenario
for the client is the investigation is revealed and never
comes back again. However, these things tend to ebb and
flow, depending on the facts of the case, who discovers
what, and when they discover it.
JOSH GALPER: Or the moment of the case.
JUDGE MATTICE: Who they have to disclose it to, right?
ADAM GOLDBERG: Right. Another distinction to make
is, when you're dealing with a crisis, there are really two
parts of any crisis story. There's what led up to it, and what
it was and what caused it. And that's going to be very
sensitive facts. And then there's the issue of what the
company is doing now. For a company, we want to make
sure the company assumes the responsible corporate actor.
In that second half, you're arm in arm with the press person.
Because you're trying to figure out what steps the company
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can take, from a multiple stakeholder perspective, to
reassure those stakeholders. And that's much less sensitive
to privilege and litigation.
TOM GRISCOM: Let me throw the curve ball in here,
because if you're outside trying to figure out how do I get
shed of this and move on, I think it's fair to say that
politically, the best thing to do is to acknowledge a mistake
was made. The public many times is forgiving. When you
all go in a litigation strategy, that's actually the worst thing
to do because I'm out here acknowledging that, yeah, we
blew it, but we want to move on. So I'm going to take it
outside of your legal case you're dealing with, but what I
would like to say publicly is acknowledge, we know a
mistake happened. We know where the lines of
responsibility are. We've looked at it, it's time to move on,
and then see if you can put it behind you that way.
JOSH GALPER: I totally agree.
JUDGE MATTICE: You do?
JOSH GALPER: Not in the criminal context necessarily.
JOSH GALPER: That's a special context, as Adam was
alluding to. However, most times, and this is part of the
narrative that Adam was drawing out about getting past the
problem, you have to give up something. You have to do
the apology at some point. But it's not some kind of blanket
apology. It's based on the facts that have come to light.
They're going to be in the case anyway, and they're public.
And if you own them, you own them. I think that the most
courageous thing we've seen clients do is to muster the
strength to do that. And there are often lawyers in the room
saying please don't do that, you're going to kill our case. I
really can't think of a time when that has been the case,
where we've hit the ground after figuring out what
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happened. But giving up a little bit of that, showing a little
bit of humility, based on the facts and trying to get past this
to rehabilitate their credibility, has not been a good
decision.
JUDGE MATTICE: To rehabilitate whose credibility?
JOSH GALPER: The person who's accused of wrongdoing.
Once the crisis hits and his credibility's attacked because
something bad has happened, you need to get your
credibility back. It can't be done sometimes. But if
somebody wants to try to get past this moment by getting
the bad facts out, sometimes an apology is really helpful.
JUDGE MATTICE: Let's use the Toyota pedal sticking
case. They say that nothing is wrong with our pedals,
nobody's ever suffered because our pedals are sticking. But
we think we'll voluntarily recall. In a court of law that
probably would not be admissible as a subsequent remedial
measure. But they did it. Did they have to make a
conscious decision about what could be inadmissible
evidence in litigation and what was best for their public
image? If you're in the court of public opinion, if you come
across as if you're just here to do the right thing, it seems to
me you shoot yourself in the foot potentially when the trial
comes.
ADAM GOLDBERG: What you're really talking about is a
business decision. Whether Toyota made that recall or not,
no doubt they did some testing to try to figure out how the
public is going to respond if they do this versus not. Toyota
was much more concerned about the next thirty years of
business rather than whatever liability they might have to a
handful that might be able to show there was something
wrong with their car-plus their litigation costs for defending
the thousand other people who just want to file.
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For those securities litigators out there, there's a
direct connection between your public relations and your
legal liability under the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act. In 1994 they added a provision that says
within thirty days of an event that causes the stock to go
down, if you can bring the stock back up to a certain
percentage, or a certain amount, your liability in any
private securities lawsuit is going to be limited to the delta
between what you brought it up to within-maybe it's ninety
days-and where it was on the date of sale. So people are
encouraged to advise people to hold onto the stock and not
dump it. In order for companies to bring that stock back up,
they have to communicate the facts.
Long before the mortgage crisis, we dealt with a
home lender that was under short attack and some
misinformation was put out. The Washington Journal did a
front page story, and sent their stock dipping thirty percent.
It was based on misinformation put out by short sellers. We
had ninety days to get that stock back up to limit their
liability in any securities lawsuit that would otherwise get
dismissed on a motion. You had to know the facts and you
had to use a whole variety of communication strategies
through multiple sets of stakeholders to get that stock price
back up.
JOSH GALPER: To go back to the Toyota example, do
you remember what the biggest controversy probably
surrounding all of that was? It was the reluctance of the
leader of the company to acknowledge that there was an
issue. That human aspect that people want to see people do
the right thing is actually sometimes the right thing to do-to
acknowledge if there's a problem, to say you're sorry, to say
that you know that there are people who have been injured.
I would argue that doesn't kill the legal case by expressing
sympathy with people who have been hurt by your product.
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You need to be careful about how you do it, but expressing
sympathy isn't necessarily expressing guilt.
JUDGE MATTICE: Or liability.
JOSH GALPER: But the leader of the company wouldn't
call anybody back, would not show any kind of human
face. That hurt the company in a big way. And I would be
at the side of that client saying, we really need a public
statement from him.
ADAM GOLDBERG: I want to challenge you on what
you're saying. If your client killed somebody, then I want to
challenge your premise that you shouldn't acknowledge that
your product has killed somebody. Because you're going to
want to take remedial measures. Take Tylenol-they didn't
do anything wrong. Somebody was poisoning their product.
They did a massive product recall and then it was
contrasted in recent years how Johnson and Johnson
handled issues at some of their factories and hasn't done a
responsible thing and hasn't acknowledged it. Johnson and
Johnson for decades was the number one response in
surveys of who was the most trusted company, and they're
no longer on that list because of the last few years of
trouble.
Can I cite some psychological studies? In the
psychological academic literature, it has a lot to do with
communications. There have been a lot of academic studies
that show that if you don't comment, people perceive that
as you are guilty. And then they've done studies to see how
people perceive "no comment" to "I'm sorry, I did things
wrong" versus denial. If you're in a crisis and it's been a
question of trust and you say you're sorry and it's an issue
of dishonesty, then that's worse than saying no comment.
But if it's an issue of competence and you say you're sorry,
that's much better, and then you acknowledge that you've
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done something wrong. It's much better from a branding
perspective-I'm not talking about from a liability
perspective-than "no comment."
JUDGE MATTICE: How often does the client get put in
the position of either losing a case or winning in the court
of public opinion or vice versa? If you are ultimately going
to be found guilty by a jury, for instance, there's often no
way to win in the court of public opinion. Martha Stewart
seems to have pulled it off.
JOSH GALPER: Look at it this way, in real time. If it's a
public company that you're representing and the stock price
is tanking, and yet you are winning the day in court, but the
message is coming out of there that you're a terrible
company, and the journalists don't care about your legal
case, the merits of it and how it's going for you, you're
going to be suffering. Your shareholders are suffering. And
there are other avenues to go down besides just the court
case to try and move past the problem. Try to show that
you're a good company even though you know you're going
to win in court.
Ray Donovan is a great example. Where is it that
you go to get your reputation back? Well, for a company
where they've got investors to make happy and a work
force to keep enthused about the company and show that
they're a trustworthy brand to be working for, there are
other things I think you need to do than just think about the
courtroom image.
TOM GRISCOM: You basically have what we'll call
traditional media and social media. What would have
happened if the Ray Donovan thing happened today?
Because now everybody can be a publisher. And they can
put something out there, and what we've lost are the
gatekeepers that can separate truth and fiction. So a Ray
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Donovan today might be able to go out on his own, hire
somebody and say, I'm going to create a Facebook page.
I'm going to go back and just fire this stuff out. Because the
tools to allow you to do that now are so different than the
time when this was happening.
JUDGE MATTICE: I want to address one more topic, and
then I want to see if the folks who have been kind enough
to stick around have topics they would like us to address or
want to ask questions. We've talked about how lawyers
gather facts, but we've talked about how, eventually in the
court of public opinion, you need to get those facts into a
message. We've already talked a little bit about how
lawyers aren't necessarily trained to do that. Tom, you've
involved in that sort of thing. Can you address the
difference in fact gathering and messaging?
TOM GRISCOM: I want somebody to say here's what
we've got. I've had to deal with the lawyers as they're
working through their case, and say, all right, let's talk
about where we are, what the overall message is, that
landing point we want to keep going back to. And to me,
the talkers are the ones you have to keep your eye on,
because that's what's shifting. We just want to know what is
going to work and what's not, what the key words are to
use. It's the difference between talking about nuclear power
and nuclear energy. There's a very different connotation
when you use the energy word or the power word. But that,
to me, is when you sit down and you take in all of the facts
and you boil them down to here are the points that we're
trying to push out to push our side. They've got to be
factual. They've got to be truthful when you lay them out
there. But you always want to go back to that key starting
phrase.
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JUDGE MATTICE: It's a process of boiling down into a
message that can be stated in very few words, correct?
TOM GRISCOM: Thirty seconds or less.
JUDGE MATTICE: Let me go ahead and ask what people
would like to hear us talk about.
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: I'd like to know if you all have
ever been involved in a situation where you had some
negative news that needed to come out, but you kind of
timed it when there was some other news going on in the
nation
TOM GRISCOM: If I've got something, I might decide to
put it out right before Christmas. There are time elements
too that you look at when you know people's attention may
be someplace else. But you do it knowing you're going to
come back to it. It's going to be out there, so it's not like it's
forgotten. But it gives you a chance to roll this out, and
then you can pick it back up and put another message on
top of that.
ADAM GOLDBERG: Christmas Eve, then July 3rd, the
night before Easter, and Friday nights. Any major holiday,
the eve of, and then Friday evenings are historically the
best.
TOM GRISCOM: Having been in newspapers, it's tough
to watch what's going on right now as you see circulations
decline. But if I could capture that Sunday edition, I
worked hard to get it in there. I didn't want Monday. This
is why all the watch and talk shows are great because they
set the agenda for the start of the week by doing Sunday
talk shows, because nobody else is out there on a Sunday
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doing this. And Mondays are pretty slow news days. So
there's also timing the other way.
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: How useful are, if at all, and how
frequently do you use focus groups?
JOSH GALPER: They're typically very helpful and used.
Focus groups are a form of survey research where you get
maybe ten to twenty people into a room, and you have a
moderator who is speaking with the group for maybe an
hour or so. Often these folks are paid. And the research
firm is trying to test messages with the group of people
assembled to find out what is going to work. The moderator
goes into the room after having spoken with Tom and folks
like ourselves to figure out what we think might work. We
would be behind a pane of glass where you could not see
that we were sitting there. And we would watch how
people interact with each other based on the messages with
the moderator as well, to find out what works and what
does not work. You get very surprised with those sorts of
sessions. You find out that people don't really take to a
certain message that you thought, ah, this is going to be a
winner with this particular demographic the folks in the
room represent. And it forces you to pivot in another
direction and try something else.
There are certain jury focus groups who have jury
consultants who do this and that's a real focused type of
focus group. But then there's the mass communication kind
where there's certain media or it's paid media, especially if
you're going to invest a lot of money in some paid media
campaign on television, you want to make sure that you get
the message right, and that's what that is useful for.
JUDGE MATTICE: Tom, let me ask you about a specific
example that you have given me permission to ask you
about. Just a little bit over a year ago, you were advising
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Governor Haslam about when to drop the news that he was
to some extent going to cut back on the financial disclosure
rules that applied to state employees, including himself,
that had been developed under the previous administration.
Most Tennesseans know or suspect that Governor Haslam
has a little bit more disposable income than most people.
Therefore, from what I recall from the press coverage, that
was viewed pretty negatively. And the press did seem to
pick up on it, but there were questions raised as to the
timing of that disclosure of that revision of the governor's
policy, right?
TOM GRISCOM: I was still the editor and publisher of the
Times Free Press during the election, at least up to around
the primary time. So I was watching this from that point of
view. Governor Haslam had made a point early on and
some of us will recall that both Zach Wamp and Ron
Ramsey went after him because the Haslam family had all
this money and he won't tell us where it's coming from. He
made a clear decision of what he was going to disclose, and
it was different than what Governor Bredesen had done. So
I'm helping in the transition and then in the first hundred
days of the administration, and as he's getting ready to be
sworn into office, there's three or four executive orders that
the Governor really needs to sign. We're trying to lay out
the strategy of how to do this. One of them was going to be
that he was going to go back to what disclosure had been
prior to Phil Bredesen. But there was another one in there
about nondiscrimination. There was another one about open
government. And I threw that one in because I thought it
was important. He was talking about how he was going to
have an open government, dah, dah, dah. But we tucked
this one in as well, so we could go ahead and say it.
JUDGE MATTICE: In the hopes that nobody would notice
that?
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TOM GRISCOM: No. We knew they were going to notice
it because he gave his speech on a Saturday and the
statement said, the first action that he took was signing
these executive orders that Saturday after he took the oath.
And they were out there and there was FOIA filed by the
AP trying to look at all the documents. Having worked for
the tobacco company, I'm pretty smart about what you don't
put in writing. But they wanted to see what advice we had
given. We tucked it in because, yes, you need to get it
done. But Bill Haslam made it very clear during his
campaign what he was going to do. The pressure was, now
he's elected, will he change his mind? And the answer was,
he wasn't. And I thought that message for a governor
starting out was important enough for people to realize
what he said in the campaign is what he believed. Rather
than to sit here and let this thing string out for ten days or
so-because if we had let it string out, then every day the
pressure is going to mount more and more on the Governor,
and the worst thing is you can have is this notion that this is
what they said they were for, but now that they've won,
they've sort of gone over here. So that's how that was put
together, and we tucked it in there.
JUDGE MATTICE: Let me make one comment about
timing of disclosing. Sometimes you can't control what's
going to work in terms of timing, because you can't control
the news cycle. You don't know whether it's going to be a
slow or a fast news week. I'll give you an example from the
campaign finance investigation I worked with Senator
Thompson. I remember the day we were going to have the
nationally televised hearings of the Buddhist nuns. They
had on long saffron robes, females with shaved heads
testifying before Congress under immunity. The Vice
President was involved and we had been flacking this to the
press for weeks. The weekend before the hearings began,
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Princess Di was killed in the car wreck. We still got a lot of
press, but Princess Di was the lead story.
ADAM GOLDBERG: Let me make one comment about
that. From a White House perspective, we tried our best
never to let them control the news cycle. We would always
put out the worst stories before they had a chance to do so.
So by the time that Sandy's hearings came around, almost
everything that was in that hearing, we had already put out
publicly. They had some amazing witnesses that said some
horrifically bad things-that we couldn't control. But from a
documentary perspective, we tried to control the timing as
much as possible.
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: What do you think about Twitter
and when your CEOs post regular tweets?
JOSH GALPER: Social media is a reality. Anybody who's
in the communications profession or our line of work has to
deal with it. As far as who is tweeting, companies have
pretty sophisticated programs for having folks tweet, and
they usually have social media people as part of the
communications team or the marketing team managing that
function, putting out tweets for a CEO. Some CEOs tweet
on their own, and they want to do that. There's certain
coaching that goes with it, especially if you're a public
company. There is information you cannot put out into the
market that isn't yet disclosed to the regulator, the SEC. So
CEOs of public companies have to be very careful. There
must be CEOs of public companies who are tweeting, but I
can't name one off the top of my head.
JUDGE MATTICE: You mean personally as opposed to
their staff?
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JOSH GALPER: Personally, yes. There are people who do
this. There are politicians who do it on their own because
they love the medium. It's very immediate. And I'll tell you,
that is how reporters are getting their news feed these days.
That may be how you're getting your news feed. If you
Tivo the Super Bowl and you're checking your Twitter feed
before you watch the Super Bowl, that's a great way to ruin
the game.[It's] the same with a political debate. I find this
when I have these conversations with journalists who are
living and dying by Twitter. That is how they're getting
their news. You see the life cycle of an event pop up and go
to a daily cycle through Twitter.
TOM GRISCOM: But as a lawyer, you created the
document, so how do you sit there and tell that CEO, you
put this out there, now this is reprisal. One of the concerns I
have is that a lot of them pass it off to a staff person. I'm
not sure that staff person understands what they really put
out there at times. Because there are a lot of [people] with
the notion that every time the pressure comes in to ask
whomever, that it's that CEO or that governor [who] is the
one who's answering it, when many times it's a PR person.
So I would assume, from a legal standpoint, that that is
opening up a whole new area that you've got to be
concerned about if you're getting ready to go into litigation.
ADAM GOLDBERG: The sacred rule from our
perspective is don't misrepresent who you are, whether it's
a blog post comment or Twitter. You might recall a few
years ago, the CEO of Whole Foods is a frequent tweeter
and blogger. He was blogging and he was doing it
anonymously about his company and saying things about
his company. And he got into a host of legal inspection.
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: I was wondering, what advice do
you have for young lawyers who represent high profile
clients or corporations, especially in a high crisis situation?
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ADAM GOLDBERG: Do you mean in terms of developing
the skills and how to deal with the press?
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Yes.
ADAM GOLDBERG: You don't want to wait till you have
your high profile matter. I think the first thing is to get to
know reporters. If you have a client that's a company and
they have beat reporters that cover their company, you'd
like to get to know those beat reporters before there's a
crisis about that company and develop trust. Sit down and
have coffee with them. Do all this within the auspices of
the in-house communication people of the company, if
there are any. But generally, develop relations with
reporters so that they get to know you and build up trust,
which is the greatest commodity you could have in a
reporter. Then you could understand exactly what they're
interested in, how their mind works and what they will be
interested in later.
TOM GRISCOM: I got burnt one time too when I was
working for Senator Baker. I bring that up because if I'm a
journalist and you're trying to work with me to give me
information, I'm maybe going to have time to check his
sources. Otherwise, I hope that they would. But I'm going
to take you as a credible source because you've built a
relationship with me. And the last thing you want to do is
to share anything and have it come back and blow up on
you, because you'll never get it back. Your own credibility
is more important. That can be a very important lesson. If
you know it's not right, don't take that media person down
that road with you, because that's their career. And they're
looking to you as a source to help them develop a story,
which is part of what they do for a living.
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ADAM GOLDBERG: For those who are involved in
politics, it may mean a little bit more. There's never
credible deniability for your clients. Never do anything that
you don't authorize first with your clients. I know folks
who've done that and the situation always ends up
horrendously bad. They always throw the lawyer
overboard, and appropriately so.
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Given the skepticism and
cynicism of the American public today as to publicly traded
companies and the amount of profitability that they are
seeing, when we talk about these timed news dumps, isn't
there some ethical responsibility on the part of the attorney
who represents that corporation to make certain that the
news dumps aren't done solely to improve profitability for
the stockholders?
JUDGE MATTICE: Well, there are security laws, rules
regarding timing of material information.
JOSH GALPER: But you can file with the regulator when
you need to file with the regulator. The rule is two or three
days, or the sixty day quiet period for an IPO. But I would
say that the lawyer's ethical duty is to the client and to help
the client however they can, within the bounds of their own
ethical responsibilities to the Court. But I don't think that's
one ethical canon that they would have to follow.
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: I was wondering about an
ongoing fraud.
JOSH GALPER: Fraud is different. They should not be
helping to perpetuate a fraud.
JUDGE MATTICE: Ma'am, I'm not sure that we really got
to your question or issue. Because, what I heard you
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saying, there are rules governing how corporations can
disclose information. And they can never disclose
misleading or fraudulent information, but it would seem to
me that if the timing of a disclosure is favorable to the
company's stock prices, as long as they're doing it within
the SEC rules, then they're going to do it to their best
advantage. If you have a quarrel with that, it would seem to
me the quarrel would be with Congress or the SEC, not
with the lawyer.
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Hypothetically speaking, let's say
we've got a corporation who knows they are going to have
a very big lawsuit coming against them. Now, we're going
to do our news dump, but we're only going to do so after
stock dividends are paid. Then we'll start carefully handing
out all of the little negative things that would follow once
litigation actually does start. But most corporations, I think,
have a pretty good idea that they're about to get sued well
before it's filed.
ADAM GOLDBERG: You face this in the securities
context all the time. And companies and securities lawyers
take different approaches to this. Let's say the SEC opens
up an informal inquiry into your company. Is that material
information to an investor? That's really what it gets it
down to. Would the material affect your decision whether
to invest in the company? Some companies and some
lawyers take the approach that an informal inquiry is not
material, but a formal inquiry would be. So there's great
disagreement on that. But ultimately, when you sit down as
a lawyer with the accountants and everybody and you think
it's going to be material to an investor, then that's
something that you should disclose as soon as possible. If
it's not material, then that's something that you have more
leeway with, for a public company.
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UNKNOWN SPEAKER: So there is no real conflict
between our Rules of Evidence and the SEC rules when it
comes to these types of information dumps?
JUDGE MATTICE: I would echo what's been said. The
ethical rules are basically loyalty to the client. The lawyer
has an ethical duty to act in his or her client's best interest
as long as it is legal and ethical. I would take the position as
a lawyer that that's a safe harbor for me. If you're telling me
the SEC rules are not adequate, I would think there's a lot
of Americans that would agree with you about that.
ADAM GOLDBERG: Where this has come into play a lot
is when executives, before they disclose something, all of a
sudden they have a stock option exercise. And then you
have an allegation of insider trading and things like that. So
when these issues come up, it's usually one of those kinds
of situations where, did you disclose something, was it true
or not, or did some insider act on that information before
they disclosed it.
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: What goes into the decision
making process of if you have a positive story that you
want brought out, whether or not you go to television,
newspaper, whether or not you hold a press conference or
you go to an individual reporter that you might have a
rapport with and let them have the exclusive?
TOM GRISCOM: I would add another one to your list
today. And that is, do I take it and go viral with it? Let me
give you an example. We're sitting down and looking at the
things for Governor Haslam. And we talked about how
anybody has an opportunity now to say, I can do the basic
traditional way that you put out releases and information, or
I can set it up on my own Facebook page or however else I
want to push it out and do it that way as well. I think you
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have to look at what the information is. There are times
where if I've got a reporter that I really want to work with
and cultivate, I'll give it to them exclusively. When you do
that, keep in mind, you've got a whole range or people
behind you ticked off. Because there's going to come a time
when you want to come back and work with them. I would
do a news conference if it's big enough and you want to
draw more attention to it. I would go to an individual, and
if I'm trying to get the story started, build it where I think
I've got a chance to build on it. So I'm going to go and give
it to you as an exclusive. But then, once I start it, I want to
remember, there's another audience people tend to forget
about. The best audience you have for any story, if you're a
company, is the people that work for you. I have found
many times that people forget that. Because that's the
person you're going to see in church, at shopping some
place, or on a soccer field, or whatever. And they're going
to say, hey, I saw this story, what do you know about it?
The worst thing is to have an employee say, I don't know,
they didn't tell me.
And believe it or not, use talking points, three or
four talking points that the company pushed out there in the
employee. That is a good reinforcement to keep building
the message. You've got to make sure there's multiple
layers of this as you push it out. Because you're really
trying to have this type of coverage, even though you
started with a single individual. Does that help?
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Yes.
UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Mr. Griscom, it seems that
Governor Haslam responds to the media a lot himself more
than relying on his press secretary or communications
people. Why?
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TOM GRISCOM: I think it's always important, whether it
is a politician or a COA, to find where their comfort zone
is. For Governor Haslam, he's what I call comfortable in his
own skin. He wants people to see him for what he is, that
he doesn't have to have a whole lot of handlers of people
around him. One of the things I found interesting within the
University of Tennessee is that we used to have presidents
that had this entourage with them. And I think it's
refreshing now that the president can show up by himself,
or maybe with one person. You have to make sure that
when you're out there messaging that it really does fit with
the client that you're working for. The last thing you want
to do is take them out of their natural environment and
make them where they come across as stiff. Part of their
credibility is that when you see and hear them, you feel like
that's really coming from their heart. I know from Governor
Haslam, that is how he is. I did not realize until I came in
that he went a whole four years without a press person. In
his last term as mayor of Knoxville, he didn't have
anybody.
JUDGE MATTICE: There is a book that I read a long time
ago by Roger Ailes, who's the head of Fox News, called
You Are the Message. 128 It talks about the concept of
messaging and message development. It makes the point
that everybody thinks of message as being some sort of
verbal or visual manifestation that's developed. But the
point he makes is everything any individual does in their
life, the message that they're sending, whether they
intended or not, is the entire persona or aura that they have
around them. It's like a reputation you've built over a long
period of time and it can be changed but you need to be
conscious of what sort of message you're sending.
ROGER AILES WITH JON KRAUSHAR, YOU ARE THE
MESSAGE (1988).
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